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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
Statement of Problem--Specific exercises in auditory dis-
criminati9n of the structural analysis of words had been 
set up by the writer of pupils in Grade Six at worcester, 
Massachusetts in an attempt to aid them in achieving better 
spelling ability. These exercises were _given for a mini-
mum of fifteen minutes daily over a period,of approximately 
eight weeks in an effort to determine if lack of training 
in auditory discrimination of word elements was one of the 
contributing factors to poor spelling in Grade Six. 
Purpose of Study--To study the effect of specific training 
in auditory discrimination of word elements in relation to 
spelling scores of Grade Six .. pupils, to note whether this 
training is an aid to achievement to better spelling scores 
and whether this training should be continued. 
Plan of Investigation--To carry out this study, six experi-
mental and control groups were selected.1 The chronologi-
cal age distribution and intelligence range of the groups 
was determined. 2 The spelling grade equivalent scores and 
1/ Chapter III. Procedure of the Study, p. 58 
g/ Chapter IV. Analysis of the Data, p. 66 
-1-
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auditory discrimination ability of the groups was deter-
mined by tests.1 The experimental groups were given a 
series of drills in auditory discrimination of word ele-
ments for approximately eight weeks. At the close of the 
study, the findings of achievement in spelling by the ex-
perimental versus the control group was statistically com-
2 pared. 
Justification of the Problem-- The low spelling scores of 
many pupils taking the Metropolitan Achievement Test and 
the poor transfer or the formal spelling lesson to other 
written assignments, plus the opinions of other sixth 
grade teachers in regard to spelling ability has led to 
this study. Since ability in the structural analysis of 
words is beneficial to success in reading in the inter-
mediate grades, it is assumed that this training will be 
an aid to success in spelling. 
Research has disclosed that reading disability and 
spelling disability are closely allied since the funda-
mental skills underlying reading and spelling are similar. 
Investigations have shown that, although many good readers 
are poor s,Pellers, poor readers are almost invariably poor 
y Chapter IV • .QE· cit. P• 75-94 
gj Ibid, P• 86 
e. 
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spellers. Gates 1 writes: 
That the abilities to perceive certain 
essential details of words yield higher 
correlations with spelling than with read-
ing, leads to these tentative hypotheses. 
During reading, the words may be perceived 
in a way which suffices to call up the 
meaning but may or may not be perceived with 
sufficient characteristic detail to reinstate, 
even partially, the spelling. That is, it 
is quite possible when words are perceived 
in a certain favorable way during ordinary 
reading the bond involved in spelling the 
word may be strengthened to some degree. Cer-
tain subjects fail to obtain from words an 
impression that is adequate for reading, some 
may secure impressions adequate for reading 
but not adequate for spelling, others may be-
come not only good readers but also good 
spellers through practice obtained by seeing 
words in a particularly favorable way. 
Gates2 writes in the same publication: 
Backwardness in reading has been, among our 
subjects, almost invariably accompanied by 
backwardness in spelling, although backward-
ness in spelling is not always evidence of 
backwardness in reading. 
Arthur I. Gates, ttpsychology of Reading and Spelling 11 
Contributions to Education, No. 129, New York: 
Columbia University, 1922, P• 26 
gj Ibid, P• 69 
Hildreth1 who conducted the research of 96 pupils, 
tested annually from grades two to eight, to determine the 
progress of these pupils in reading, arithmetic, and spell-
ing found:2 
The correlations for initial status appear 
to be higher between arithmetic and reading, 
and reading and spelling than between spell-
ing and arithmetic. The correlations are of 
similar size when inter-correlations for 
final status are computed. 
Durrell3 writes: "Reading ability correlates closely 
with spelling ability since the skill in word perception is 
essential if a child is to recall words vividly enough to 
write them.n 
At a later date, Hildreth4 states that spelling and 
reading are related through vocabulary; that learning to 
read and to spell both require the ability to discriminate 
among words visually; that spelling requir·es word study; 
so does word ~~cognition in reading. 
Ger..trude Hildreth, ttResults of Repeated Measur-ement of 
Pupil Achievementtt Journal of Educational Psychology 
21: 286-289 (April, 1930) 
Ibid, P• 286 
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1940, 
p. 265 
Gertrude Hildreth, 11 The Interrelations Among the Lan-
guage Artsn, The Elementary School .Journal, June, 1948, 
P• 540 
4 
Betts1 tells us: 
The second aspect of the psychology of 
language deals with how words are put 
together. It has to do with language 
structure--Speaking, reading~ and 
writing (and spelling) are tied to-
gether so that the child becomes better 
organized in his use and understanding 
of language •••• Structural-analysis 
techniques give the child a sound basis 
for learning to spell. 
Since the ability to determine the likenesses and dif-
ferences of words is necessary for ability to read and 
spell, training in auditory discrimination and auditory 
perception of the structural analysis of word!=J would seem 
to be one of the fundamental skills needed for success in 
spelling in the intermediate grades. Relying upon that 
premise, this experiment was attempted. 
Emmett A. Betts, 11 The Language·Arts Approach to Reading 11 , 
The ABO Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. l, New York: 
American Book Company, 1948· P• 1 
5 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The teacher is in the classroom to help each child 
grow desirably in all directions at the same time, and to 
keep every child functioning educationally to the full ex-
tent of his capacity. Every teacher knows that there are 
as· many individual learning problems as there are pupils 
:ln her class. The problems, therefore, confronting the 
teacher of spelling are many. However, for the purpose of 
i:;his experiment, the research has evolved around the fol-
lowing questions: 
1. What is spelling disability? 
2. How can spelling disability be overcome 
or prevented? 
3. Do auditory discrimination and structural 
analysis of words play a vital role in in-
creasing efficiency in spelling? 
-6-
In defining spelling disability, Gates and Russe111 
state: 
Some authorities state that a retardation of 
a half-year in Grade 2, of three-fourths of a 
year in Grade 3, and of one year in Grade 4 
to 8 warrants s pecial treatment; but the ques-
tion can best be answer.ed in the light of the 
abilities and needs of the pupils concerned .••• 
In general, ~pelling disability applies to 
those children who are so incapable of handling 
the common or special words used by their peers 
and needed by themselves that they are defi-
nitely hindered in the fluent expression of 
their ideas. 'Disabilityt does not imply that 
children are incapable of learning t.o spell 
so much as that they are far below the norms 
for their respective grades and ages •. 
Hildreth2 write~: 
The c;ri terion of success in the modern school 
is how well the child spells whenever he 
wri ~es; Spelling has no other ;purpose but 
use ·as a tool in writ.ing.- Little practical 
need for oral spelling presents itself, ex~ 
cept for reinforcing of the auditory percep-
tion. 
Arthur r.· G~?-tes and David H· Russell, Diagnostic and 
Remedial Spelling Manual, A Handbook for Teachers, 
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, Revised Edition, 1940. p. 2-3 
. •' 
Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's, A Modern. 
Interpretation, Chicago: Educational Publications 
Incorporated, 1936. p. 201 
7 
Hilareth1 continues: 
The school can scarcely hope to produce perfect 
spelling in the writings of all the pupils, but 
through provision of ample opportunities for 
written work, it can stimulate interest in 
correct spelling and equip the children with a 
sufficiently large story of automatically cor-
rect responses to meet all practical purposes. 
The spelling lists should be based on the needs 
of the adult in his daily life. 
Since the turn of the century, spelling disability 
has been the concern of educators and many scientific in-
vestigations have been carried out in an effort to dis-
cover the most efficient and economical methods of help-
ing children acquire spelling ability. In 1911, Wallin2 
writes in his preface: 
During the last decade the interest taken in the 
nsimplified spellingn movement ani the improve-
ment of teaching spelling has been widespread. 
This is not surprising in the view of the·: fact 
that spelling is a fundamental social tool. 
There are :few elementary~subjects in which in-
efficiency is more swiftly detected and more 
severely reprobated in later life than in 
spelling. 
Gertrude Hildreth, QQ. Cit. p. 202-15 
John E. Wallin, Spelling Efficiency in Rel~tion to 
Age, Grade and Sex and the Question of Transfer. 
Baltimore, Maryland: Warwick and York, Incorporated, 
1911. p. preface 
8 
--
An objective ror further ~pelling and reading re-
l 
search has been suggested by Thorndike when he writes: 
A method of teaching spelling which, other 
things being equal, improved spelling ability 
to perceive words during reading in a way 
benericial to later spelling would be highly 
advantageous. Indeed, its influence in this 
direction might far outweigh its influence 
in the day-by-day learning of the four to :s.ix 
hundred words _assigned ror study each year. 
Thompson2 warns us thay~ 11 The habit of correctly 
spelling what one writes in and out or school is not the 
same thing as the ability to spell words correctly when 
they are dictated in the spelling period or at some later 
time." 
Foran3 writes: 
Spelling can be made the vehicle for the develop-
ment of ideals which, through constant stress and 
suitable motivation, may be linked with the 
ideals emanating from other rorms of learning 
and so generalized to modify all behavior~ To 
consider spelling as a tool or an activity which 
begins and ends with the learning of the words 
contained in an assignment, is so narrow a view 
of the subject as to suggest a misconception of 
its educational value. 
E. L. Thorndike, 11 The Needs of Fundamental Analysis of 
Methods of T"eachingn, The Elementar¥ School Journal, 
(November, 1929) Vol~ 30, P• 191 
Robert S. Thompson, The.,Effectiveness of Modern Spell-
ing Instruction. New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930.. p. 20 
T. G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling. 
Washington, D. G.: Catholic Education Press, 1934. P• 4 
!) 
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An investigation1 carried on to discover what function 
the spelling textbook was serving in the children's learn-
ing of spelling from Grades II through VIII brought forth 
the following conclusions: 
1. Most of the learning of spelling seems to 
have been done before the year of teaching 
or·after that year. 
2. The good spellers do most of the learning 
without teaching, while the poor spelle:r;.s 
apparently need the teaching and even more 
teaching than is given them. 
3. Certain easy words, rather than all words, 
are learned without teaching by good spellers. 
Hard words are not even learned through 
teaching by poor spellers, many of these 
words never being learned at all by this 
group. 
H. A. Curtis and E. w. Dolch, 11 Do Spelling Books Teach 
Spelling?n Elementary School .To urn% Vol. 39, No. 8, 
1938-39. p. 584-92 
====d~========================================4r===-
. ·-
. ·=== 
The question, nDo spelling-books teach spelling?n does 
not seem to have a simple answer. But the investigators 
1 
write: 
Much still needs to be determined before a 
particular faculty knows just what the 
schools should do about spelling. One 
solution is the adoption of a thorough 
language-arts program. Such a program 
gives attention to words primarily as tools 
of thought and expression, but it brings in, 
at appropriate points, attention to word 
forms and to ways of learning word forms and 
thus encourages the continual, natural learn-
ing of spelling • 
Dolch2 lists the two· approaches to spelling as the 
11 list-approach'1 and the 11 learner' s approach11 • Under the 
11 list-approach11 , Dolch has: 
1. Lists of common words which make up such a 
large part of all writing that every person, 
child or adult, should know for their spell-
ing. 
2. Lists of commonly misspelled words. 
3. Each school subject may have its own spelling 
list. 
4. There are combination lists, made up of 
words which a·re in common usage, which are 
important for certain subjects, and which are 
often misspelled. 
y QE.· cit. p. 592 
Edward w. Dolch, Problems in Reading. 
Illinois: The Garrard Press. 1948, 
Champaign, 
p. 327-28 
:11 
=======~~=======================================================================1!=====-==----· -
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•• 
Dolch1 supports the views of Thompson, Foran, and 
Hildreth when he writes: 
There is a second approach to spelling which 
we call the "learner 1 s approach". That is, 
this approach tries not merely to teach cer-
tain words, but to make the student an effi-
cient learner of spelling, so that no matter 
what may be the situation in which he finds 
himself, in school or out, he may spell effi-
ciently. This approach to spelling begins 
•with the premise that no-list or combination 
of lists can entirely take care of anyone's 
life spelling needs. 
The trend of research investigation to-day is ex-
pressed by Greene2 when he states: 
Many investigators of spelling disabilities 
have abandoned the procedure of deducting the 
causes of spelling difficulties from an anal-
ysis of errors and are no~ devoting their 
time and energies to studying the work habits 
of pupils by means of careful observations 
and tests. 
From the studies already quoted, it would seem that 
in overcoming or preventing spelling disability, one must 
co~sider spelling as a fundamental social tool, with ade-
quat·e experiences provided for the use of it so that the 
child may want to learn to spell efficiently and thus ex-
press his thoughts fluently in any situation. 
Edward W. Dolch, QE_. cit., p. 330-37. 
Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond 
Gerberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the ElementaTy 
School. New York: Longmans, Green, and Company, 1947. 
p. 381. 
12 
Factors aff$cting spelling achievement--That correct spell-
ing of a word can best be learned and retained if it is pre-
sented and practiced through the three senses of seeing, 
hearing, and feeling, is a point on which most investigators 
' . 
seem ~o agree. However, they may differ on which they con-
sider of most importance. In a study by Winch,l of both 
auditory and visual presentation of spelling words, he in-
dicates that a combined method of teaching is likely to 
be superior. 
Gates 2 writes: 
1~en the perceptual abilities are so inappropri-
ate as to make reading difficult, other things 
being normal, the effect on spelling is very 
marked9 When the perceptual abilities are 
satisfactory for reading they may still be in-
sufficiently precise for perceptible assistance 
in spelling. Finally cases of backwardness in 
spelling are found where the perceptual re-
actions of words seem better than average. 
Gates 3 ~ontinues: 
For effective spelling the bonds between the 
perception (visual and auditory) of the word 
and the motor reactions of producing the 
letters in special order must in the first 
place be established by specific practice. 
w. H* Winch, ttExperimental Researches on Learning to 
Spell", Journal of Educational Psychology, (November, 
1913) Vol. IV, p. 525-37; 579-92 
A. I. Gates, npsychology of Reading and Spelling't 
Contributions of Education, No. 129, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922. p. 69 
Y Ibid, P• 71 
j_3 
Hartman1 attempted to discover in college students 
the role of auditory and visual perception in spelling, and 
whether spelling is more closely associated with those re-
actions mediated by the ear, or with those involving the 
eye. His conclusions 2 were as'_;follows: 
First that spelling ability is no more a 
function of general visual perception than 
it is essentially a central function. Fur-
ther, it is largely dependent upon one 
special form of visual reaction. Orevisu-
al test, namely that of immediate memory 
span with meaning for stimuli, correlated 
.78-.03 with spelling criterion. 
Watson3 states that: 
The relationship between sound and visual-
graphic form is intimately and pedagogically, 
to build associations directly from the 
visual appearance of words to their repro-
duction by graphic movements; their phonic 
forms cannot be entirely disregarded; for 
the reason that ·the vocal-auditory use of 
words is both antecedent to and more fre-
quent than their visual graphic use, in the 
development of language, in the experience 
of most individuals. 
A. w. Hartman, 11 The Relative Influence of Visual and 
Auditory Factors in Spelling Ability", Journal of 
Educational Psychology (December, 1931) p. 691-99 
Ibid, P• 691 
Alice E. Watson, 11 Experim6!ltal Studies in the Psycho-
logical and Pedagogy of Spelling11 , Contributions to 
Education, No. 638, New York: Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1935. P• 32 
:14 
Hildrethl writes: 11 Spelling can be learned without 
visual aid, but the visually normal person relies on all 
sensory impressions during the course of learning." 
. .,. 
While Foran2 tels us: 
Because of the nature of the 1 earning process 
and the normal use made of skill in spelling, 
it is imperative that the words to be learned 
be written, pronounced, spelled aloud, and so 
experienced in a variety of ways that the im-
pression created is not dependent on any ,sin-
gle form of association. 
And Fernald3 writes: 
The first step in learning to spell is the de-
velopment of a distinct perception of the 
word. By perception we mean the consciousness 
of an object that is stimulating one or more 
of the senses, as vision, hearing, or touch. 
But several leaders in the field of spelling research 
have stressed the importance of careful pronunciation in-
eluding syllabication. 4 Greene states: 11 On the surface it 
appears that t~ere is a certain superiority in favor of the 
syllabicate form of the word for earlier presentation, fo~ 
the lower grades, and also in the case of delayed recall. n 
Gertrude Hildreth, 2£· cit. P• 190 
T. G. Foran, nBasic Psychology and Techniques in Spell-
ing,11 Education, (February, 1937) Vol. 57, p. 365 
Grace M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School 
Subjects. New York and London: McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Incorporated, 1943. p. 181 
. 15 
H. A. Greene, "Syllabication as a Factor in Learning to 
Spellu, journal of Educational Research, (October, 1923) 
Vol. 8, p. 219 
L 
1 McKee says: 
The first step in presenting the words of a 
lesson to pupils for the first time is a 
pronunciation exercise. There seems to be 
no question but that the ability to pro-
nounce a word correctly is an important fac .... 
tor in learning to spell it •••• rt is impor-
tant to emphasize the syllables when present-
ing a new word •••• Have pupils look at words 
carefully while nronouncing to promote visual 
imagery. 
Betts2 states: 
It has been learned that some individuals 
misspell words because they did not pro-
nounce them accurately. The relation be-
tween hearing and speech production has 
been established. Auditory as. well as 
visual percept ion are shared by' both Read-
ing and Spelling. 
G~eene 3 tells us that: 
Syllabination is undoubtedly a factor in 
influencing proper enunciation and pro-
nunciation of words and the ease with which 
they are learned. The syllable is a natural 
unit in vocalization, and dividing a word into 
syllables does not in any way interfere with 
the mental image to be secured of the whole 
word. 
Paul McKee, Language in !he Elementary School, Spell-
ing, Composition and Writing. Boston: Houghton 
Emmett A. Betts, ninterrelationship of Reading and . 
Spelling 11 , Elementary English Review, (January, 1945) 
P• 17 
~ Greene, Jorgensen, Gerberich, Op. cit. p. 382 
16 
u 
The importance of phonics, phonetics and word analysis--The 
early attempts to establish reading instruction on a system 
of phonics produced an overemphasis on the phonetic analy-
sis which resulted in mastery of word recognition and in-
dependence in word pronunciation but not for ipdependence 
in reading. A controversy arose over the issue with the 
result that in the beginning of the 1920 r s there was some 
tendency to drift away from phonics and phonetics. The 
use of phonics and phonetics for word recognition was re-
placed by the 11 look-and-sayt' method whereby children 
learned to read by memorizing the form of a word or an en-
tire phrase. Children with good visual memories had little 
difficulty in expanding this learning sufficiently to cover 
the correct spelling of words. But what of the children who 
did not have good visual memories? For many of them, r e-
searchers finally concluded, that phonetic training was what 
they needed. 
What is meant by phonics, phonetics, word analysis? 
Definitions 
Freeman1 writes: "As usually defined phonics is a form 
of analysis in which the elements of a word are recognized 
and their sounds blended together so that its pronunciation 
is derived.n 
Frank N. Freeman, W. S. Gray and F· S. Breed,nSummaries 
of Current Practices in the Teaching of Handwriting 
Phonics and Spellingtt, Childhood Education, Vol. 17, 
1926. p. 299 
. 17 
,, 
Gates1 says: 
Phonics •••• any experience or training in 
hearing or pronouncing words. Phonetics 
•••• training in either translating visual 
words or word elements into sounds as in 
reading; or conversely, so.unds into let-
ters and letter combinations, as in spell-
ing. 
. 1.8 
2 Watson quotes Webster in defining phonics as: 11 Phonics 
is literally, in its root meaning, (Webster) the science of 
sounds." Another publication3 states it as follows: 
¥fuat do we mean by phonics? This term is 
used to designate that part of the word 
. recognition program devoted to teaching 
children to recognize the sound of letters 
and combinations of letters in words, and 
to use this knowledge in pronouncing words. 
Phonet'ic analysis is, the process involved. 
Betts4 wri t_es: 
Phonetic analysis is a visual-auditory method 
of word analysis. It is a process of associat-
ing sounds (auditory) with letters, or ortho-
graphic representations(visual). 
Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, 11 Methods and 
Theories of Learning to Spell Tested by Studies of 
Deaf Children,n Journal of Educational Psycholo~y, 
Vol. 17, 1926. P• 299 
Alice E. Watson, 11 Experimental Studies in Psychology 
and Pedagogy of Spellingn, Contributions to Education, 
No. 638. New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1935, p; 33 
Research Service, nA Surnmaryof Research in Phonicstt, 
The Supervisors Exe.;b.ange, Sixth .Issue,. New York: 
Silver, Burdett Company, November, 1945. p. 1 
Emmett A. Betts, nword Analysis: Phonicsn, The ABC 
Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2. New York: 
American Book Company, 1949. p~ l 
Betts1 also states that in the literature of' reading 
instruction the term phonics and phonetic analysis are used 
synonymously, that phonics is the science of' speech sounds 
applied to written language. In another publication, 
2 Betts writes: 
Phonetics is a term used to designate the 
science of' speech sounds (phones). Phonet-
ics deals with the sounds of' language •••• 
The important point to keep in mind is that 
phonetics is a science of' speech sounds •••• 
The sounds of' language are called phonetic 
elements. Letters are called orthographic 
(correct spelling) representations of' 
sounds. 
3 Petit writes: 
Word analysis is the ability to break up a 
word into its various physical parts such 
as syllables, roots, prefixes, suf'f'ixes, 
and individual letters, and the ability to 
recognize any of' these parts when combined 
to make dif'f'erent words. 
QE_. cit. p. 1 
Emmett A. Betts, "Phonetics f'or Teachers of' Readingtt, 
The ABO Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1, 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. p. 1 
Elmire M. Petit, 11 The Construction and Evaluation of' 
Tests in Auditory Discrimination f'or Grades Four, Five 
and Six", (unpublished Master 1 s'thesis; School of' Educa-
tion, Boston University, Boston, 1950), Introduction 
/ 
The causes for the drifting awayfrom phonics has been 
1 listed by Betts as: 
1. The value of phonic instruction in the first 
grade was questioned by investigators who 
failed to set up adequate experimental con-
ditions in two studies. So far as the writer 
(Betts) knows, there are no scientific inves-
tigations which justify discarding a modern 
program of phonetic analysis. 
2. The initial-and-final blend systems of phon-
ics fell into disrepute. The authors of 
these systems overempha~ized phonics as a 
basic method of reading. ·When these all-out 
phonic methods were ttthrown overboard11 , the 
phonics program was discarded rather than 
improved in some school syst•ems. 
3~ Authors of profe~sional textbooks failed to 
give systematic consideration to phonic an-
alysis. This lack of professional leader-
·ship produced confusion among both the 
teachers and parents. 
4. Teachers' guide books are not adequate 
sources for teachers who wish to understand 
phonetic analysis. 'Guide books are de-
signed to give the teacher the minimum 
essentials for children in concise form. 
Basic understandings come from an elabora-
tion of these "minimum essentials. 11 
5. Many teachers' colleges for years did: not 
include the teaching of reading in the 
curriculum. This lack of attention to 
one of the chief learning aids in school 
caused instruction in phonics to deterio-
rate further. 
Emmett A. Betts, "Word Analysis: Phonics, u The ABO 
Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2. New York:--
American Book Company, 1949. P• 11· 
20 
The positive relationship between phonetic ability and 
good spelling as well as good reading has been an estab-
lished fact. Otis 1 , in support of phonics says: "Spell-
ing ability involves first the ability to spell sounds. 
If our language were spelled logically--phonetically--it 
is probable that a child of school age could learn to spell 
any word in the language." Horn2 , howeiTer, stated that: 
"Children who learn to read by a phonic method seem to have 
no advantage in learning to spell.n 
But Garrison and Heard3 showed that training in phon-
etics makes children more independent in the pronunciation 
of words, improved their spelling, helped brighter children 
more than it did dull ones. They also stated that: 11 In 
teaching of reading it seems probable that much of the 
phonetic training now given should be deferred until the 
second or third grades." 
A. s. Otis, 11 The Reliability of Spelling Scales Involv-
ing a Deviation Formula for Corrections," School and 
Society, (November, 1916) Vol. 4, p. 795 
Ernest Horn, ttA Source of Confusion in Spelling 11 , 
Journal of Educational Research, (January, 1929). 
P• 47-55-
c. Garrison, Minnie T. Heard, flAn Experimental Study 
of the Value of Phonetics", Peabody Journal of Education, 
(July, 1931) Vol. 9. · p. 9-14. --
Ibid, p. 14 
l Bond examined non-readers of normal mental ability in 
grades two and three. The pupils were selected from those 
taught by the "look and sayn method and from those taught 
by the oral phonetic method. He found that there was lit-
tle difference between the control and experimental group 
in auditory discrimination. The differences in auditory 
perception technique, however, are significant. Bond2 
writes: 
The critical ratios between good and poor readers 
for all the blanding tests in all the analyses 
are-significant. It appears evident that the ~ 
ability to blend is therefore, an, .important 
factor in determining reading capacity. This 
ability is more closely related to success under 
predominantly phonetic teaching than under look-
and-say instruction. 
Bond3 continues: 
•..• it becomes apparent that some relationship 
exists between the method of instruction and 
the extent to which auditory abilities are 
factors associated with reading disability. 
If the pupil is exposed to an oral phonetic-
type of instruction, auditory ability appears 
to be a factor of importance in relation to 
reading disability. If, on the contrary, the 
pupils w~re taught by predominantly look-and-
say techniques, auditory factors do not main-
tain their dominant positions as characterizing 
elements associated with inadequate reading 
performance. · 
Guy L. Bond, rtThe Auditory and Speech Characteristics 
of Poor Readers," Contributions to Education, No. 657, 
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935. 
P• 23 
g/ Bond, loc. cit. p. 23 
'2J Bond, Ibid., p. 43-44 
Gillingham and Stillman1 state: "When a spelling case 
is referred for remedial help, we must first make sure of a 
secure foundation in phonics. 11 }lV"hile Freeman, Gray and 
Breed2 say: 
One of its (phonics) values lies in the fact 
that phonetic elements have the same sound 
in all words of which they are parts. One 
of its serious limitations relates to the 
fact that m~ny words are unphonetic •••• The 
facts which have been presented make it clear 
that boys and girls should learn to recognize 
words and parts of words accurately and 
independent 1 y. 
Durrell-Sullivan3 feel that the more mature mind of 
the middle grade child would adapt itself more readily 
to the transfer skills involved in word analysis. That 
tta child who had had his attention called to certain 
roots or prefixes and who later notices these elements in a 
new word will probably ·recognize the word at sight more 
readily than if he had no such training. tt4 
Anna Gillingham and Bessie W. Stillman, Remedial work 
for Reading, Spelling and Penmanship, New York: ----
Sackett and Wilhelms Lithographing Corporation, 1936. 
p. 58 
Frank N. Freeman, W. S. Gray and F. S. Breed, "Summaries 
of Current Practices in the Teaching of Handwriting, 
Phonics and Spelling 11 .z. Childhood Education (January, 
1936) Vol. 12. p. l·r5 
Donald D. Durrell Bnd Helen B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary 
Instruction in the Intermediate Grades, Elementary 
English Review, (April and May, 1938) Vol. 15 
p. 185 
Durrell, Sullivan, Ibid., p. 195 
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Durre111 states: "Then, of' the pupils f'rom those 
schools who were sent to the Boston University Educational 
Clinic, ninety per cent were so weak in word analysis that 
they were unable to discriminate words of' similar form, 
/ 
they guessed at words' in aimless fashion, or they were un-
able to make any attempt at word analysis.u 
Agnew•s2 investigation brought out the following con-
elusions favoring phonetic training: 
It increases independence in recognizing 
words previously learned; aids in unlock-
ing new words by giving pupils a method of' 
sound analys.is; encourages correct pro-
nunciation; improves the quality of' oral 
reading; improves spelling. 
3 Durrell says~ .nword analysis may in f'act be closely 
allied to spelling •••• that exercises in word analysis may 
be given more profitably in connection with spelling 
lessons than with readingn. 
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities.. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: world Book 
Company, 1940, p. 197-98 
Donald c. Agnew, The Ef'f'ects of Varied Amounts of' 
Phonetic Training on Primary Reading, Duke University 
Press, 1939. 
~ Durrell, loc. cit. p. 200 
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Durrell1 continues: 
Ability to identify sound elements is also 
valuable in_ spelling, since it enables the 
child not only to write the letters from 
the sound of a word, but also to notice 
whether he is omitting or adding essential 
sounds or syllables. 
That: "Ability to visualize words by large units is 
essential to success in spelling. " 2 A'.s stated by Durrell3, 
nword analysis is an aggregate of transfer skills to be 
applied in reading as need arises." He ~ontinues: uA 
complete program would include ear training to give the 
child skill in attending to the auditory elements of words, 
visual training for recognition of the visual elements that 
accompany word sounds, and, above all, provision for in-
dependent use of the skills. 114 
y Durrell, QE.· cit. P• 205 
y Durrell, Ibid. P• 272 
~ Durrell, Ibid. P• 200 
y Durrell, Ibid. P• 198 
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Witty and Kopel1 write: nDespite the rather decisive 
investigations disproving the values of extreme approaches, 
advocates still ~aintain that phonetic training confers 
the ability to unlock new words and to pronounce and spell 
words correctly." 
Phelan2 found that the largest single factor for varia-
tion in reading and spelling achievement was nvariation in 
cognition11 • This led to the conclusion that reading and 
spelling both depend tton the common ability to discriminate 
words and letters." 
In a study of good and poor spellers, Spache3 concluded 
that poor spellers also nare lacking in auditory discrim-
ination and phonetic skills and knowledges.tr 
Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
Process. New York: Ginn and Company, 1939. p. 29? 
William s. Gray, 11 Surnmaries of Reading Investigations, 
July 1940 to June 1941 11 , Journal of Educational Re-
search, (February, 1942) Vol. 35. p. 425 
y Gray, Ibid. p. 417 
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Baker•s
1 
recommendations for overcoming confusion of 
word forms were: 
1. To establish an awareness of sound in the 
entire word, give the trouble-making words 
as spelling words. The written spelling 
helped to connect the sound of the word with 
the form of the word. 
2. Use phonetic analysis to give children 
consciousness of the sounds that accompany 
a combination of letters. 
Harrison2 writes: 
Among the basic skills which-ar~ looked upon 
as being of greatest significance t~ the 
successful carrying out of reading are those 
which make possible the independent and 
correct pronunciation of each strange word 
met in any reading situation •••• The pupil 
uses his skills of word analysis and deter-
mines for himself what the strange words are •••• 
Such independent skill of word analysis 'sho~ld 
reduce by seventy-five to ninety per cent the 
number of remedial reading cases, for experts 
in the field agree that the most frequent 
cause of retarded reading is lack of word anal-
ysis. 
Norma Baker, ttconfusion in Word Recognition 11 , 
Elementary School Journal, (June 1945) p. 576-77 
M. Lucille Harrison, "Developing Readiness for Word 
Recognitionn, Elementary English Review, (March 1945) 
Vol. 23. P• 126 
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1 
Gates feels that children tend to hear words as total · 
sound units and that they do not think of the separate 
sounds in words. He states: 
They may not real.ize that sounds occur in 
many different words, indeed, that all 
words are made up of various combinations, 
of a limited number of distinctive unitary 
sounds •••• rt is very desirable to.help the 
pupils become reasonably efficient in iden-
tifying word sounds and blendings or combin-
ing them. With·a foundation of such skills, 
the phonetic training offered later in the 
reading program will be much more fruitful. 
Gates 2 continues: 
In most modern programs ear training in-
volving all the above steps, is carried 
on during the prereading program and con-
tinued for a long time, not infrequently 
into the intermediate grades. The work 
is typically related to new words intro-
duced and to various activities with verse 
and poetry.,· and rhymes as found in songs 
and other rhythmic material •••• In this way 
effort is made to keep the pupilts skill in 
sound analysis well in advance of his achieve-
ments in phonetic analysis •••• oontinued work 
with the sound characteristics of words con-
tributes to skill in word recognition and to 
the development of ability to spell. 
Arthur I Gates, The Improvement of Reading. 
The Macmillan Company, 1947. p-.-165 
Gates, lo'c. cit. 
---
P• 165 
New York: 
Betts1 writes: 
Phonetic analysis 'has not been excluded from 
consideration by competent authors of teacher's 
manuals .•••• It is a "healthy" situation that 
phonetic analysis is being evaluated as one 
approach ·.to word recognition, based on modern 
concepts of reading instruction. 
In a later publication, Betts2 writes: 
An over-emphasis on phonics can produce dis-
astrous results in spelling. The~child who 
attempts to spell words phonetically.has less 
than a fifty-fifty chance of being accurate. 
The best approach to spelling appears through 
meaning and structural analysis. 
Most investigators agree that a knowledge of p.honics 
I 
and word elements, and skill in word analysis are aids to 
success in spelling. However, we are warned o~ the danger 
of over-emphasis on phonetics to prevent spelling disabil-
ity since many English words are non-phonetic. Witty and 
3 
Kopel write: 11 English is essentially an unphonetic lan-
guage.11 
y Emmett A. Betts, nword Analysis: Phonics 11 ,. 2£· cit. 
P• ll 
, nPhonetics for Teachers of Reading 1t, The ABC' 
~L-a-ng-u-age Arts Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1, New York: 
American Book Company, 1950. P• 2 
~ Paul Witty and David Kopel, Q£· cit. p. 297 
Baker1 states: "The English language with its unique 
phonetic system offers more oppor~unityfor misspelling 
than many other languages.tt ·': 2 While Gates says: The 
English language contains many phonetic subtleties and 
peculiarities.n 
Many investigators seem to agree that a study of the 
structural analysis of words is more beneficial to children 
in the middle grades as an aid to success in spelling. 
The importance of structural analysis of words--The work 
in structural analysis of words for the intermediate 
grades inc·ludes study and training in the use of prefixes, 
suffixes, and word roots as an aid to success in spelling. 
Harry J. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944. p. 443 
Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, Diagnostic and 
Remedial Spelling, A Handbook for Teachers, New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Revised Edition, 1940. p. 2-3 
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1 Seegers sums up the studies of other writers on the 
study of prefixes and suffixes as an aid to vocabulary de-
velopment by admitting that a knowledge of prefixes and 
suffixes contributes to the potential vocabulary which 
every individual posses'ses •••• words that the individual 
does not know, has never met, but which he could inter-
pret accurately. 
2 
Durrell has published a list of prefixes and 
suffixes to be taught in the middle grades. This list 
was compiled from the Durrell-Sullivan'Reading Vocabulary 
for the Intermediate Grades. It contains a list of pre-
fixes and suffixes in order of frequency occurring three 
or more times in words found in their vocabulary list. 
3 
Durrell, also,has published a list of word roots for use 
in the intermediate grades. 
Conrad .r. Seegers, "Vocabulary Problems in the 
Elementary School, Seventh Annual Bulletin of National 
Conference££ Research in English. New York: Scott, 
Foresman Company, 1939. p. 2 
gj Donald D. Durrell, .QE.· cit. p. 201-02 
~ Durrell, Ibid., p. 202 
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Stauf'fer1 feels that: uThe machinery of word .formation 
by use of' prefixes is a definite part of our language. New 
words are formed by their use and words already formed may 
be ~ore readily interpreted through a knowledge of their 
usage.tr 
Dolch
2 
lists thirteen steps as a systematic sequence 
for the teaching of auditory analysis as follows: 
. ' 
1. Single consonant sounds 
2. Consonant digraphs 
3. Short sounds of vowels 
4. Long sounds of vowels 
5. Final e rule · 
6. Double-vowels 
7. Diphthongs 
8. Vowe~ followed by r 
9. Soft £ and g 
10. Prefixes and suffi]Ces 
11. Number of syllables 
12. Division of syllables 
13. Open or closed syllables 
Doich3 states: nA middle grade phonics plan begins 
with Step 10 On our list." 
3/ 
Russell Stauffer, nA Study of' Prefixes in the Thorndike 
List to Establish a List of Prefixes that Should be 
Taught in Elementary Schools,n Journal of Educational 
Research, Vol. 35, 1941-1942. p. 451-453 
Edward w. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading. 
Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1945, Second 
Edition. p. 212-13 
Dolch, Ibid e, p. 214 
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Betts1 writes: 11 Early in the program, the child is 
given help in the use of structural analysis techniques ..... 
Structural analysis skills are gradually expanded to cover 
compound words and derivatives. 11 
Dolch2 has composed a table of the 101 most common 
syllables.and the number of different words in which each 
appears in a 14,000-word sampling of textbooks in arith-
metic, geography, and history . 
. Gray, Monroe and Arbuthnot 3 stress the importance of 
structural clues as an aid to word recognition •••• claim-
ing that a study of the structure. of a word often assists 
the child and proves an economical method of attack. They 
:feel; "it is equally obvious that in order to use structur-
al analysis effectively, w.ith a wide range in words, the 
child must be able to recognize common inflectional endings, 
prefixes and su:r"fixes.n 
1/ Emmett A. Betts., nThe Language Arts Approach to Reading~ 
The ABO Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1, New York: 
American Book Company, 1948. p. V 
Edward w. Dolch, Problems in Reading. Champaign, 
Illinois: . The Garrard Press,' 1948. p. 78 
Williams. Gray, Marion Monroe, May Hill Arbuthnot, 
Guidebook :for Days and Deeds. Chicago: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1948-49. p. 28 
i/ Gray, Monroe, Arbuthnot, loc. cit. p. 28 
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McKee1 lists the various phonetic elements according 
to grade levels. Stor~2 lists the skills found in eight 
basic reading series; Skill #2 being: Phonics and word 
Recognition. This analysis 3 showed that a definite re-
view of the phonics taught in the primary grades and the 
carrying on of a fairly systematic teaching of phonics in 
the middle grades is made in six of the eight series 
examined. 
Betts 4 writes: 
Soon, thereafter, his vocabulary is increased 
to the point where he must give more attention 
to the details of words. At this time he is 
given syst.ematic guidance in the analysis of 
word forms •••• Two approaches are made to word 
analysis: . 
1. phonetic analysis (phonics) 
2. structural analysis 
Phonetic analysis emphasizes the relationship 
between sounds and letters. Structural analy-
sis emphasizes meaning and pronunciation units 
of words such as syllables, prefixes, suffixes 
and roots. 
Paul McKee, The Teaching of ReadinE· Boston: 
Mifflin Company, 1948. p. 254-56; 295-302 
Houghton 
Grace E. Storm, 11 A Study of Intermediate Grade Reading 
Skillstt, Elementary School Journal, (May 1948). 
P• 487-88 
Storm; Ibid., p. 488 
Emmett A. Betts, ttword Analysis: 
p. 1 
Phonics 11 , QE_. cit. 
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Betts1 states: 
Activities in phonetic analysis, analysis of mean-
ing, and analysis of language structure tend to 
maintain the childts language intergration. By 
these means, insight regarding the relationships 
between oral and written language are developed ••• J 
To achieve the goals of phonetic analysis in-
struction, the program must be simple but ade-
quate. A few techniques must be selected in 
terms-of the difficulty of recognition and the 
frequency of the phonogram •••• Phonetic training 
is essential for the improvement of listening 
and speaking. 
. 2 
Adams writes: 
The teacher of the middle grades should continue 
. the teaching of phonics begun in earlier grades. 
This will include ear training and eye trainingj 
the recognition and correct pronunciation of 
the initial consonants, consonant blends, double 
consonants, other letter combinations, short 
and long vowels, vowel diagraphs, double vowels, 
and diphthongs. She would be well advised to 
test these elements supposedly learned, when 
necessary reteach them, stressing their applica-
tion, and to add, as rapidly as ability of the 
group indicates, advance phonetic work includ-
ing prefixes, suffixes, contractions, compound 
and hyphenated words and syllables. 
Emmett A. Betts, ttword Analysis: Phonics 11 , 
P• 2 
Alice B. Adams, Phonics in the Middle Grades, Phonics 
Bulletin F. Chicago: Lyonsana Carnahan Company, 1950. 
p. 2 ,. •'. 
. --. 
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1 Dargan made an analysis of prefixes in four basal 
readers of Grades ·4, 5~ and 6. She listed the frequency of 
the prefixes in the four basal readers with no attempt to 
classify words according to the various shades of meaning 
which prefixes have. Dargan2 concluded that: 11 •••• the 
large number of prefixed words indicate that definite pro-
cedures involving study of prefixes should be employed by 
teachers in Grades 4, 5, and 6. 11 
This research shows th~t many phases of word analysis 
has received much attention from educators. These various 
studies show that there is a systematic sequence for the 
teaching of word elements and that training in structural 
analysis of words may improve spelling ability as well as 
reading ability. 
Mary M. Dargan_, rtAnalysis of Prefixes in Four Basal 
Readers of Grades 4, 5, and 6, 11 (unpublished Master's 
service paper, School of Education, Boston University, 
Boston, 1950), p. 38 
2/ Ibid., p. 42 
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The importance of auditory discrimination--One of the posi-
tive factors in learning is hearing accurately and listen-
ing atte'ntively. When faulty perception of seeing or hear-
ing is present, learning to read or to spell becomes labor-
ious and ineffective. Hearing acuity is vital to success 
in reading and spelling-• Investigators have produced 
studie$ which emphasize the .significance and value of 
visual and auditory discrimination to reading and spelling 
ability, and which seem to prove that auditory discrimina-
tion may be improved by training~ 
Definition of auditory discrimination--Murphy1 defines 
auditory discrimination as the ability to perceive likeness-
2 
es and differences in the sounds of words. While Petit 
says: nAuditory discriminations is the ability to repro-
duce these parts of words or whole words upon hearing them. 11 
Helen A. Murphy, "Evaluation of Exercises for Develop-
ing Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading", un-
published Master's thesis, School of Education, Boston 
University, Boston, 1940) 129 PP• . 
Elmire M. Petit_, "The Construction and Evaluation of 
Tests in Auditory Discrimination for Grades Four, Five, 
and Six 11 , (unpublished Master's thesis, School of 
Education, Boston _University, Boston, 1950) Introduction 
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Lack of accuracy in sound perception and its effect 
upon learning to read and spell has been under investigation 
for some time. However, new studies are constantly appear-
ing in the field of teaching reading and spelling which de-
note the attention given to auditory discrimination. Upon 
this subject Hollingsworth1 writes: 
Upon the whole, all studies emphasize the 
fact that discrimination of sound and asso-
ciation of visual form with the sound of 
the word are main elements. 
Citing Gregory2 , Hollingsworth continues: 
Gregory has also made a study of errors. He 
caused dictation containing selected words 
to be given to the sixth, seventh, and eighth 
grades. From his inspection and tabulation 
of the errors which occurred, Gregory con-
cluded that the sound of the word is the chief 
element in the spelling of children and sug-
gests that there should be a large amount of 
oral work, since the greatest percentage of 
errors seem to be due to faulty auditory per-
ception. 
L. s. Hollingsworth and c. A. Winford, 11 The Psychology 
of Special Disability in Spelling11 , Contributions to 
Education, No. 88. New York: Teachers College, 
Columbia UniverSTty, 1918. P• 2 
Hollingsworth quoting Gregory, B. C. Gregory, 11 The 
Rationale of Spelling11 , Elementary School, Vol. 8, 
pp. 40-45 
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Monroe1 mentions several difficulties related to the 
auditory aspects of reading: 
a. precision in discrimination of speech sounds 
b. lack of precision in the discrimination of 
the temporal sequence of sounds 
Monroe 2 continues: " ••.• the child who cannot tell the 
difference between the separate sounds of the word cannot 
very well distinguish which sound comes first. 11 Monroe3 
compared a group of non-readers with a group of unselected 
children to determine the influence of auditory discrimina-
tion on reading defect cases. Monroe's conclusion" 4 from 
this experiment.was that nin audition, the lack of discrim-
ination of certain sounds may lead to confusion of words 
which in turn affects speech, or reading, or both.n 
y Marion Munroe, Children Who Cannot Read. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1932. p. l06 
gj Ibid., p. 107 
'§./ Ibid., p. 93-97 
4/ Ibid., P• 95 
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l Bond stated, in regard to his experiment: 
A significant difference was found between 
the total control and experimental groups in 
auditory acuity •••• A difference was discovered 
between the total control and experimental 
group in auditory discrimination •••• In those 
cases taught by a look-and-say method there 
is little difference between the experimental 
and control groups. Auditory discrimination 
is, therefore, another example of special 
auditory ability which is of relative impor-
tance as a factor associated with reading dis-
ability in a school where a phonetic method of 
teaching reading is employed, and presumably 
insignificant in reading instruction dominated 
by a look-and-say type of teaching. 
The conclusions drawn from Acomb's 2 study of the 
psychological factors in reading and spelling on pupils 
from grades three to six tend to emphasize the significance 
and value of visual and auditory discrimination to reading 
and spelling ability. He3 concludes that: "the ability 
to distinguish through visual and auditory means small 
differences between words with accuracy and rapidity de-
pends somewhat on mental age,n and that 11 mental age is an 
extremely significant factor in determining reading and 
spelling ability as measured by grade achievement.n 
Guy L. Bond, 2£· cit., PP· 42-43 
Allan Acomb, "Study of the Psychological Factors in 
Reading and Spelling", (unpublished Master's thesis, 
School of Education, Boston University, Boston, 1936) 
p. 88 
~ Acomb, loc. cit., P• 88 
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Acomb1 further stated: nvisual and auditory factors 
are definitely interrelated with one another, each recall-
ing the other automatically during the reading process. 11 
Auditory perception, as defined by Betts2, is 11mental 
awareness of sounds." He stresses the importance of train-
ing visual powers and considers auditory skills as of 1tonly 
slightly lesser in importance. 113 Betts4 continues: "Audi-
tory span (memory span, measured by giving an auditory 
stimulus) is a significant factor in reading achievement. 
Hearing deficiencies are learning handicaps .. 11 
Durre115 writes: "A child should be able to write the 
essential parts of a word from hearing it, even though the 
word may not be spelled'phonetically •••• The children needed 
help in ear training to enable them to synthesize sounds in 
word analysis in which syllables and word parts were empha-
sized. 11 
'ij 
y 
E/ 
Allan Acomb, Op. cit., p. 88 
Emmett A. Betts, The Prevention and Correction of 
Reading DifficultieS. Evanston:-rllinois: Row-,-
Peterson and Company, 1936. P• 194 
Betts, loc. cit., P· 194 
Betts, Ibid., P• 197 
Donald D. Durrell, Qp_. cit., PP• 197-98 
4:1 
Durrelll continues: "The majority of children are 
aided by special practice to increase the accuracy and in-
fluence of both visual and auditory perception of word 
el ~ment s. 11 
Murphy2 found that it is possible to train subjects 
toward better performance in the skills of auditory dis-
crimination. She found that training in auditory discrimin-
ation eliminated many reading difficulties and suggests 
that some such training might contribute to the improvement 
of spelling. 
Spache3 reports from a study that: 11 The errors in 
which poor spellers exceed are due, at least in part, to 
lack of auditory dis~rimination .••• There is sufficient 
evidence to conclude that auditory-discrimination plays a 
causal part in spelling disability. The evidence is con-
firmed by the characteristic errors of poor spellers." 
l/ Durrell, Op. cit., p. 198 
£1 Helen A. Murphy, 2£· cit., p. 78 
George Spache, nspelling Disability Correlates. 
Factors Probably Causal in Spelling, 11 J"ournal of 
Educational Research, (April, 1941) Vol. 34. p. 563. 
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Carter1 constructed tests of visual perception, audi-
tory discrimination and kinaesthetic factors to be used in 
diagnosing inadequate performance in spelling. A series of 
six tests including a test of intelligence and achievement 
and tests of spelling were given to 180 pupils of grades 
five and six. The general conclusion2 drawn by Carter as a 
result of her testing was that: 11 training in auditory and 
visual perception as defined by tests used, should contri-
bute toward solving problems of the spelling deficien~ies 
of many of the middle gr.ade pupils, and should constitute 
an important part of the r:emedial program in spelling. 11 
Murphy and .Judkins 3 discovered that the rate of learn-
ing to read is not correlated perfectly with mental ability. 
The learning rate in reading may be affected by two special 
abilities--auditory and visual discrimination of word 
elements. Murphy and Judkins 4 state: "Ability in auditory 
analysis of word elements.appears to be a primary factor of 
success in beginning reading." 
Bernadette R. Carter, 11 The Construction of Tests of 
Visual Perception, Auditory Discrimination, and 
Kinaesthetic Factors to be Used in Diagnosing Inade-
quate Performance in Spelling 1t, (unpublished'Master's 
thesis, School of Education, Boston University, Boston, 
l94l) 71 PP• , 
£1 Garter, Ibid., p. 53 
Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M • .Judkins, "Increasing the 
Rate of Learning in the First Grade Reading~ Education,!· 
(September, 1941) Vol. 62. pp. 37-39 
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l 
Lamoureaux writes: 11 a child must be able to hear dis-
tinctly in order to read successfully. 11 She continues: 2 
-If a child does not hear distinctly he cannot 
be expected to tie up the correct printed 
symbol with its correct ·sound. If he is not 
in the habit of listening for the lesser dif-
ferences in sounds of words, if them and then 
sound no different to him, if he-ao6s not----
distinguish between ~m and an and and, he 
probably will not reaa them-correc~. we 
must be certain his hearing is adequate and. 
then we must train him to listen to these 
small differences in sound. 
3 Murphy proved through her experiment that auditory 
discrimination improves rapidly by specific training in 
grades one and two. The conclusion of an experiment con-
ducted by Murphy on five hundred forty first grade pupils 
further emphasizes the efficacy of training in auditory per-
ception. Murphy4 states: 
All experimental groups were superior to the 
control group in reading achievement in 
November, February, and June. At every meas-
uring period after the auditory and visual 
discrimination exercises had been given, the 
experimental groups showed statistically sig-
nificant superiority in reading achievement 
to the control group. 
Lillian A. Lamoureaux, Learning to Read Through 
Experience. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 
1943. p. 3 
Lamoureaux, loc. cit., p. 3 
3/ Helen A. Murphy, nAn Evaluation of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination 
on Beginning Reading", (unpublished Doctor's disserta-
tion, School of Education, Boston University, 1943.) 
I . 216 pp. 
~Murphy, Ibid., p. 75 
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Barden•s1 experiment was tried on 88 pupils in grades 
three and four with exercises constructed for specific 
training in audltory and visual discrimination for those 
grades. The gain shown by the experimental group at the 
end of the training period gave evidence to the theory that 
specific exercises improve auditory discrimination of words 
in itb;i~d and fourth grades. The study, 2 however, has the 
following limitations: 
' the experimental group was a few months in 
advance of the control group in mental and 
chronological age, although the two groups 
were equated in word p~rception; if it were 
a fall experiment, there would be a better 
opportunity at the end of the year to test any 
increased ability in reading and spelling a-
chievement because of special auditory and 
.visual training; and the learning rate was 
not tested for comparison of the two groups. 
Ma.ry 0. Barden, 11 The Construction and Evaluation of 
Exercises for Specific Training in Auditory and Visual 
Discrimination in Third and Fourth Grades 11 ,(Unpublished 
Master's thesis, School of Education, Bost-on University, 
Boston, 1945) p. 41 · 
Barden, Ibid., p. 42 
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Durrell, Sullivan, and Murphy1 write: Analyses of .) 
more than 4000 children who have had difficulty in learning 
to read show ~he following cause of failure, in order of 
frequency of occurrence: 
1. Lack of_auditory discrimination of wprd 
elements. Children with excellent speak-
ing vocabularies often fail to notice 
(hear) the basic sounds in words. 
2. Lack of visual.discrimination of differ-
ences between words. Children confuse 
words and letters which look somewhat 
alike; they fail to notice (see) the 
forms of words. 
3. Failure to attach meaning to words. In 
the struggle to remember the name of the 
printed word, the child may forget its 
meaning. 
4. Improper adjustment of instruction to 
learning rate. When many new words are 
taught before the old ones are learned, 
confusion, and insecurity appear. 
They continue2 : nThe auditory and visual work is not 
to be isolated from reading, .but is to be made an integral 
part of the· reading, writing, and spelling instruction.n 
y Donald D. Durrell, Hel.en B. Sullivan and Helen A. Murphy, 
Building Word Power. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1945. p. 1 
g/ Durrell, Sullivan and Murphy, Ibid., p. 4 
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Neisler•s1 study was carried on in an attempt to 
measure the effectiveness of specific exercises for develop-
ing visual and auditory discrimination on spelling. Among 
·& 
her conclus.ions were2 : 11 The effect of the experimental 
materials on actual spelling scores in the Initial and Final 
47 
Test showed differences that were not statistically signif- / 
icant. 11 3 However, Neisler realized the limitations of her 
study, by concluding; nTo st.udy the effect of auditory and 
visual training on a larger population; to study the growth 
of visual and auditory discrimination during a longer 
period of time. u 
Betts4 suggests that the hearing of the child be 
checked if he is having difficulty with auditory discrimi-
nation activities. 
Mary L. Neisler, ttThe Effect of Specific Training in 
Visual and Auditory Discrimination on Spellingn, (un-
published Master's thesis, School of Education, Boston 
University, Boston, 1945) 103 pp. 
gj Neisler, Ibid., p. 29 
~ Neisler, Ibid., P• 30 
.~ 
Emmett A. Betts, Foundation of Reading Instruction. 
New York: American Book Company, 1946. p. 347 
I 
~ 
Gates1 writes: 
The art of listenipg is more apt to be 
neglected. We often find children who, for 
one reason or another, have not learned to 
listen adequately. We have assumed that if 
something is said and the other person pre-
sent has normal hearing, that communication 
has taken place. This cannot be assumed to 
be true. Listening is a skill which needs 
as careful developing as any other skill in 
the language process. Understanding and in-
terpretation should be considered an integral 
part of listening •. Progress is difficult to 
evaluate, but training should be definitely 
provided all through the child1 s school life. 
Brooke's2 study dealt with the investigation of the 
value of recognition and recall tests in measuring visual 
and auditory perception in spelling. Among the many con-
clusions that were derived from this work3 , it was found 
that "the correlations made between spelling achievement 
and auditory perception of fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
combined showed recall to be only slightly superior to 
recognition." This result shows that .auditory perception 
affects spelling achievement whether ability to recall 
spoken sounds and words or the ability to recognize spoken 
sounds and words are involved. 
Arthur I Gates, 2£· cit., P· 144 
Barbara A. Brooke, nA Comparison of Recognition and 
Recall of Word Elements as Methods of Measuring Visual 
and Auditory Perception in Spellingn, (unpublished j 
Master's thesis, School of Education, Boston University,1 ::::::: =~. 5:p ~p ~l-52. 1 
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Nichols1 constructed a diagnostic group test in spell- I 
ing and used this test to detect spelling difficulties and 
to locate their cause. Among the many findings from her 
2 
study , the following is pertinent to this study: 11 The 
+ 
correlation of .63 -.04 which exists between spelling a-
chievement and auditory discrimination shows that the latter 
• • If 
should be included in a d1agnost1c test. 
Crossley3 has proved that lantern slides can be used 
successfully in teaching auditory discrimination, and that 
the letters may be taught as beginnings and endings in the 
same. lesson without causing confusion. She mentions 4 the 
point that children profit by training in auditory dis-
crimination of the vowels·. 
From a study co~ducted by Rossignol5 , we find that the 
relationship between hearing acuity and reading performance 
.for the group tested is significantly different from zero. 
========~I======== 
Augusta M. Nichols, nThe Construction and Use of a 
Group Test for the Analysis of Spelling Difficulties 11 , 
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, School of Education, 
Boston University, Boston, 194?) 220 pp. 
Nichols, Ibid., p. 112 
B. Alice Crossley, 11 An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discriminat~on 
of Word Elements,n (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
School.of Education, Boston University, Boston, 1948) 
213 PP• 
Crossley, Ibid., p. 135 
Lois J. Rossignol, 11 The Relationships Among Hearing 
Acuity Speecn Production and Read1ng Performance in 
Grade iA,lB, and 2A, 11 Oontributionsto Education, No.936, 
New York: Teachers Oollege,Columbia-university,1948.p.39 
I 
I 
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Betts1 writes: 
Visual.discrimination may be improved by 
associating sounds with phonograms in 
words which have meaning to the child. 
Auditory discrimination is improved by 
listening to sounds in meaningful situations. 
Betts 2 continues: 
En a well-planned phonetic analysis pro-
gram, auditory discrimination precedes 
visual-auditory. That is, the child must 
learn to discriminate between sounds be-
fore attempting to discriminate between 
letters representing those sounds. 
Hudson and Toler3 conducted a study to determine if in-
struction in auditory and visual discrimination of words was 
a means of improving spelling. They write:4 
Many pupils often fail to hear basic sound 
in words. Other fail in visual discrimina-
tion of letters or combination of letters. 
Some show deficiencies in both auditory and 
visual discrimination. Pupils who have 
either deficiency are unable to associate 
adequately the sounds within words with 
visual patterns which represent these sounds. 
Consequently in learning to spell, these 
pupils must depend wholly on memorization of 
the lettersequence. 
Ermnett A. Betts, 11 Word Analysis: 
p •. 2 
Betts, Ibid., P• 3 
Phonicsn , 2£.· cit., 
.Jess s. Hudson and Lola Toler, 11 Instruction in Auditory 
and Visual Discrimination as a Means of Improving Spell-
ing,n Elementary School .Journal (April, 1949) p.466-69 
Hudson and Toler, Ibid., P• 466 
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Hudson and Toler1 continue: 
It appears therefore that remedial in-
struction in auditory-visual _discrimina-
tion pays big-dividends. At the same 
time, there probably should be increased 
emphasis placed on the association of' 
auditory and visual.patterns which make 
up wo~ds; in order that pupils may general-
ize in trying to spell words for which they 
do not have clear, specific images. 
The results obtained from this experiment leads one to 
believe that instruction in auditory-visual discrimination 
is an aid to better achievement in spelling. Hudson and 
Tole:r-2 report: 11 The average gain made by the entire number 
of pupils was 5.2 words, or a gain of 85.2 per cent in 
terms of the number of words spelled correctly on the 
initial test. 11 
Smith's 3 experiment with cases of spelling difficulty 
involved training in auditory discrimination with a series 
of specially constructed exercises for one period a week 
over a span of twenty weeks. 
1/ Hudson and Toler, QE· cit., P· 469 
gj Ibid., P• 469 
Doris G •. Smith, 11 The Effect of Specific Training in 
Auditory Perception on Spelling of 23 Seventh-Grade 
Cases of Spelling Disability," (unpublished Master's 
thesis, School of Educatio-n, Boston Uhivers.ity, Boston, 
1949) 98 PP• 
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The results of Smith 1 s 1 experiment showed a median gaiJ 
of 9.9 months for the experimental group as compared to a 
median gain of 4.8 months for the control group. Thus a 
median gain for the experimental group was 5.1 months,or 
about a half a scho·ol year, higher than that of the con-
trol group·. Smith2 concludes: "Since the experimental 
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group received specific drill in auditory perception, it 
seems a reasonable assumption that specific drill in audi-
tory perception may have some value in helping to improve 
the spelling cases of spelling disability at· the seventh-
grade level.n 
ly/ 
Petit•s3 experiment involved the construction of a 
test on auditory discrimination for the purpose of deter-
mining the need of training in auditory skills in grades 
four, five, and six. Among Petitt~ conclusions4 drawn 
from the study were: 
The fact that reading and spelling scores 
are up to grade expectation or above would 
se~m to indicate that pupils in grades 
four, five, and six have received excellent 
training in auditory skills and in all 
phases of reading throughout the grades. 
There is therefore, no need for special 
work in auditory discrimination except in 
the case of slow readers. 
Doris G. Smith, 2£· cit., p. 44 
Ibid., p. 45 
I 
Elmire M. Petit, 11 The Construction and Evaluation of 
Tests in Auditory Discrimination for.Grades Four, Five, 
and Six (unpublished Master's thesis, School of Educa-
l~~'ft!=-'-~p~_-:Bfl U'niversity; B~~950) '75 PP.• ~- --. 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
However, Petit 1 reports: nThere is a marked relation-
ship between the spelling achievement test and ·the auditory 
discrimination test·" Petit2 continues: 11 From the fact 
that some slow readers have low scores in auditory dis-
crimination, it may be concluded that auditory perception 
is a salient factor affecting the child's slow progress in 
reading and spelling." 
Betts 3 writes: 
The development of auditory discrimination and 
speech production is a perennial need in the 
elementary school. At each age or grade level 
children vary widely in their levels or oral 
language achievement and consequently their 
needs. This point of view is essential in 
evaluating growth in reading readiness, 
phone~ic and structural analysis and spelling. 
From the results of the studies already reported, one 
may conclude that specific training in auditory discrimina-
tion of words or word elements has a positive effect upon 
spelling ability. Many investigators have stated that most 
disability cases in spelling result from lack of training 
in auditory discrimination and phonetic analysis of words. 
!/ Elmire M. Petit, QE• cit., p. 57 
Ibid., P• 58 
Emmett A. Betts, "Phonics in a Basic Reading-Study 
Program11 , The ABO Language Arts Bulletin, Vol. III, 
No. 3, New York: American Book Company, 1950, p. 1 
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Prevention of spelling disability cases--The prevention 
of spelling disabi'lity is one of the tasks of the teacher. 
The following experts in the field express some specific 
ways in which the teacher may work to overcome spelling dis-
ability. 
Witty1 states: 11 It is the opinion of the writer that 
many so called 'disability cases• in spelling might have 
been avoided or corrected had they been skillfully handled-
from early years.n Witty2 continues: nThe following three 
categories incl11ded seventy-five per cent of all errors in 
the hundred-word list:· 
a. Attending to phonic qualities of slurred syllables 
b. Associating specific word parts with their proper 
sound-unit categories 
c. Forming plural of nouns ending in 'o' 
Brueckner and Melby3 list the difficulties as: 
a. Had not mastered the steps in learning to 
spell a word. 
b. Writes poorly. 
c. Cannot pronounce the words studied. 
d. Had bad attitudes toward spelling. 
e. Did not associate the sound of the letters 
or the syllable with the spelling of the 
word. 
P. A. Witty, 11 Diagnosis and Remedial Treatment of Poor 
Spellersn, Journal of Educational Research, (January, 
1926) Vol. 13. P• 39 --
Ibid., P• 42 
L. J. Brueckner and E. D. Melby, Diagnostic and Remedial 
Teaching •. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1931, pp. 
396-99 
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Durre111 claims that much of the lack of development 
in spelling is failure of the child to spell by "earu and 
to write essential parts of a word from hearing it. 
Spache2 concluded that poor spellers lacked auditory 
discrimination and phonetic skills and knowledges. Phelan3 
found that both reading and spelling depend on the common 
ability to discriminate words and letters. 
Baker4 states: nTransportation of letters were re-
lated to poor orientation in time and space relationships, 
auditory weaknesses were matched by difficulties in phonetic 
method. 11 
Greene, .Jorgensen, and Gerberich5 claim: nAnother 
' 
. significant cause of spelling disability is imperfect pro-
nunciation and articulation of words." 
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities, 2£· cit., P• 271 
William s. Gray, ttsummaries of Reading Investigations, 
.July 1940 to .June 1941tt, .Journal of Educational Research, 
(February, 1942) Vol. 35. p. 4!7 
Ibid. , p. 425 
Harry .J. Baker, QE.. cit., p. 444 
Harry A. Greene, Albert N • .Jorgensen and .J. Raymond 
Gerberich, 2£• cit., p. 381 
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l Russell tested pupils ranging from low-third to high-
fifth to determine their spelling ability and their reading 
speed and comprehension. He reports2 : 
....... 
These coefficients reveal high correlations 
between all ab;i:lities compared and suggest 
that the various abilities involved in the 
language arts are closely related interre-
lated. Where the evidence presented does 
not show that poor spelling is necessarily 
caused·by deficiencies in reading or vocab-
ulary, the writer believes the correlations 
are so high that specific improvement in 
one of them may affect spelling favorably. 
Dolch3 writes: "To spell well, children should be able 
to pronounce words very clearly, they should be able to 
ttsee" the word if it is a short and rather common one, or 
they should be able to translate the sounds into letters if 
the word is a longer and less common one. Poor spellers 
lack one or more of these abilities. 11 
I 
David H. Russell, 11 Relationships Between Reading Abili ty~l 
Spelling Ability and Meaning Vocabulary,tt Journal of 
Educational Research, (February, 1947) Vol. 40. P• 406 
gj · Ibid. , p • \1 
~ Edward w. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, 2£· £!!·~ 
P• 199 
_j 
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1 Dolch writes:n •••• the schools must teach the rthabits 
of the good speller11 •••• The habits include the following: 
1. The habit of checking guesses. This provides 
for: 
a. Attracting children to want to 
learn to spell. ----
b. wanting the children to learn to 
use the dictionary. 
2. The habit of proofreading. This provides 
for: 
a. Looking at each word individually. 
b· Reading the word syllable by 
syllable, looking at each syllable 
as it is read. 
3. The habit of spelling analysis or a study 
of the spelling of new words. This provides 
for: · 
a. Exact pronunciation of each word. 
b. Asking if this sounding tells the 
letters. 
e. Where it does not, finding a means 
of remembering the exact letters 
at the difficult spot. 
Since training in auditory discriminations of words and 
word elements, and training in structural analysis of words 
have been determined as aids to success in spelling, this 
experiment was undertaken to note its effect on spelling 
achievement for Sixth Grade pupils. 
Edward w. Dolch, Problems in Reading, 2£· cit., 
PP• 330-337 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
In September 1950, for the purpose of evaluating 
specific exercises in auditory discrimination on the struc-
t-ural analysis of words· in this experiment, six experimental 
and control groups were selected from grade six pupils in 
six different schools in Worcester, Massachusetts. These 
groups represented a cross section of grade six pupils from 
a geographic and social economic standpoint.- The total 
number of pupils in the experimental and control groups was 
one hundred fifty-two. The experiment began on Octol:;>er 24, 
1950 and lasted approximately eight weeks. 
One week before the start of the experiment, the 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test, Form S 1 was ad-
ministered to each of the six groups by their respective 
teachers, and the results tabulated to find the grade equi-
valent scores. An ~nitial auditory discrimination test2 , 
prepared by the writer, was also administered one week be-
fore starting the experiment to ascertain the pupils'. abil-
ity to discern likenesses and differences in word structure. 
1/ Appendix A., p. 112 
g/ Ibid. P• 11~ 
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The experimental groups had a daily minimum period of 
fifteen minutes in auditory discrimination on the structural 
analysis of words for forty lessons. These specific exer-
cises in auditory discrimination were divided into six unitsj 
of study and included review of initial and final consonants 
! 
blends and phonograms, and the teaching of prefixes, suffix~ 
and word roots. The technique followed in these lessons1 
was suggested by Durrell, Sullivan and Murphy2 in Building 
Word Power and from the Teacher's. Guide of Reading for 
Interest Series3 • The emphasis on the various elements 
of word structure was suggested by Du·rrell 4 in Improvement 
of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Appendix B. p l~t1-188 
• 
Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan and Helen A~ 
Murphy, Building Word Power, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. 
World Book Company,l945, 102 PP• 
Paul Witty, Hannah M. Lindahl, Katherin~ Koch, ttReading 
for Interest Seriesn, Teacher Guide, Sixth Reader, 
Boston: D. c. Heath Company, 1949, pp. 268 
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y.: World Book Company, 
1940, P• 201-202 
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Each lesson in this experiment provided for auditory 
perception in the structu~al analysis of words. At the 
conclusion of each unit, a written check test was given to 
each group by their respective teachers on the contents of 
the preceding lessons. The forty lesson plans used were as 
follows: 
Unit One!- Practice in the review of initial and final 
consonants. 
Lesson ll 
Lesson :.:_j Specific d~ills in reviewing the initial and final consonants of 11 f 11 , 
Lesson 
Lesson 
~ ~ 
11 j 11 , 11k 11 , 11 n 11 , "p", 
"l" nmtt ndl1· 
' , ' , 
"rtt "su "tn 
, ' ' 
11 vtt, "w 11 , 11 z n by recognizing each 
as an initial or final consonant 
in words. 
Specific drills for reviewing the 
u c 1 n , tt dr n , 
by recognizing each as initial 
blends. The combinations 11fle 11 , 
11ple", 11kle" were used in drills 
for recognition as final blends. 
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Lesson 5. A written check test which involved 
the recognition in words of initial 
and final consonants, and of blend~. 
Unit Two1-Practice in recognizing the following phone-
grams: 
Lesson 1. Specific drills ·for recognizing in 
noot 11 , 11 unk 11 , 11 ent 11 , 
Lesson 2. Provides specific drills for reviewing 
and recogni.,zing "ithu, 11 outtt, "arn 11 , 
11 ern11 , norse 11 , "int 11 , 11 our", tteaktt, 
11 ove 11 noodn 11 ile" 11 alku "armtt 
' ' ' , , 
u oar11 , "oldt", and 11 aid11 in words. 
Lesson 3. Provides specific drills for recogniz-
ing the phonograms of 11 eektt, 11 ornn, 
1tound 11 , "utn., 11 itchn, ttought 11 , 11 oach", 
lloast 11 , ttough11 , ttagen, 11 ureu, ttushn, 
ttoilu, and nigh". 
I 
I 
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Lesson 4. 
Lesson 5. 
Proyides specific drills ror recogniz- I 
ing the phonograms of Lesson l, Unit Two •. 
A written check was administered to 
each group,involved the recognition of 
phonograms drilled on in Lesson l, 2, 
and 3 of Unit Two. 
=====H==-=-=U;;;_, Appendix B. , p_. -=~=2=&=-l=3=ff=·,-=--=============~===#==== 
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Unit Three~-contains specific exercises for the teach-
ing of common prefixes. Practice in 
recognizing the prefixes is as follows: 
Lesson 1. Teach "re" 0 de" "be" "pre" "en 
' ' ' ' : , 
Lesson 2. Teach u a 11 , n af 11 n al u n all 11 11 amn 
' , , , 
Lesson 3. · Teach 11 dis 11 uprou, 11 per 11 , t1sur 11 , , 
. -
"sus", 
Lesson 4. Teach 11 com11 "con" uunu' nundern ''up". , 
' ' 
Lesson 5. Teach "puru , 11 subn nsupu, 11 trans 11 
' ' 
nforn , and "fore tt.-
Lesson 6. A written check test provides for 
recognition of all prefixes ·taught in 
the previous five lessons. 
~ Fourg- contains specific exercises for the teach-
ing of suffixes. -Practice in the recogni-
tion of suffixes in words is as follows: 
Lesson 1. Teach tttionu, uurett, 11 age", "less u, 
"let". 
Lesson 2. Teach 
Lesson 3. Teach 
Lesson 4. Teach 
Lesson 5. Teach 
~~ Appendix B, p. 138-1418 ~ Ibid, P• -14@-165 
uate 11 , 11 ive 11 
nern, nantu, 
nal n , n ent tl 
' 
nicn, tt orn' 
, uize 11 
' 
lllytt, 11 eous 11 
nsion", "rytt, ttiontt. 
"aryn, "tyfl, "ory 11 • 
11 fuln 
' 
11 ar" 
' 
·uest". 
I 
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Lesson 6. 
Lesson 7. 
Lesson 8. 
Teach 11 ous 11 , 
1~ anc e rt. 
Teach "y 11 , 11ment 11 , 11 iblett 
' 
Teach 11 ious 11 0 ice 11 , , 11 able 11 , 11 ialtt, 
11 lingtt. 
' 
! 
taught in the preceding lessons was 
., Lesson 9. A written check test on suffixes 
ad- I 
ministe.red to each group ana involved 
the recognition of suffixes in words. 
Unit Five~-conta:ins specific exercises for the teach-
ing of word roots. Practice for the recog-
nition of word roots in words is as follows: 
Lesson 1. Teach -mov-, -mot-, -act-, -part-, 
-cert-, -lect-, -sent-. 
Lesson 2. Teach -nat-, -solve-, -ceive-, -tend-, 
-jur-; -serve-, -train-. 
Lesson 3. Teach -vent-, -port-, -judg-, -fort-, 
-hab-, -ject-, -val-, -vert-. 
Lesson 4. Teach -alter-, -due-, -gen-, -graph-, 
-labor-, -leg-, -leg- (using the 11 hard 11 
and "soft 11 sound of fig 11 .) 
Lesson 5. Teach -not-, ~nor-, -pend-, -rect-, 
-sci-, -set-. 
Lesson 6. Teach -sign-, -spect-, -stance~, 
-terr-, -turb-, -merge-, -viv-. 
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Lesson 7. A written check test on word roots 
taught in the pre_vious six lessons was 
administ~red to each group. 
l Unit :Six contains eight written check tests for re-
cognition. of the various· word elements used 
in this. experiment.. These eight check tests 
complete the fQ~ty 'lessons for .~pecific 
practice in auditory discrimination of the 
st'ructural analysis of words. These check 
tests involved the· recognition of various 
word elements in groups of words that had 
previo·usly been used in the -various lessons 
of the study. 
At the· close of the study, the Metropolitan .Achievement 
2 Spelling Test, Form T was administered to the six experi-
mental groups by their respective teachers. The res·ul ts of 
this test .were tabulated and statistically- compared to the 
results of the Metropolitan ~chievement Spelling Test, Form 
s3 which had been administered to the control group who had 
no specific training in auditory discrimination of the 
structural analysis of words. 
y' A£J2endix B, P• l8ill-l88 
gj A££endix A, P• lll3 
y Ibid, P· 112 
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A final auditory discrimination test1 , prepared by 
the writer, was administered to the six experimental 
groups by their respective teachers and the results tabu-
lated. A tabulation of the chronological age distribution 
was made ~nd the mean age score comp~ted. A tabulation of 
the intelligence range was made and the mean I. Q. score com-
puted. The tabulation of the Intelligence ran~e was made 
from the results of the Otis Quick Scoring Beta, Form A 
test administered by a clinical tester, Division of Child 
Study, Worcester School Departmen~, to all sixth grade 
pupils during the first s'el)lester of Grade Six • 
. An analysis of the results of .this study in evaluating 
the effect of specific training in auditory discrimination 
of the structural analy·sis of words on achievement in spell-
ing·in Grade Six follows in the next chapter. 
1/ Appendix A, P• 117 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The following tables present the data on the chrono-
logical age distribution of the one hundred and fifty two 
puptls used in this experiment. The age distribution was 
from approximately ten years to fourteen years and two 
months as shown in Table I 
TABLE I 
Frequency Distribution of the Chronological Ages of the 
Pupils at the Time of the Study 
Years Months Years Months Number 
14 - 1 14 - 3 ~:, 1 
13 - 10 14 - 0 4 
13 
-· 
' .. rz 13 - 9 3 
13 
-
4 13::·- 6 4 
13 1 13 3 6 
12 10 13 - 0 2 
12 - '7 12 - 9 2 
12 4 12 - 6 '7 -
12 1 12 ~ 3 11 
11 10 12 - 0 18 - 9 11 '7 11 - 31 
- 6 11 4 11 - 28 
- 3 11 1. 11 - 1'7 - 0 10 - 10 11 12 
10 '7 10 - 9 4 
-
10 4 10.- 6 0 
10 1 10 - 3 1 
9 10 10 - 0 1 
Total 152 
Mean Age 11 yrs. 9.7 months 
s. D. 9.546 
·The mean age for the total group was eleven year§!f 9.'7 
months. Fifty-three of the one hundred and fifty-two pupils 
were above the mean and ninety-four pupils were below the 
mean age. 
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TABLE II 
Frequency Distribution· of the Chronological Ages 
of Pupils in Study by Individual Groups 
Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos. 
14 - l 
13 -10 
13 - 7 
13 - 4 
13 - l 
12 -10 
12 - 7 
12 - 4 
12 
- l 
ll -10 
ll - 7 
ll - 4 
ll - l 
10 -10 
10 - 7 
10 - 4 
10 - 1 
9 -10 
Totals 
Mean Age 
(Yrs. Mos.) 
S. D. 
14 - 3 
14 - 0 
13 - 9 
13 - 6 
13 - 3 
13 - 0 
12 9 
12 - 6 
12 - 3 
12 
- 0 
ll 
- 9 
ll - 6 
ll 
- 3 
ll - 0 
10 - 9 
10 - 6 
10 - 3 
10 - 0 
Group Group 
One Two 
l 
0 
l 
0 
2 
l l 
l l 
2 2 
7 4 
3 8 
l 5 
1 5 
l 
20 27 
ll- 11-
11.2 5.3 
7.944 4.68 
Group 
Three 
l 
l 
0 
3 
l 
l 
0 
2 
l 
8 
5 
4 
3 
5 
l 
0 
l 
l 
38 
ll-
9.9 
Group Group Group 
Four Five Six 
3 
2 
l 
4 
l 
0 
2 l 
3 4 l 
l 3 2 
7 7 l 
3 7 3 
3 3 2 
l 0 
l l 
32 26 9 
12- ll- 11-
3.1 7.7 7 
11.532 3.514 4.656 3.999 
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The normal age range for Grade Six pupils is from 
eleven years to twelve years, six months. Therefore the 
mean age of eleven years, eleven months for Group One was 
a normal mean age, but the distribution listed four cases 
of over-age pupils for Sixth Grade, first month in that 
group. The mean age of eleven years, 11 •. 2 months for the 
twenty pupils of Group One was higher than the me~n age of 
eleven years, 9~7 months for the total group. In Group One, 
seven pupils were above the mean age of eleven years, 11.2 
months, while twelve pupils fell below the mean age. 
Group Two had the lowest mean age of the six groups 
used in the study and had no over-age pupils. The mean age 
of eleven years, 5.3 months for the twenty-seven pupils of 
Group Two fell below the mean age of eleven years, 9.7 
months for the total group. In Group Two, twelve pupils 
were classified above the mean age of eleven years, 5.3 
months, while eleven pupils fell below the mean age. 
Group Three had the widest. distribution of the s·ix 
groups used in the study. The range extended from fourteen 
years, two months to ten years, no months. The mean age 
for the thirty-eight pupils of Group Three was approximately 
eleven years, ten months. The mean age for Group Three was 
slightly above the mean age for the total gr9up (11 years, 
9.7 months). In Group Three, sixteen pupils were above the 
mean age for that group, and twenty pupils fell below the 
mean of eleven years, ten months. Group Three has seven 
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pupils classified as overage pupils for Grade Six. 
:.··;·; •I 
The mean age for the thir-ty-two pupils of Group Four 
was twelve years, 3.1 months. The mean age for this group 
:·~. . .. 
··•i 
was the highest of the six groups used in the study. In 
Group Four, thirteen pupils were above the mean age of 
twelve years, 3.1 months, and sixteen pupils fell below 
that mean. Eleven of the thirty-two cases were classified 
as over-age pupils. 
A.mean age ·Of eleven years, 7.7 months for the twenty-
six pupils of Group Five fell below the mean age of eleven 
years, 9.7 months for the total group. In Group Five, 
eleven pupils were above the mean age for that group, and 
fourteen pupils fell below the mean age. There were no 
over-age pupils in Group Five. 
The nine pupils of Group Six had a mean age of eleven 
years, seven months which fell below the mean age of 
eleven years, 9.7 months for the total group. In Group 
Six, six pupils were below the mean age for the group, 
while three pupils were listed above the mean age. There 
were no over-age pupils in Group Six~ 
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The following tables present the data on the intelli-
gence range of the one hundred fifty-two pupils at the time 
of the experiment. The distribution of intelligence quo-
tients for the six groups of pupils used in the experiment 
was determined from the records of the worcester School 
Department, Division of Child Study, This department tested 
the pupils during the first semester of Grade Six. The 
range of intelligence w~s from 75 to 132 with a mean of 
100.97. These data appear in Table III. 
TABLE III 
Frequency Distribution of the I. Q1 s 
of the Total Group of the Study 
I.Q,.'s 
131-133 
128-130 
125-127 
122-124 
119-121 
116-118 
113-115 
110-112 
107-109 
104-106 
101-103 
98-100 
95- 97 
92- 94 
89- 91 
86- 88 
83- 85 
-80- 82 
7'7- 79 
74- 76 
Total 
Mean :t. 
s. D. 
Number 
1 
0 
1 
3 
5 
10 
10 
8 
10 
19 
10 
12 
14 
16 
7 
10 
7 
7 
1 
1 
152 
Q.loo.97 
11.7384 
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Above the 100 I. Q. were found seventy-seven cases, or 
about fifty per cent of the total group, while none of the 
cases ranged below 75. Thirty cases, or approximately 
nineteen per cent, were classified as between 75 and 90 
I. Q. According to Bakerl this would indicate that approx-
imately one-fifth of the pupils used in this study would 
be classified as ttslow-learners'.'. 
Harry J. Baker, Introduction to the Exceptional Child 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944. p. 244 
7:1. 
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TABLE IV 
Frequency Distribution of the I. Q. IS of 
Pupils in Study by Individual Groups 
r. Q. l s Group Group Group Gro.up Group Group 
One Two Three Four Five Six 
131-133 1 
128-130 0 
125-127 1 0 
122-124 0 1 1 1 
119-121 1 2 0 2 
116-118 1 3 4 1 1 
113-115 2 5 0 2 0 1 
110-112 0 3 3 0 2 0 
107~109 1 4 4 1 0 0 
104-106 4 5 3 1 4 2 
101-103 0 3 4 1 2 0 
98-100 2 1 .. 3 2 4 0 
95- 97 2 2 1 5 3 1 
92- 94 2 _<o 4 5 2 3 
89- 91 2 . :·o 2 1 1 l 
86- 88 1 1 1 5 1 1 
83- 85 0 2 4 1 
80- 82 1 2 2 2 
77- 79 1 0 
74- 76 1 
Totals 20 27 38 32 26' 9 
Mean I. Q. 102.15 107.22 102;39 94.5 100.73 97.335 
S. D. 11.598 5.748 12.279 11.148 11.352 8.259 
__j~ ~=.==========================================================*======== 
• 
The mean I. Q. for the twenty pupils of Group One was 
above the mean of 100.97 for the total group. Ten of the 
pupils were classified above the mean r. Q. for Group One 
and ten of the pupils fell below the mean r. Q· of 102.15. 
The twenty-seven pupils of Group Two had a mean r. Q. 
of 107.22. This mean was high above the mean of 100.97 for 
the total group, and was the highest mean r. Q. of all the 
groups used in this study. Thirteen of the pupils in Group 
Two were classified above the mean for this group, while. 
twelve of the pupils fell below the mean of 107.22. Fo~r 
of the cases were classified below 100 I. Q. 
The range of r.·Q.'s for the thirty-eight pupils of 
Group Three was the most extensive of all the groups used 
in this study. The mean r. Q. of 102.39 for Group Three 
was higher than the mean r. Q. for the total group. Above 
the mean r. Q. of 102.39 were classified nineteen cases in 
Group Three, while nineteen cases fell below that mean. 
The thirty-two pupils of Group Four had the lowest 
mean r. Q. of the six groups used in the study. Group Four 
has a mean r. Q· of 94.5 which fell far below the mean for 
the total group. Twenty-five of the cases in this group 
were classified below the mean of 100.97 (the mean for total 
group). Twelve of the cases were classified below 90 r. Q. 
Seven of the thirty-two cases were classified above 100 I.Q. 
The twenty-six pupils of Group Five had a mean I. Q. of 
100.73 which was most representative of the mean for the 
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l total ~roup, falling slightly below 100.97 I. Q· 
Thirteen of the cases in Group Five fell below 100 
I. Q., while twelve cases were classified above the mean 
I. Q. of 100.73. 
The mean I. Q. ~or the nine pupils in Group Six fell 
far below the 100.97 mean for the total group. Group Six 
had a mean I. Q. of 97.335 with three of the cases classi-
fied above the 100 I. Q., while six of the cases fell be-
low the 100 I. Q. 
. I 
I 
I 
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The following tables present the data on the Metro-
politan Achievement Spelling Test, Form s1 administered to 
the six groups of pupils by their respective teachers one 
week before the start of the experiment. The median grade 
score of 7.13 was derived for the total group. 
The normal grade score at the time of the experiment 
would be 6.2 (sixth grade, second month). One hundred one 
cases, about 66 per cent, were classified above the normal 
grade score of 6.2. Forty-three cases, about twenty-four 
per cent, were classified below the normal grade level of 
6.2. 
The total number of cases administered the Metropolitan 
Achievement Spelling Test, Form S was one hundred fifty-one. 
The difference betwe~n the total number of pupils used in 
the study and the number administered the Metropolitan 
Achievement Spelling Test, Form S was due to the absence of 
one pupil. 
These data appear in Table v, on the following page. 
y Appendix A, p. 111 
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TABLE V 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test, 
Form S for the Total Group 
Grade Equiv. 
9.9-10.1 
9.6- 9.8 
9.3- 9.5 
9.0- 9.2 
8.7- 8.9 
8.4- 8.6 
8.1- 8.3 
7.8- 8.0 
7.5- 7~7 
7.2- 7.4 
6.9- 7.1 
6.6- 6.8 
6.3- 6.5 
6.0- 6~2 
5.7- 5.9 
5.4- 5.6 
5.1- 5.3 
4.8- 5.0 
4.5- 4.7 
4.2- 4.4 
Total 
Median Score 
S. D~ 
Number 
1 
1 
3 
2 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
13 
15 
6 
8 
15 
11 
5 
3 
9 
2 
5 
151 
7.13 
1 .. 313 
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TABLE VI 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test, 
Grade 
Eguiv. 
9.9-10.1 
9.6- 9.8 
9.3- 9.5 
9.0- 9.2 
8.7- 8.9 
8.4- 8.6 
8.1- 8.3 
7.8- 8.0 
7.5- 7.7 
7.2- 7.4 
6.9- 7.1 
6.6- 6.8 
6.3- 6.5 
6.0- 6.2 
5.7- 5.9 
5 .4-"./;i. 6 
5.1- 5.3 
4.8- 5.0 
4.5- 4.7 
4.2- 4.4 
Total 
Median · 
Score 
S.D. 
S by Individual Groups 
Group Group Group Group Group 
One Two Three ·Four Five 
l 
l 0 
2 1 0 0 
0 0 2 0 
l 2 3 l 1' 
4 3 1 0 2 
0 4 3 2 1 
2 4 2 1 2 
2 2 4 1 3 
0 5 5 0 3 
0 5 4 2 3 
1 1 1 3 0 
2 2 3 1 
4 2 4 4 
1 1 4 4 
0 l l l 
l 0 2 0 
5 3 1 
l 0 
3 
20 27 38 31 26 
7.2 7.84 7.32 6.19 7.1 
1.265 .678 1.351 1.369 1.037 
the 
Form 
Group 
Six 
l 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
l 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
9 
5.63 
1.154 
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The median score of 7.2 for the twenty pupils of Group 
One in Spelling Test, Form S was slightly higher than t_he 
median score of 7.13 for the total group. Six cases, or 
thirty per cent of the group were classified below the 
normal grade score of 6.2. 
ln Group Two, the median score of 7.4 for twenty-seven 
pupils in Spelling Test, FormS was higher than the median 
score of 7.13 for the total group. Group Two had no pupils 
classified below the normal grade score of 6.2. 
The median score of 7.32 for the thirty-eight pupils 
of Group Three in Spelling Test, FormS was higher than the 
median of 7.13 for the total group. Ten cases, or about 
twenty-six per cent of the group, were classified below the 
normal grade score .. of 6.2. 
The thirty-one pupils of Group Four had a median score 
in Spelling Test, Form S of 6.19. This median fell slightly 
below the normal grade spelling score of 6.2·and far below 
' the median score of 7.13 for the total group. However, 
this median score of 6.19 was nearest to the normal grade 
sqore of 6.2 than the medians of the other groups used in 
the study. Fifteen cases, or about forty-eight per cent of 
Group Four, were classified below the normal grade_~elling 
score of 6.2. One of the cases in Group Four had a perfect 
score with a grade equivalent of 10.0. 
In Group Five, the twenty-six pupils had a median 
78 
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score of 7.1 for Spelling Test~ Forms. This median score 
fell slightly below the median score of 7.13 for the total 
g~oup. Nine cases, -or about thirty-four per cent of the 
group, were classified as below the normal grade score of 
6.2. 
The ~·edian score for the nine pupils of Group Six was 
5.63 in Spelling Test, FormS. This was the lowest median 
score for the six groups of pupils used in this study, and 
falls far below the normal grade score of 6.2. Seven cases, 
.or about seventy-seven per cent of Group Six, were classi-
fied below the normal grade score of 6.2~ 
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The following tables pres.e.nt 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling 
to the six groups in the study at 
the data on the I 
Test, Form T1 administered~ 
the close of the experi- 1 
ment, by the repective teachers of the groups. The median 
score of 7.43 was derived for the total group. 
The normal grade score at the close of the experiment 
would be 6.4 (sixth grade, fourth month). One hundred 
sixteen cases, about 76 per cent, were classified above the 
normal grade score of 6.4. Thirty-three cases, about 21 
per cent, were classified below the normal grade score of 
6.4. 
The total number of cases administered the Metropolitan 
Achievement Spelling Test, Form T was one hundred fifty-one. 
The difference between the total number of pupils used in 
the study and the number administered the Metropolitan 
Achievement Spelling Test, Form T was due to the absence of 
one pupil· • 
These data appear in Table VII on the following page. 
'1/ Appendix A, p. 112 
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TABLE VII 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test,Form 
T for the Total Group 
Grade Equiv. 
.9.9-10 .1 
9.6- 9.8 
9.3- 9.5 
9.0- 9.2 
8.7- 8.9 
8.4- 8.6 
8.1- 8.3 
7.8- 8.0 
7.5- 7.7 
7.2- 7.4 
6.9- 7.1 
6.6- 6.8 
6.3- 6.5 
6.0- 6.2 
5.7- 5 .. 9 
5.4- 5.6 
5.1- 5~3 
4.8- 5.0 
4.5- 4.7 
4.2- 4.4 
Total 
Median Score 
S.D. 
Number 
2 
3 
6 
6 
5 
17 
18 
8 
7 
14 
13 
12 
9 
4 
11 
8 
3 
4 
0 
1 
151 
7.43 
1.294 
The median score of 7.43 for the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Spelling Test, Form Twas .295 higher than the median 
score of 7.13 for the Metropolitan Achievement Spelling 
Test; FormS for the total group. This denotes that approx-
imately three months gain was made in spelling achievement 
during the experiment. The results of these two tests were 
statistically compared and the findings were tabulated in 
Table IX. (See page 86.). 
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TABLE VIII 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test,Form 
T by Individual Groups 
Grade Group Group Group Grc;>up Group Group 
Equiv. One Two Three Four Five Six 
9.9-10.1 1 1 
9.6- 9.8 3 0 
9.3- 9.5 1 2 1 0 2 
9.0- 9.2 0 1 4 0 1 
8.7- 8.9 1 1 3 0 0 
8.4- 8.6 4 2 2 2 6 1 
8.1- 8.3 3 7 2 2 4 0 
7.8- 8.0 1 1 3 1 1 1 
7.5- 7.7 0 5 1 l 0 0 
7.2- 7.4 2 4 4 1 1 2 
6.9- 7.1 3 1 0 5 4 0 
6.6- 6 ~B 1 3 5 2 1 0 
6.3- 6.5 1 2 2 2 2 
6.0- 6.2 0 0 1 1 2 
5.7- 5.9 2 2 5 1 1 
5.4- 5.6 0 3 3 2 
5.1- 5.3 0 2 1 
4.8- 5.0 1 5 
4.5- 4.7 0 
4.2- 4.4 1 
Totals 20 27 38 31 26 9 
Median 7.5 7$95 7.8 6.53 7.8 6.53 
Score 
s. D. 1.143 .748 1.419 1.281 1.154 .873 
The median score of 7.5 for the twenty pupils of Group 
One was slightly higher than the median score of 7.43 for 
the total group in Spelling Test, Form T. Three cases, or 
15 per cent of the pupils in Group One, were below the 
normal grade score of 6.4 and would be classified as spell-
ing disability cases. 
In Group Two, the twenty-seven pupils had a median 
score of 7.95 for Spelling Test, Form T. This median score 
was the highest of the six groups used in this study. In 
spelling Test, Form S, Group Two had the highest median 
score, also. There were no cases with grade equivalents 
below the normal grade score of 6.4. This would seem to 
indicate that there were no spelling disability cases in 
GrotJ.p Two . 
• The thirty-eight pupils in Group Three had a median 
score of 7.8 in Spelling Test, Form T, which was higher than 
the median score for the total group. Seven cases, or about 
18 per cent of Group Three, fell below the normal grade 
score of 6.4, with five of the seven being spelling dis~ 
ability cases. 
In ~roup Four and Group Six, the thirty-one pupils and 
the nine pupils respectively had a median score of 6.53 for 
Spelling Test, Form T, which was most representative of the 
normal grade equivalent of 6.4. These median scores fell 
far below t4e median score of 7.43 for the total group in 
Spelling Test, Form T. Fifteen cases of Group Four, about 
~l 
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48 per cent ·or the group~ were classified below the normal 
grade score of 6.~. Thirteen of the fifteen cases wquld be 
classified as spelling disability cases. Group Four had·the. 
most extensive distribution of scores of the six groups in 
this spelling test. The range extended from 9.9 to 4.2. 
In Group Six, three cases, about 33 per cent, were classified 
below the normal grade equivalent of 6.4, with one of the 
three cases falling into the spelling disability class. 
The twenty-six pupils of Group Five had a median score 
of 7.8 for 'Spelling Test, Form T. This median score was 
higher than the median sc~re of 7.43 f6r the total group in 
the same test. Five cases of Group Five;about 19 per cent 
of the group,were classified below the normal grade equi-
valent of 6.4 with three of the five cases falling into the 
spelling disability class. 
It was interest to this study to note the per cent 
of cases below the normal grade equivalent of 6.2 in Spell-
ing Test, Form S with the per cent of cases below the normal 
grade equivalent of 6.4 in Spelling Test, Form T. The find-
ings from a comparison of the percentages of cases below the 
normal grade equivalents·were not statistically significant. 
It is a common practice to use either the one per cent or 
the two per cent difference for educational research. The 
writer has chosen the one per cent difference. 
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According to Mills1 , the results yielding a critical 
ratio below 2.576, at the one per cent level, are not 
statistically significant. Mills 2 writes: "If a given 
difference between hypothetical and observed values occur 
as a result of chance only one time out of' a hundred, or 
less frequently, we may say that the difference is signifi-
cant. tt 
Mills 3 continues: 
The value of' T (the difference between the 
hypothetical value and the ob.served mean, 
in units of' the standard error of' the mean) 
corresponding to a probability of l/100 is 
2.576 •••• A value forT of 2.576 or more in-
dicates a significant difference, while a 
·value of' less than 2.576 indicates that the 
results are not inconsistent with the 
hypothesis in question. 
The critical ratio of .0608 obtained from a comparison 
of' the percentages below the normal grade equivaients in the 
two spelling tests was therefore not statistically signif'i-
cant. These data .appear in Table IX on the following page. 
Frederick c. Mills, Statistical Methods, New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1940. p. 471 
Mills, loc. cit. P• 471 
Mills, loc. cit. p. 471 
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A statistical comparison of the per cent of cases be-
low the normal grade equivalent of Final Test~ Form T~ with 
the per cent of cases below the normal grade equivalent of 
Initial Test~ FormS, using the formula from the Edgerton 
Tables1 
Mi- M2 
Critical Ratio: S.E.Difference 
S.E. difference : P1q2f P1q2 
N1 N2 
~ 
it yields a critical ratio of .0608. Table IX shows the 
percentage of cases below the normal grade equivalent in 
the Final Test~ Form T, and the Initial Test, Forms. 
Group 
Form T 
Form S 
TABLE IX 
Critical Ratio of Per cents of Oases 
Below the Normal Spelling Grade Equivalents 
Per cent 
21.8 
24.5 
No. Median 
151 7.425 
151 7.1298 
S.E.D. 
.2952 4.85 
O.R. 
.0608 
Harold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Patterson, "Table of 
Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for 
Varying Numbers of Oasesn~ Photostat from Journal of 
'Applied Psychology, (September, 1926) Vol. 10. Boston 
·university~ School of Education,Library. 
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The following tables present the data on the initial 
auditory discrimination test administered to the six groups 
of the study to determine the~r ability to recognize like-
nesses and differences in the structural analysis of words. 
This test was prepared by the writer (a copy of which was 
exhibited in Appendix A, pagell3) and was administered to 
each group by the respective teacher after receiving direc-
tions and explanations from the writer. 
The median score for the total group on the initial 
auditory discrimination test was 97.87. The initial audi-
tory discrimination test contained 116 items. Since the 
median score for the total group was high above the middle 
score of 58, it would indicate that this test diA not pre-
sent enough difficulty to the pupils used in the study, or 
that tp.e pupils had been given sufficient practice in 
phone.tics arid in auditory discrimination of words. These 
data appear in Table X on the following page. 
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TABLE X 
Frequency Distribution or the Scores 
or the Initial Auditory Discrimination 
Test for Total Group 
Test Scores Number 
113-117 8 
108-112 25 
103-107 18 
98-102 27 
93- 97 23 
88- 92 21 
( 
83- 87 6 
78- 82 8 
73- 77 8 
68- 72 4 
63- 67 3 
58- 62 0 
53- 57 l 
Total 152 
Median Score 97.87 
S.D. 12.585 
II 
I 
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II TABLE XI 
'I 
II Frequency Distribution of the Sr.ores of 
I the Initial Auditory Discrimination Test e ! by Individual Groups I 
I 
I Test Group Group Group Group Group Group 
I Scores One Two Three Four Five Six I 
I 
! !113-117 4 0 3 0 1 0 
108-112 2 7 2 7 5 2 
1Q3-107. 0 3 2 5 5 3 
98-102 1 9 8 4 3 2 
93- 97 4 4 3 4 6 2 
88- 92 4 1 11 3 2 
II 
83- 87 1 1 1 2 1 
2 2 1 3 
II 
78- 82 0 
73- 77 0 4 3 1 I 
I 68- 72 1 2 0 1 
I 63- 6'7 1 1 1 0 
I 58- 62 o~--:~ 
I 
I 
53- 5'7 1 
I 
Totals 20 2'7 38 32 26 9 
Median Score 93.'75 100.55 92.045 9'7.5 99.165 103.33 
S. D. 11.065 8.81 11.49 12.775 13.525 5.325 
e 
-· 
The median score in the initial auditory discrimination 
test of 93a75 for the twenty pupil:s in Group One fell below 
the median score of 97.87 for the total group. Eleven of 
the cases were classified above the median score of 93.75 
and nine of the cases fell below the median score of Group 
One. 
The median score of 100.58 for the twenty-seven pupils 
of Group Two was higher than the median score of 97.87 for 
the total group. Thirteen of the cases were classified 
above the median score of 100.55, and fourteen cases were 
classified below the median for Group Two~. 
The median score of 92.045 for the thirty-eight pupils 
of Group Three was lower than the median score for the total 
g"roup ( 97.87). Nineteen cases fell below the median of 
92.045, and eighteen cases were classified above the median 
for Group Three. 
For the thirty-two pupils in Group Four, the median 
score of 97.5 fell slightly below the median of 97.87 for 
the total group. Sixteen of the cases were classified above 
the median score of 97.5, and s~<teen cases fell below that 
median. 
The twenty-six pupils of Group Five had a median score 
99.165. This median score was higher than the median score 
of 97.87 for the total group. Thirteen of the cases were 
classified above the median score of 99.165, and thirteen 
cases fell below that median score. 
I 90 
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The median score for Group Six was 103.33. This 
;· . ~edian score was the highest for the six groups of pupils 
used in this study. Five of the cases were classified above 
the median score of 103.33, and four cases fell below the 
median score for Group Six. 
In all the groups, the median scores were grouped about 
the top scores rather than about the middle score of 58. 
~ 
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The following tables present the data on the final 
audi:t;ory discrimination test administered to the six groups 
of the study to determine their ability to recognize like-
nesses and differences in word elements. (See Appendix A, 
P• 116). This test was prepared by the writer and was ad-
ministered to each group by the respective teacher after 
directions were received from the writer. 
The median score for the total group on the final 
auditory discrimination test was 102.5. The final auditory 
discrimination test had a possible high.score of 116. Since 
the median score for the total group was grouped about the 
top scores, rather than around the middle score of 58, it 
would seem to indicate that the test did not present enough 
difficulty to the pupils used in the study •. It indicated 
that the auditory acuity of the total group was adequate 
and that the pupils of the study had been given sufficient 
practice in phonetics and auditory discrimination of words· 
-
in their previous grades. These data appear in Table XII 
on the following page. 
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TABLE XII 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of the 
Final Auditory Discrimination Test 
for the Total Group 
Scores Number 
113-117 14 
108-112 42 
103-107 20 
98-102 24 
93- 97 21 
88- 92 20 
83- 87 4 
78- 82 2 
73- 77 3 
68- 72 2 
Total 152 
Median Score 102.5 
S. D. 10.102 
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TABLE XIII 
Frequency Distribution of the Scores of the 
Test 
Scores 
113-117 
108-112 
103-107 
98-102 
93- 97 
88- 92 
83- 87 
78- 82 
73- 77 
68- 72 
Totals 
Median 
Score 
S.D. 
Final Auditory Discrimination 
Individual Groups 
Group Group Group Group 
One Two Three Four 
6 0 1 1 
10 6 5 8 
2 3 6 2 
2 10 6 4 
1 10 7 
4 6 6 
2 1 1 
0 0 2 
1 2 0 
1 1 
20 27 38 32 
110.5 100.25 97 . 96.785 
5.3 8.94 9.975 10.6 
Test by 
Group Group 
Five Six 
5 1 
8 5 
6 1 
2 0 
1 2 
4 
26 9 
107.5 109 
8.195 6.665. 
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The median score for the twenty pupils of Group One in 
the final auditory discrimination test was 110.5. This 
median score for aroup One was higher than the median score 
of 102.5 for the total group. Above the median score of 
.110.5 for Group One were found twelve cases, while eight 
cases were below the median. Group One had shown a gain of 
16.75 for the final auditory test as compared to the median 
score for the initial auditory test.( See Table XI, p. 89). 
The twenty-seven pupils of Group Two had a median 
score of 100.25 which was lower than the median score of 
102.5 for the total group. Above the median for Group Two 
were found nine cases, while eighteen cases fell below that 
median. Group Two registered a loss of .3 for the final 
auditory test as compared to the median score for the 
initial auditory test.( See Table XI, p. 89.) 
The median score of 97 for the thirty-eight pupils of 
Group Three was lower than the median score of 102.5 for 
the total group. Above the median for Group Three were 
found twenty cases, while eighteen cases felt below the 
median. Group Three registered a gain of 4.96 for the 
final auditory test as compared to the median score for 
the initial auditory test. (See Table XI, p. 89.) 
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The median score of the thirty-two pupils of Group 
Four was approximately 96.79. This median was lower than 
the median score of 102.5 for the total group. Above the 
median score for Group Four were found nineteen cases, while 
thirteen cases fell below the median. Group Four registered 
a loss of .715 for the final auditory test as compared to 
the median score for the initial auditory test. (See Table 
XI, p. 89) • 
The twenty-six pupils of Group Five had a median score 
of 107.5 for the final auditory discrimination test. This 
median score was higher than the median score of 102.5 for 
the total group. Above the median score for Group Five were 
found thirteen cases, while thirteen cases fell below the 
median. Group Five registered a gain of about 8.34 for the 
final auditory test as compared to the median score for the 
initial auditory discrimination test. (See Table XI, p. 89). 
The median score for the nine pupils of Group Six in 
the final auditory discrimination test was 109. This 
median score was much higher than the median score of 102.5 
for the total group. Above the median score for Group Six 
were found six cases, while three cases fell below the 
median. Group Six registered a gain of 5.67 for the final 
auditory discrimination test as compared to the median 
score for the initial auditory discrimination test. (See 
Table XI, P• 89) 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 'AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was toc-.evaluate :;specific 
e][ercises i:h:Jaudi tory dis crifni:ha tion.l on >the s:bructural 
analysis of words onnthe achievement ihnspell'ihg for six 
group~ ;;:of sixtll~grade3pupiis ;o, whochad _rece:li:Yed specific 
drill tilnaudi tory percep~ionnfor approxifnat.ely.'/eight weeks, 
wi:ltrr' the spelltilg_ achievement of the same :·six group~· before : 
rece~vihgcsuch extra drill by'' comparing,_ the results in-~ 
spelli:b.g;:_achievement. The study was <.conuerned wi:th. the nurm-
ber .'."'Oi6 cases, in both the con trod: and experimental groups, 
below the normal grade Jequi valent spelling_ score. 
There were six groups .of sixth-grade3 children:msed i1E 
thi:S study •. These.:;groups ;were selected from six different 
schools •. The size.;of the groups :w·ere as follows: 
Group:_ One, twenty. pupils;,~ Group:c'nqo, twenty-seven 
pu:ptls; Group~ Three,-· thirty-eightt.pupils;. Group~ Four, 
thirty-:{;woc·p'!,lpils; :Group•Five, twenty-six pupils; .and Group 
Six,: :ruine pupils. Total number of p1,1pils used ih the study, 
one hm:rdred fifty-two •. 
The specific exercises i:hnaudito<ry,/dis critniha tion.:-1for 
the.· eight-week period were prepared by the :writer and ad-
mii:Jri.stered to the pupils ·.of the six group~ by_ their re-
spective teachers after directions were explained by·the 
writer •. 
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The chronological age distribution ranged from ten 
years, no months no fourteen years, two months. The mean 
age for the total group was ll yrs. 917 months. (See Table 
I, p. 66) Twenty-two cases, about fourteen per cent of 
the total group, were over-age pupils for Grade Six. 
The intelligence range for the groups was shown by the 
results of the Otis Quick Scoring Beta Form A Test that had 
been administered by the Division of Child Study, Worcester 
School Department to the pupils during the first semester 
of Grade Six and recorded on their school records. The mean 
I. Q. for the total group was 100.97. (See Table II;I, p. 70) 
Above 100 I. Q. were found seventy-seven cases, or fifty 
per cent of the totai group, while none of the group ranged 
below 75. Thirty cases, or about nineteen per cent were 
c·lassified as between 75 and 90 I. Q. 
The spelling achievement was determined by the results 
of the Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test, FormS ad-
mi.nistered to the six groups of pupils during the third 
week of October and the Metropolitan Achievement Spelling 
Test, Form T administered during the third week of December. 
The median score for the total group in the Metro-
politan Achievement Spelling Test, FormS was 7.13. (See 
Table V, p. 76). The normal spelling grade equivalent at 
, .. 
the time of the beginning of the study was 6.2 (sixth 
grade, second month). The results of this test show the 
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total group median score to be S3 months above the normal 
grade equivalent. Of the total group, one hundred one 
cases or about sixty-six per cent were classified above the 
normal grade equivalent of 6.2. Forty-three cases, about 
twenty-four per cent, were classified below the normal 
grade·equivalent of 6.2. 
The median score for the total group in the Metropolitan 
Achievement . Spelling Test, Form T was 7. 43. (See Table ·v.n:f., 
p. ~.'). The median score for Form T was .3 higher than the 
~edian score for Form S for the total group. This denotes 
a gain of three months in the spelling achievement for the 
total group during the study, or one month above the normal 
grade achievement for the period. 
The normal grade equivalent at the close of the study 
was 6.4 (sixth.grade, fourth month). Above the normal 
grade equivalent of 6.4 were classified one hundred cases 
or about seventy-six percent of the total group. Thirty-
three cases, twenty-one and eight-tenths per cent of the 
total group, were classified below the normal grade equi-
valent score of 6.4. 
From the results tabulated on Spelling Test Form s and 
Form· T, ninety-seven cases, about sixty-four per cent of 
the total group, registered gains in spelling achievement 
ranging from one month to three years and two months at the 
close of the study. Fifteen cases, nine and nine-tenths 
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per cent of the total group, were classified in both tests 
with the same grade equivalent and therefore made no gain. 
Forty-eight cases, about thirty-one per cent of the total 
group, classified above 100 I. Q.., 'registered gains in the 
final Spelling Test, Form T. Fifty cases, about thirty-two 
per cent of the· total group, classified below 100 I. ·Q., 
registered gains in the final Spelling Test, Form T. 
Thirty-nine cases,or twenty five percent of the total 
group, registered losses in the final Spelling Test, Form 
T at the close of the study. Of these thirty-nine cases, 
six were over-age pupils for Grade Six. Twelve of the 
thirty-nine cases were classified with I. Q.rs below 90. 
Two of the thirty-nine cases, with I.Q.'s of 108 and 111 
respectively, registered losses of 1 yr. 3 mos. and 1 yr. 
7 mos. respectively. 
Thirteen of the thirty-nine cases were below the 
normal grade equivalent score in both spelling tests. The 
cases with grade equivalents above the normal grade score 
that registered losses in the final spelling test were as 
follows: 
Six cases registered a loss of three months 
Four cases registered a loss of one month 
Two cases registered a loss of seven months 
Two cases registered a loss of six months 
One case registered a loss of eight months 
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One case registered a loss of nine months. 
Sixteen cases, ten and five-tenths per cent of the 
total group, with I.Q.'s :ranging from 101 to 123, registered 
losses in the final spelling test. These losses ranged from 
three months to nine months. 
The number of cases below the normal grade equivalent 
for the initial spelling test, Form S, was statistically 
compared with the humber of cases below the normal grade 
equivalent for the final spelling test, Form T. The 
critical ratio1 obtained from a comparison of the per cent 
of cases below the normal grade equivalent in the experi-
mental group with the per cent of cases below the normal 
grade equivalent in the control group was .0608. This per- 1 
mits the conclusion that when a critical ratio falls below 
2.576 the results are not statistically significant. 
Auditory discrimination tests, prepared by the writer, 
were administered to the six groups of pupils by their re-
spective teachers after directions were explained by the 
writer. The initial auditory discrimination test was ad-
ministered during the third week of October. The median 
score of the initial auditory discrimination test was 
97.87 for the total group. (See Table X, p. 88 ) • The 
Harold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Paterson "Table of 
Standard Errors ~nd Probable Errors of Percentages for 
Varying Numbers of Cases, Photostat from Journal of 
Applied Psychology, (September, 1926) Vol. 10. Boston 
~niversity, School of Education Library. 
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highest score to be achieved for the initial auditory ~ 
crimination test and the final auditory discrimination test I 
was 116. 
Since the median score for the total group in the 
initial test was high above the middle score of 58, it 
would seem to indicate that this test did not present 
enough· difficulty to the pupils or that the pupils had been 
given sufficient practice in phonetics and in auditor1 dis-
crimination of word elements in their previous grades. 
The final auditory discrimination test was administered 
to the six groups of children during the third week of 
December. The median score for the total group was 102.5 
(See Table XII, p.93) The scores of this test were all 
grouped about the top score of 116, although the final 
auditory discrimination test contained words foreign to 
the reading and speaking vocabularies of the pupils. The 
evaluation of this test was the same as stated for the 
initial auditory discrimination test. 
Group Six of this study was classified with a mean 
I. Q. of 97.335 which fell below the mean I· Q. of 100.97 
for the total group. In the final spelling test, all the 
pupils of Group Six registered gains in spelling achieve-
. ment as. compared to the results of the initial spelling 
test. The gain in sp.elling achievement from the median 
score of the initial spelling test when compared to the 
I 
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median score of the final spelling test for Group Six was 
nine months~ or nearly a whole school year. The gain in 
achievement by all the members of Group Six was of interest 
to note because three of the nine members had I. Q.'s 
above the mean r. Q. of 100.97 for the total group in the 
study, while six of the members had r. Q. 1 s below the mean 
for the total group. This would seem to indicate that the 
specific exercises in auditory discrlillination on the 
structural analysis of words may have some value in improv-
ing spelling achievement in Grade Six and the specific 
drills should be continued. 
====~·r=================== 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
1. Similar experiments carried out at other grade levels. 
2. Experiments conducted at the same level with a larger 
number of cases. 
3. Experiments conducted at the same level over a longer 
period of time. 
4. Similar experiments giving specific training in visual 
perception. 
5. Similar experiments with an analysis of sex differences. 
• 6. Similar experiments conducted with groups made up of 
poor spellers and who definitely lack auditory dis-
crimination as shown by the results of specific tests 
.in this skill. 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SPELLING LIST- FORM S 
For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries 
(Complete and Partial) s 
Note -that fifth-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 50, sixth-grade pupils words 
6 to 55, seventh-grade pupils words 16 to 65, and eighth-grade and ninth-grade pupils 
words 26 to 75. In the case of Grades 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read as though 
they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word first and caution pupils to 
write the word on the line that has tHe number of that word. 
Fifth grade begins here. 
L pan She cooked the turkey in a roasting pan. 
2. rest When we are tired we rest. 
3. sweet Sugar tastes sweet. 
4. glad , I shall be glad to dance. 
5. talk Babies make sounds but do not talk.. 
pan 
rest 
sweet 
glad 
talk 
Sixth grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 6 to 55.) 
}. 6. want Children always want things. want 
,J., 7. would It would be wise to ask a question. would 
S. 8. mouth The dentist says, "Open your mouth." mouth 
Jh 9. coast New York is on the East coast. coast 
..?,10. making The boy was making a wagon from old boards. making 
It,, 11. uncle My father's brother is my uncle. uncle 
1· 12. drew The boy drew a· picture with his crayons. drew 
?-13. fair The umpire insists upon fairplay. fair 
CJ.14. lesson Have you studied the next lesson? lesson 
/b• 15. raise In the morning soldiers raise the :Hag. raise 
Seventh grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 16 to 65.) 
Jj, 16. lamb A young sheep is a lamb. lamb 
p.17. beet A red vegeta?le gw>ying underground is a beet. beet 
;J.18. wedding Everyone enJoyed hrmself at the wedding. wedding 
/If. 19. learning Beginners are paid while learning the trade. learning 
tS. 20. colored The red ink colored the water. colored 
;~.21. heavy Books make the box heavy. heavy 
J7.22.. biggest Greedy Tom ate the biggest piece of cake. biggest . 
ff.23. measure Carefully measure. a yard. measure 
t1•24- manager The football dates are set by the manager. manager 
jb.25. breakfast I ate my breakfast at 7:00A-M- breakfast 
Eighth and ninth grades begin here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 26 to 75.) 
)J. 26. toward He turned from her to face toward me. toward 
rJ.1_ 27. advertise It pays to advertise. advertise 
$'. 28. happened He did not know what had happened. happened 
tfl.lf. 29. remember I remember her as I last saw her. remember 
af• 30. advised My teacher advised me to go to college. advised 
;i-P· 31. neighbor Mrs. Smith is my nearest neighbor. neighbor 
:;7- 32. easily She did the hard work easily. easily 
4 g-.33. doubtful Rainy weather made picnic plans doubtful. doubtful :J.-1,34- barley Broth often contains barley. barley 
~ ,35. pitcher Pour water into the glass from the pitcher. pitcher 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SPELLING LIST~ FORM T 
For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries 
(Complete and Partial) 
Note that fifth-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 50, sixth-grade pupils words 
6 to 55, seventh-grade pupils words 16 to 65, and eighth-grade and ninth-grade pupils 
words 26 to 75. In the case of Grades 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read as though 
they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word first and caution pupils to 
write the word on the line that has the number of that word. ·If the Intermediate 
Battery is given at the beginning of Grade 7, use the sixth-grade list. · 
Fifth grade begins he;e. 
1. soon How soon will the teacher arrive? 
2. game Mary played a game. 
3. his My son loved his father. 
· 4. better Yov. must study to do better than .he. 
5. ride We went for a ride on the bus. 
soon 
game 
his 
better 
ride 
Sixth grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 6 to 55.) 
& 6. arpund The earth passes around the sun. around 
.t. 7. still Do you still go to school? still 
3 8. spend Here is a cent to spend. spend 
If 9. garden Flowers grow in the garden. garden 
.1'10. hole · The dog dug a hole. hole 
l,.11. ready The class will soon be ready to go. ready 
712. ga(her A crowd will soon gather. gather 
y13. sugar Sugar is sweet. sugar 
tJ 14. eig/1fy After seventy-nine comes eighty. · eighty 
/o.'15. org!f'!- In church he played the pipe organ. organ 
Seventh grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 16 to 65.) 
l't 16. cofte.e Most men drink coffee for breakfast. coffe~ 
!j;&, 17. whee.l A wheel rolled off the car. wheel 
1!118. stool A seat without a back is called a stool. stool 
l'f 19. tight After eating, his belt felt too tight. tight 
Jl-20. feel Do you feel sorry for him? feel 
/(; 21. except Everybody went except me. except 
1722. tease Boys like to tease their younger sisters. tease 
tf"'23. ·wait While she dressed, I had to wait. wait 
1124. kept. This closet is where our books are _kept. kept 
,to25. preparinf!. We are now preparing for graduatiOn. preparing 
Eighth .and ninth grades begin lure. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 26 to 75.) 
~126. ber:ruty I saw the beauty of the rose. beauty. 
~.27. dangerous Fire is da,ngerous. dangerous 
d.i 28. canned For winter us.e, fresh fruit is canned. canned 
. .1.;129. whislle The officer blew his whistle. whistle 
, ,tf'SO. failure His failure in the test made him unhappy. failure 
~31. further The plane needs a further tryout. further 
J.7 32. earliest He who a.rrives first is earliest. earliest 
~33. straight Try to draw the line straight. straight 
· ~ 34. ac.he My tooth does not ache. ache 
. ao•35. gou~mment The President is at thehead of our government. government 
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Ihi:'tial Test 
.ULTICTIOl'W and Key for AU.JITO:IT 
.JI3C::tiEINATION T::£3T 
1. Have the children vrri te their :name and age in the proper place. 
2. Children uill use pencil to mai"'k papers. Only one ans·wer for 
each box • 
3· ·,nien children are' ready say : 
11 Children, you '\'Vill notice that on t,his paper there are some 
sinGle letters in certain boxes and other boxes with t1·ro br three 
letters Grouped toGether. In some of the boxes, there are prefixes; 
while in other boxes there are suffixes. 3tili other boxes have parts 
of 1·rords called 11 roots"! I am c;oin[5 to find out h01•r 1-rell you can 
hear letters in 1-rords or parts of i'lords. Listen very carefully nor! 
to the directions that I 1·till give you for each rO\'T of' boxes. 
rtO\'l I. Looli:: at the letters in Box 1. I am goinc; to say some \'lOrds 
that becsin vri th some of those letters. You are to listen and 
find out the .lett~r that,I did not use in my list of' vrords. 
Drai'l a circle al"'otind that letter. :re will do the first box 
together. Listen here are the 1·rords ~ (Do not pause too long 
in saying each 1·16rd. 3ay Yrords as if' you 1·rere reading them. ) . 
Box 1. hydroGen, frivolity, livelihood, grotesque, canteen. 
~·fuich letter 1·ras it that I did not use ? Correct, it 1·ras "br'·• 
Nm·r draw· a circle around ub 11 • You \'Till d-o the same thing i:tr 
the other boxes. Are there any questions ? :rt.eady novr. 
Box 2. macsistrate, jeered, democracyt Kokomo, nation. 
Box 3 •. zipped, reliable, willinc;ly, scoffed, Tripoli~ 
Now look at 
use for the 
Box 4·. 
Box 5. 
Box 6. 
Novr look at 
Box 7· 
Box G. 
Box 9. 
Rou II. .Jravr the circle around the 
bees inninG of a 1·rord. 
chisel, shimmerinc;, 1·rhippoor1·rill 
clipper, stubble, breakneck 
treason, specification, fragile 
letters that I do not 
novr III and do the same as in the other t1'TO rm•rs. 
sprouted, 5ravy, flaunted 
knoll, CJ:liquita, thrice 
c;nashing, knapsackJ chemical 
In Rm·r IV and V you '\'rill s~e prefixes in the boxes. Listen to the 
groups of vrords that I 1·rill say and see if you can find the prefix 
that I do not use. Draw a circle ·around the one I did not use. 
Box 10. derived, respectab~l~ty, becalmed 
Box 11. persecution, parliament, dispatched 
Box 12. .off~cer, obnoxious, actionable 
Box·l3. affected, adventure, absurdly 
Box 14. inhabitants, emboldened, entitles 
Box 15. submitted, supplying, surmounted 
--
• 
.1.1.5 
In Roi'T VI, 
each group 
VII, VIII you 1·rill find suffixes in the boxes •. Listen to 
of vrords that I say and see if you can find the suffix 
not use. Dravr a circle around it as you have done be-fore. the.t I 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
did 
16. 
17. 
18 •. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23 .. -
2lL' ..
convention, ~&ve~~ smokeless, s~ructure, 
hamlet, livery; mutually 
political, revolver, rivalry 
enthusiastic, narrm·rest, liberator 
caterpillar~· conversationist, slugsish 
discouragement., resourcefulness, repository 
fashionable, apprenticG, impercel)tib1e 
mac;nify, aristocracy, opportunity 
re1ie;ion, commercial, pretGntious 
In nou lX and X you v-ril1 find boxes l'li th v-rord parts called "roots 11 • 
3ee if you can tell vrhich root vras not used in these groups of 1·rords. 
Box 25. motorist, immovable, impo~tance 
Box 26. receivership, departmental, attGndant 
Box 27~ distance, sust~inable, ~ncorrectness 
Box 28." ef~ortlGss, inhabitants, prGvention 
Box 29. objection, unnoticGd, invaluable 
Box 30. designing, presented, unsettled 
KEY. 
l .. b 16. ae;e 
'2 •. p 17· less 
3. v 18. ant 
4. th 19. ful 
5; dr 20. ous 
6., pl 21. ance. 
7. scr 22. GOUS 
8. gn. 23. ry 
9. sh 2ll-. ling 
10, pre 25. act 
11, pro 26. nat 
12. oc 27. scril)e 
13. ag 28. graph 
14~ im 29• cert 
15. sus 30· sci 
,a 
... 
1\fame ..... ~ ..•• · ................... ~ .... •. ,.c Age • ......... ~ ....... . 
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af 
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est 
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less 
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mov 
mot 
act 
graph 
vent 
port 
fort 
hab 
r nat 1 tain 
28.! 
t j ect 
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tend 
t V?-1 
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part 
not 
I 
\ 
29! 
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l 
stance 
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scribe 
rect 
30 
set 
sign 
·e 
Directions and Key for Final Auditory Discrimination Test 
11 0hildren 1 you will notice that on this paper there are some single 
letters in certain boxes and other boxes with two or three letters 
grouped,., In some of the boxes,. there are prefixes; while in other. 
boxes there are suffixes .• Still other'boxes have roots. I am going to 
find out how well you can hear lette~ prefixes, suffixes and roots 
in words. Listen carefully now to the directions that I will give you 
for each row of boxes~ 
Row I. Look at the letters in Box 1. I am going to say some words 
that begin with some of those letters. You are to listen and 
find out the.letter that I did not use:in my list of words. 
Draw a circle around the' letter that."·was not used. We will 
do the first box together. List en 1 now, he.re are the words; (Do not pause too long in saying each word, you oust not dis-
tort the word by over~emphasis. Say words as if you were read-
i~g fromja list of wbrds~) · 
Box, 1. hilar1!ous ,· flexibility 1 luminiferous, genuflection, categor-
. · ical 
lllich 1vns the letter .tlhaitrt I clid not use 1L ~orrect 1 it was 11 B 
Now drmr a circle around 11 b 11 • You Wllll do the same thing in 
the other boxes •. Are there any questions 'I Ready 1 now for! 
Box 2. magnani~o~s¥ jurisdict~on, demarc~tion, kilocyc~e 1 novitiate 
i3ox 3. zirconium, rodomontade! -vri tticisl;Il, sexagenarium, vociferate 
ROV II. Look a.t the boxes ~n Row II! Yo~ are- to draw a circle around "· 
the letters that I do not use for the beginning of these words 
Box 4. chervonetz 1 shrievalty, whimsical , . 
-...__ ' I •'(t 
Box 5. sternutative,_cleptomania, ~ranchiostrome 
Box 6. frumentaceo_us, spectroscopy_, tripinnatified 
Now look at Row III. You.are to doth~ same as you did in the other two 
rows. 
Box 7. sprightliness, gratulatory, fluorescence 
Box 8. Knickerbocker, chinquapin, thalassic 
Box 9~ chimerical, gnomonic, knavery 
In Row IV and V 1 you will see prefixes in the boxes. Listen to the 
groups of words that I will say and see if you can find the prefix that 
I did not use. Dr·aw a ~ircle around the one that I did not use. 
Box +O • deteriorate 1 re,_ju:¢'ene scence t bereavement 
Box 11. percipient; parliamentarian, disciplinary 
Box 12. officiate, .obsequious, acrimonious 
' Box 13. affettuoso, ,-adventitious, abstemious 
Box 14. intravenous, embryology, endothermic 
Box 15. sublimation, supposititious 1 surreptitious 
--
-~- --4 
·e 
/ 
.. 
-· 
l.i8 
Ip Row VI, VII, VIII you will find suffixes in the boxes. Listen to 
each group of words that I say and see if you can find the suffix 
that I did not use. Draw a circle around it as you did foil the other. 
Box 16. sustent~tion, rel~ntless, apiculture 
Box 17. rivulet, saddlery, subserviently 
Box lB. connubial,. costermong~r,,:contemporary 
Box 19. geocentric, filthiest, conservator 
Box 
Bo.4 
Bo:x; 
Box 
Box 
20. 
21. 
22~ 
23. 
24. 
octangular,.conchologist~ ~emogogish 
disarmamentt expansiveness, consignatary 
indistinguis~able, preju~ice, inexhaustible 
diselectri~y, insolve~cyT i~tnepidity 
dissuasion,. connubial, ad sci ti ili1ious 
In Ro-w: IX and X, you will find boxes with roots. q~e if you c,an tell 
which root was not used.in each group of words. 
Box 25. promotional~ immovability, exportable 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Box 
_, 
Box I 
l.b 
2.P 
3.t 
4. th 
5.dr 
6.pl 
7.scr 
8.gn 
9.sh 
lO.pre 
ll;pro 
l2.oc 
l3.ag 
l4.1m 
l5.sus 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
receivability, departmental, pretendedly 
instancy, sustainable, correctional 
inhabitation, conventionally, unco~fortably 
abjection, unnoticeable, invalidate 
unresignedly, representation, unsettling 
KEY f·or Auditory Discrimination Test 
16. age 
17. less 
18. ant 
19. ful 
20. ous 
21 ~ ance 
22, eous 
23. ry 
24. ling 
25. act 
26. nat 
27, scribe 
28, graph 
29. cert 
30. sci 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTY LESSONS IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION ON 
THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF WORDS 
/ 
• 
Lesson 1. 
UNIT II. Reviewing Initial Consonants and Beginning 
Consonant Blends 
JL20 
A. ncmldren, I want you to(listen to the words 'that I am go:ing 
to say for you,. so that ypu may tell me the first letter 
that you hear in each -word. Here i:S the first word: 'huntertt. 
What was the first letter that you heard?" 
· (Call on'1a chiid. to tell the letter heard .. ) 
.. Now, I am goi:trg around the class, saying~ a word for each cxf 
you~ See how quickly you can hear that first letter. Ready, 
here iJ3 the first word: "successfuln.. (Use words listed be..,. 
low as you go around the class having children sa:y aloud the 
first letter olf each word .. ) 
canary favo~ite 
zeror coil.leet . 
bushel dairyy 
hiker :• washed 
nea:vy·_· ki eked 
pupil 
basket 
liJ:±eFty,y 
very 
memory, 
mark 
kept 
sixth 
z.iim:: 
B. -1'Now:~ , I want you to listen for the last letter that you hear 
in the words that I will say for you~ I am going around the 
class, saying aword for each child .. Be ready when I sayyour_;_ 
word. Here are the words; 
scout mark 
eager scrub 
toni-c: bushel 
companies excellent 
strain. charm 
troop 
thief 
canaries 
bother 
husoand· 
egg:_ 
storm 
delightful 
exhibit 
crooked n 
(If a child cannot identify the letter correctly, write the 
word.on the board and have the child point out the letter. 
Have the child tell the letter asked for .. ) · 
c. nThis titnej; I want youL:to listen to these words and tell me 
which one begins with "ln. Stand up, when you know the word .. 11 
(Call on a pupi:l' to name the word '.indicated ·in each exercise. 
Check for pupils who do not stand· .. ) 
battle laughter· hospital lucky" 
·' 
"Which of these~words ·begin-with um"? Stand up when you know .. 
market women:: crayo:n.1 meadow n 
"Whi'Ch of these words begin with uz•t? Stand up when r.ou know. 
si:i:J.k zit:lic·:: sorrow zero' ' 
nWhi:bh of these 1.;ords hegin•with 11 w"? Stand ~when you know. 
warnit.l:g arrow shadow windolW " 
nWlu:Ch of these; woros· begi:li·1wi th nvn? Stand when you knovr. 
eyeryJ?rhere'. . arriving . . . v;illage ' volume n 
'• /· . ·, . I ' 
n\fuich of these w;o!Jds begin .'"N'i th 11_ttt? Stand wnen you ·know. ' 
reasori:n treasonn . ·a.ttraction tractor tl · 
D .. UNovr, i want .yqu to tell me which of these woros end illll1nln2 
S "ta_71d when 1yoti know. ' 
hos:pi~al little sho.vel battle n 
\ -
"Whieh:-_,_of these words end with>nnM? Stand u:p when you know •. 
bosoinr: crayon;1 s:pf3c.trum:r women · tt · 
n'Wh.1eh ofi these words end with 11 l!~t? Stand u:p whe~ y·ou know. 
billbb blimP&· _.curb':· c~:pr tt 
t~Whibh of thes'e words end with "d"? stand u:p-whennyou kn.DW., 
walked start laughed depa:r-t ." 
.uWhi:hh of these \;oms end with:·nsn? Stand up when you knl@w. 
hous--e hbuses ~- horse . hol;'ses .> " 
• 
. i 
./ 
\ 
.. 
I \ "'""· 
. ' 
' ' 
·, 
I 
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Lesson: 2• 
.1.22 
UNIT I~ Reviewing initial cpnsona~ts and beginning conso~ 
nant blends. 
u.Children, 1ve ar.e going to do some 
for the first and last letters in 
listen closely tor your word as I 
class. We are goihg to listen for 
words: 
more work on· listening_ 
words today. You must 
gci quickly around the .. 
the first letter in these 
-
loan 
fee 
subject 
dis.cuss 
condition· 
dictionary 
walnut 
locate 
duties 
limit 
bookcase3 
fairly 
calendar 
catalog11e 
social : 
f
1
oreignn -
(Follow :procedure· used in:Lesson 1. for each exercise •. ) 
11 Now, in this group---of l'[Ords, I want you t,o ;Listen for' the last 
letter t~~t you hear in .each one. I am going quickly around 
'the class, so be ready with your answers. Here are the words: 
method constant · electric current· 
gotten · signal · · :product modern:~ 
valued. · fuel :prec±ous brief jpint disappear calm· :patient 
attic anchor - coward· favor 
uListen to these group~ of words. When you know the answer, 
stand up. Listen carefully· to what you must hear. Now,~ 1-vhibh 
of these words begi:rlyJWi th: 
nsu---countries, social, science, :purchase? 
urn---foreigner, jan±tor, regular, review? 
ukn---kidney, country, kitchen:; catching? . 
n Y'~~-judging, GeoTge, gamble, jumble? 
udn---pupil, dairy, beautiful, dangerous? 
n:p21 ---prettiest, daughter, :pioneer, dearest? 
"en---command, captain~ kicked, known?. 
ng11 --~quietly,,quarrel, general, guess? 
(Be sure to write doubtful words on the board and have the 
· children see ·the correct letter. ) 
n Th!Ls time I want you to listen for the last letter in these 
groups· of words. You may stand up when:wou know the ans.we:v •. _ 
Now, which of these'words end with: 
n wn~--tomatoc; shadow, poctato, window? 
nm'' ..t.-~warden, madam, pardon·;, :program? 
11 rn-~-gotten, popular, favor, written? 
ntn---p.roduct, helped, sixth, patient? 
nbn--.... prop-;jbulb, .scrub,,scrap? 
nfu---laugh, rough, , scarf, brief? 
. ug.---4cla~ging,_ prig, scamp;_ young? 
1 (Check. children who do not .stan?-/up for this 19xercise.) 
'\' 
I. 
' 
' 
--------------~-------------........-
• 
' 
Lesson-:3. 1_23 
nchildren, listen to the words that I will say :for you. Find 
two letters that sound like one letter at the beginning o:f 
each wol:ld.1 Here -'are the words: 
ship dress 
church brave 
~thirsty station 
whip trusted 
class freezeJ 
pleasing 
spatter 
p;raciou.s 
question 
flatter 
(As each blend is identified in a word, write the blend on 
the blackboard. Have children give answers aloud.) 
nw6w, I am going around the class and say a word for each o:f 
youa You are to tell me what two letters are blended together 
at the beginning of the word. Here are the words: 
cruel queer.r quickly:, crept 
whip program protect trunk 
thin thirsty blossom:- blood i. 
creep dried pleasure chose 
thick praise3 clay;;r growl~ 
(If a child fails to identify a word, write the word on the 
blackboard and underline the beginning blend~ Have the 
child tell the letters in the blend~) 
nsometimes we use blends at the ends of words such as itw: 
ruffle~ sprinkle, ,circle, impossible; little, and drizzle. 
Notice what has happened to the blend in these words as I 
write them on the board.n(Children notice that each blend 
in the final position has added an nen.) 
nN:ow, as I go around the class, saying a word for each 
yoU:i see if you can tell me the last three letters in 
word. Here are the words: 
o:f 
the 
temple battle 
puzzle little3 
twinkle wrinkle 
rifle~ UIDrcle3 
bUndle· stopple 
trample 
dazzle 
1:iottl:En 
raffle3 
sparkle, 
ankle 
sprinkle 
circle 
bicycle::: 
drizzle~ 
(If a child fails to identify the blend, write the word on 
the board and underline the blend in the final positiono 
Have the child say the letters in the bl~nd.) 
"Sometimes you will find three letters blended together at 
the beginn:i::ng ·of words. Listen to these words and see if yoU'.' 
can tell what three:letters are used. I am going around the 
class,.saying a word for each o:f you. Here are the words: 
straw struck screech scream 
schoor splash strike) schooner 
stretch straight · splendid..l string 
scratch scrutl~ scholar scheme) 
sprinkle" sprain1 splatter scholarship 
--
11 As I go around the class 
what the last two letters 
this tmme;, I~want you to tell me 
are ihithe word. Here are the 
words: 
eleventh· 
splash 
watch 
with 
first 
least 
lenp;th 
slush: 
witch. 
feast 
seventh 
church 
swish· 
width 
stretch 
breath 
blemi'sh 
crutch 
adj:t.wt 
tarnish 
(Check pupils who fail to identify blends. Us.e procedure 
suggested in previous exercises.) 
nNow, I want you to listen closely to these groups of' words •. 
When·:you know the answer to the question, you may stand. 
1 .. Which of' the following words will rhyme with n twinklen? 
trample dazzle -wrinkl~ sparkle 
2. Whi:b-h of the following words will rhyme with·ustretch11 ? 
scratch fetch screech scheme 
3· Which of the following words will rhyme:with 11 battle11 ? 
cattle bottle beetle candle 
4. Which of the followin.R words 1.Yill rhyme >with "Iittlen? 
tattle total. circle whittle tl 
(Check pupils who do not stand up. • .) 
Lesson·: 4.1.25 
UNIT I. Lesson.4 .... 
nYesterday, we talked about letters blended together at the 
beginning and at the ending_§ of words.: Today, we are going 
to do some moa:>e work with blends. Listen carefully to the·) 
questions that I am going to ask, and see if you can hear 
the correct answer. YiDu may stand.u:p, when you kho:w the 
answer. Ready;; now_, for the questions. 
(Call on a child to give the answer; children then sit 
and listen to the next group of words .. Follow this pro-
cedure for all exeJ?cises in this lesson. Check for.child-
ren who do not stand;. or. for .failure to correctly iden-• 
tify the correct words.) . 
1. Which ·of these'words begin with nshn--change, shadow, 
charging, shepherd ? 
2 •. Whi:bh of these~words beginwith 11 thn--thoughtflilJJ:o tower, 
tempest, thankful ? 
3. Whi:Ch of these.words begin with nstu--steamin& seated, 
surly, stirring ? 
4. Whi..uh.of these words begin· with"drn--daisies, d'readful 7 
dropped, daughter ? 
5. Whi.ch of these words begin with 11 sp .. --special, social~ 
settler, speech ? 
6. Whi:Ch of these words beg;i.n with nfru --:future, :furniSh, 
frighterr, :freedom ? 
Tf,..Whi:Ch of these words begin with 11 s:pr"---s:pear, spread, 
sprinkle, spirit ? 
8 ... Whi..-'ch of these words begin with "scr"=-scarce, scratch, 
scissors, scream ? 
11 N.6w, I want you .to listen:-! carefully to the groups of words 
that I am ~eihg to f3ay •. I want you:to :find out whi:Ch of the_; 
words ib:~each group~ sound the same at the beginni:bg of the: 
word. Ready, n~w, here is the first group; stand up when 
you know the answer. 
1 •. strength, stretch, system , and swamp ? 
2 :femaley :film,,flavor, and :flown? 
3· cautious, chapter, camera, and chapel ? 
4 .. wander, whisper, whether, and winter ? 
5·· collar.~· closet, country,, and climate ? 
6. b:ruise, breeze, blank, and belief ? 
7• quotation, kitchen, quarreled, and candle ? 
8· palace, platform~ :peasant, and pleasant ? 
'-
)L26 
11 Listen, now, to these p;roups of i'>Tords~ I want y9u to find 
out which of the words ih each group sound the same at the 
end of the word. Here i:S the first p;roup of words;:; stand up 
whenr:y<;)u. kno'w the answer. 
l ... wrinkle,_ twinkle, wi:tl.dow, topic? 
2. uncle, jewel, circ=\-e, journal ? 
3 .. vegetable, control, possible, central ? 
4. 1ewel, cradle, loyal, bundle ? 
5. puzzle, dazzle, pistol, capital ? 
6 .. j,_ewel, little, battle, carnival ? 
7· rifle, pistol~ trifle, hospital ? 
8. capital, apple~ jewel, ripple ? 
(Be sure to write words on the board if the children 
cannot properly identify themv Underline the letters 
that are called for and have the child say the letters •. ) 
Lessmn 5;. 
UNIT I~ Check Test.# 1 .. 
. ' 
Directions: 
1 •. Pass out paper to children. 
2. Have pupils mark off five columns on their papers .• 
3 .. Number each column from 'i to .10 •. 
4. Then say to children: 
nChildren~ today I am going to give you a short test on the 
.. work that we have been doinp; on listening for parts of wprds. 
I want you to write down in the first column1the first letter 
that you hear in ,the followiJ;J.g \'lords: 
.'1..27 
·. . 
1. coat 3· queer 5· wide 7· very 9. jump 4. 6 .. 8 .. 2. yard hurry gate zero 10 .. ball 
Part B. ttN6w, 1.;rite down in the second column the last letter 
that you hear in.'the following woros . . 
1. ship 3· hard· 5 .. rust 7· ball 9. fur 
2. hi in 4. i:f 6. bUs 8-. drag: 10. track 
Part C. 11 In the third column, write down the first two letters 
----- that you hear in the following words~ 
1. white 
5~ pride 
9. crawl 
2. breeze 
. 6 .. glass 
10. stamp 
3· flower 
7· think 
4. drink· 
8. twist 
Part D .. "This time, I:.want you.:. to write; down in· the fourth 
c61Ulil!J!··the last two letters that you hear in the 
followi:hg_wor:ds: 
1 •. eleventh 
4. wash 
7 •. feast 
1o •. leng:t,h 
2. witch 
5 .. catch 
8. adjust 
3· first 
6. slush 
9 •. least 
Part E. "In the last column, I want you to write down.the 
first three letters that you hear ih" the::following 
words: 
1. spread 
4. squeeze 
7. straw 
10·. sprinkle , " 
2. thread 
5· straight 
8. splendid 
3. scrape_·, 
6. school 
9. through 
(Allow ch:l.ldren to exchange papers and correct papers iltn-
mediately;after the Check Test. Troublesome words should 
be:written on the .blackboard to allow pupils to see their 
mistakes.) 
• 
UNIT Ir~ Revieiv of Phonograms of Grade II. 
Part A. I:h this exercise, the children stand when they know 
the part of the l'l"Ord asked for .. When a child answers 
the question correctly, write the phonogram on the 
board, ·then write the word that contained that phon-
ogram directly under the phonogram just written on 
board. Underline the phonogram in the word. The 
children· then sit and listen for the next question. 
nOhildren, I want you to listen to the questions that I am 
going to ask you about parts of words. See if you can hear 
the correct answers. When you know the answer to the ques-
tion, you may stand up-. Ready, now, for the first question.; 
1 .. What letters do you hear to make ee12 ih the word nsleepn 
or in the word nsteepu? 
2 .. What letters do you hear to make eet in the word 11 sheet11 
or in the word11 sleetu? 
3. What letters do you hear to make ive i:h the word 11 fiven 
or in the word uhiveiJ? 
4. What letters do you hear tc:i make .Q.Q.m in the 1-rord uroom11 
or in the word 11 broom"? 
5. What letters do you hear to make Ql2 i:h the word "cropn 
or in the word "drop"? 
6 .. What letters do you hear to make :oot ih the word "boot"' 
or in the word "tootu? 
7• What 1etters do you hear to make unk in the w.ord nchunkn 
or in the word usunkn? 
8. What letters do you hear to make ent ihrJ the word "spent11 
oa:> ih the word "bentn? 
9. What letters do you hear to make oss in the word 11 crossn 
or ih the word uflossn? 
10. What letters do you hear to make ilk in: the word "milk•• 
ou:> in the word 11 silk11 ? u 
Part 12· In this exercise, place the phonogram asked in each 
question on the board. Then write words given "fizyythe 
children in a list directly under the phonogram ih 
question. Children may raise their hands to indicate 
. readiness to answer the quest.ion. 
"Nm'l, children, I want to find out how well ·you can thihk. 
The question that I am going to ask you about words ivi:Ll 
require some thihki:hg. When you have an answer, raise your 
hand. You must also hear well to be able to answer the 
questions, for you must hear word parts. Ready, now for 
the questions: (Write uit on b.oard.) 
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1. Think of a word with uit in:i:t, like in the word nsuit". 
What 'vords can you ·name.? 
2. vlhat words can you name that has ue in it, like the word 
nblue" that means a-color ? 
-3. What '\>lOrds can you name that has ight · in it, like in 
the word 11 night"? 
4; What words can you name that has ~ ih it, like in, 
the word 11 shore"? 
5 .. What word can you name that h-as_gy_ ih.it, like in the 
word u buy1' ? 
6 .. \fua.t word can you name that has eas~ ih it, like in the 
word npleasen? 
7" What word can you name 1vith ease 1·n it, like"in the 
vrord ·"crease"? 
"Children, notice how these two word parts are spelled alike· 
but arepronounced differently.tt 
8. What 1vords can you name that has j,ck in it, like in 
the word "stick11 ? 
9. What words can 7.ou name that has ~ in it, like in 
the word nclass'? 
10. What words have the same word parts in·;this group: 
Ted, Tom, Dan, Dom ~ 
11. Which of these words have the same word parts: 
suitor, sweater~ suitcase, shortly ? 
12~ 11hich of these words have the same word parts: 
resignj ensue, design, imbue ? 
~ 13 .. Which of these words have the same word parts: 
increase, immergej decease, disgust ? 
14. \ihich of these words have the same word parts: 
beheaded, degrade, repeated, steadfast ? 
15. Which of these words have the same word parts~ 
tremendous, trickery, waspish, wickedly ? 
16 .. What word can r.ou name that has ~ ih it, like in 
the word "read'? 
17. What word.had ead in it, like in:the word nheadu? 
Notice how these two word parts are spelled alike 
but pronounced differently •. n 
lesson:: 7. 
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UNIT II. 
lesson:2. Review uith", 11 out", uarnn, 11 ern", tto.rsen, 11 intn, 
n oun?n , n eak", n ink11 , n oven, •• ood" , n ilen , n alk" , 
tt a.rmn , . n oar" , n old .. • 
Part A. In this exercise, write the· phonogram in quest·ion 
on the blackboard, then write the '\'lOrds containing 
this phonogram directly under it as the children 
name the words. Children stand to indicate their 
readiness to answer. Call on a child to give the 
words, or several children3 if·:·.there should be many 
I.Yords . for the phonogra·m.. Children then sit and 
listen for the next question. 
"Children, today, we are goingc. to have more exercises on . 
word parts ... I want you to listen to the-.: question and when 
you know the answer to it, stand up .. Listen to these groups 
of \vords for the· answers 1 Ovri te phonograms on board .. ) 
:Part 
1. Which of the following,_ words have. !i:th" iir them: 
with, both, wither, bath ? 
2 .. Which of these words have ~•out" in them: 
shore, shouted, speared, spouting ? 
3· Which of these '\.'lords have narn" fu them: 
tear, churning, yarn,, p;_arner ? 
4 .. Which of these words have "ern" ih·them: 
modern, modest 1 genius, government ? 
5• .. Which of these WOrdS have nO:tBe" i:i::r: them: 
noiseless, Norsemen,: choices, .remorse? 
6. Which of these '\.Yords have "int .. i:h them: 
hunter, haunted, flint!=!, stinted ? 
7· What words can you name that will rhyme 
s ... What words can you name that Will rhyme 
99 What -words can you name that will rhyme 
lO •. W.hat words .can you name that will rhyme 
11. What words can you·name that Will rhyme 
12 ... What words can you name that will .rhyme 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
B .. In this exercise, write the cue word and the 
"our"? 
••1eak 11 ? · 
u i:h.k"? 
"loven? 
"good .. ? 
u smiTe"?· 
rhym-
ing word on the board after the children have se .... 
lected the correct one. Children stand wherr they.,: 
know the word· .. After a selection·is made, the 
children.,sit and listen to the next question. 
"Now, v.re are going to do some work on rhyming:" When you 
know the anSI'l'er, you may stand .. Listen closely to the 
question: 
Wb.i"ch of the followingwords would you use: 
1. If you wanted a word to rhyme with "chalk~: 
stick,~stack_, stalk, stuck? 
2. If you v-ranted a word to rhyme . with "farm" : 
yarn, charm, yearn~ chum 1 
3 .. If you wanted a word·to rhyme with nroarn: 
pray~r, soar, Spire, fear ? 
4. If you wanted a word to rhyme with "hold": 
scald, scalp, scale, scold ? 
5. If you wanted a word to r:r,tyme with nfraidn; 
break, brisk, braid, brush ? ~' 
"Listen .to these little rhymes. See if you can complete · 
them. When you know the word that rhymes 3 stand UP•· 
Here is the first one~ 
1~. Little· Tommy,ywaB· filled with remorse 
Som~one had stolen his big., black -------· 
2. Mary did not wish to hear any talk 
So she went to the l'l'Oods for a little 
----· 
3~ Children who stay away from harm 
Will live many years, people to ------------· 
4. The children were eager to be told 
Of the days.,when knights,were brave and-----· 
5. The hunter heard a snarlihg roar 
It had been made by a big, black -----------
6. So earnest,,so serious, and so staid 
Was this pretty Pilgrim • 
7 • The boy gave the cat a shove · 
For it was after his pet~·--------
8 ... The children all let out a shout 
When their potted bulbs be~an to ___ • 
(Watch out for the children who do not take part in these 
exercises. If children fail to select the correct word 
in the rhymes, have ·ta0 ~,child come to the board and under-
line the word part in both words.) 
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UNIT-II. 
lesson 3. 
lesson 8 • 
.JL32 
Review i'onku, "eenn, nob", uixu, neel", "eek", 
Uorntt, UOUndu, TIUtu, 11 itch~, UOUghtu, UOach",. 
"oast", "ough'J "ageu, ""ure", nush", noiln, "'igh". 
Part A. In this exercise, write,the letters in the phonogram 
on the board after they are given'by a child in an~ 
swer to the question. Then write the word used in1 
the question on the board, underline the phonogram 
in it, and have the child compare it with his answer. 
Children stand to indicate their readiness to answer •. 
After the question is answered~ the children sit and 
listen to the next question ... 
"Children~ we are going_ to ·work on parts of words today. I 
want you to listen to the questions that I am going to ask 
about word parts. See how quickly you can tell the answer .. 
When you lmow the ans·vrer, you may stand .. Ready, now, for 
the first question: 
1. What letters do you hear-to make onk ih the word nhonk"? 
2 ... What letters do you hear to make~ in nseen"? 
3· i'lhat letters doryou hear to make ob': in the word nsnob_'l? 
4. What letters do you hear to make iOC iir "six"? 
5•. What letters do you hear to make eel fu the word 11 ivheeln ?· 
6 .. What letters do you hear to make:eek fu "cheek"? 
7. What letters do you hear to make ~ in nmorning"? 
8 •. What letters do you hear to make ound ih nground111 ? 
9. What letters do you hear to make u.t ih1'shutter "? 
10. What letters.do you hear to make itch in usvli'tchn? 
Part ~· In this exercise, write the cue_ word and the rhy~i:hg 
word on the board, then underline the phonogram in 
each so that children can-compare the two. The 
.children stand when they know the word. The children 
sit after each question is answered and listen to 
the next question ... 
uNow, I want you to listen to the groups of words that I am 
going to say for you, I want you to hear a word that rhy;mes 
with one word that ~ shall name in each group of words. \v.heru 
you·"~hear the word that rhymes, stand up·~B:eady now, for the 
first group: 
1. Which of these words will rhyme with "thoughtn: 
think, thank, frank, fought ? 
2~ Whi:ch word will rhyme with "coach11 : 
appear, approach, approve, appraise ? 
3 .. Which of these;words will rhyme with 11 coast": 
toad, load, "toast, road ? 
4 .. Which of these words will rhyme :;with "rougb.u: 
enough, effort, tariff, rafter ? 
5. Which of these "\vords will rhyme lvith "hush": 
bright, bro1prr, brave 1 brush ? 
6. Which of these wordswill.rhyme with nfuture": 
poster, pastor, puncture, pester ? 
7~ Which of these words will rhyme with "carriage": 
mirror, manner, marriage, mansion ? 
8 .. Which of. these :words rhymes with ntoiln: 
spread, spoil, spear, sprinkle ? 
9..-.Whichof these words rhymes with "high11 : 
sight, sort, sway, sigh ? 
10 .. \'lhich of these .words rhymes with n pi tch11 : 
unfought, unload, unhitch,·unfold? 
11 .. Which of these words rhymes with nshuttern: 
splatter, splutter, spotter, splinter ? 
12., Which of these words rhymes v.ri th" groundn: 
attained, ashamed, astonish, astound ? .. 
.1.33 
Lesson 9 •. 
UNIT II. 
Lesson 4. Review of phonograms from Lesson 1, 2, and 3 
. of Unit II ... 
11 Children, I want you to listen very carefully to the differ-
ent groups of words that I am going to say. One word ih each 
group will not belong __ with the other words.. See if you lZan 
hear the word that does not belong. in each group. Stand up 
as soon as you hea:r·the word that does not belong i:h the 
group. 11 (Call on a child to tell the word as soon as the 
whole class i·s standing. Children then sit and 
listen to the next group of words .. ) 
"Listen, now.; here is the first group: 
1. suit, fruit, pursuit, passing. ·What was the word? 
2. blue, glue, glow:J flue .• What was the word? 
3· sweet, feet, beet 1 boo<t. What \vas the word? 
4. five, four, live, hive. ~ II 11 II 
5- broom:~ room, doom, dumb. It II II II 
6 .. chip, chop, crop, stop .. II 1l II II 
7· boot~ bear, toot,· shoot .. ll If If n 
8. ~tank, sunk, hunk, chunk. n n It It 
9 .. fright, sight, tight, thought .. What was the word? 
10 ... creep, steep! sweep " It II It cramp, • 
11. shore, store> more, much~ II II II It 
12. space, spent, went, bent. II If II 11 n 
11 Now, see if you can complete these rhymes. Stand when you 
have the missing word. Here is the first rhyme: 
1. ~~ry went into the room 
To sweep it 1'11 th her little 
2. Tom went too near the hive 
He is lucky to be 
3· Little Boy Blue)blew his horn 
· To get the cows away from the 
4. The soldiers were so braYe and bold 
They t"ought hard, the fort to • 
JL34. 
5 .. The cabin door had a latch 
The roof was lm-r and covered with-----
6. They measured out the necessary space 
Where all the boys would have -,to 
7· To get possession of the store 
It was necessary to attack from the --------
8. The sky was suddenly set aglow 
To present a beautiful autumn~~~)~·----~----· 
99- Upon the letter, she placed a stamp 
But it fell off, for the paper was -----------
10 .. -The traveler, at a brook :s did stop 
And into the water, his face did ______ __ 
Lesson 10 •. 
UNIT II .. Check Test # 2 .. 
Directions: 
1. Pass out mimeographed sheet to each pupil. 
(See following page.) 
2. Have children fill out the heading. 
3 .. Then say! 
1
• Children, you~' have received a paper with groups of words 
on-, it.. Each group- of words is numbered.. I am going to 
say ·a word f'or each group .. You ·will look at that group: 
of' words and find a word there that will rhyme with the 
word that I say. Whem you find the word that rhymes, 
draw· a circle around that word with your pencil. 
Ready, now, for the first group: 
In group 1·. find a word that rhymes with npursuitn. 
In group 2 .. find a word that rhymes \'lith "shoot11 .. 
In group 3· find a worct that rhymes wi·th "milku. 
In·~ group 4. :find a word that rhymes with 'tincreaseu .. 
In group· 5 .. fi:i:ld a word that rhymes with nhorse11 • 
In group 6. find a word that rhymes with uchalku. 
In group 7• find a word that rhymes with nsprint ... 
In group 8. find a word that rhymes with "switchu .. 
In group 9~ find a word that rhymes with usheenn. 
In group 10 .. find a word that rhymes with uspeechu ... 
In group 11 .. find a word that rhymes 1vith ncoilu .. 
In:group 12 .. find a 1rord that rhymes with "scorn". 
In group 13 .. find a word that rhymes with "sketchn .. 
In. group 14. find a '\vord that rhymes with 11 ivitch11 .. 
In group 15 .. find a 1-rord that rhymes with "na.tionu. 
In group 16.. f' ind a 1voro that rhymes with 11 f ourn .. 
In group·lT· :find a word that rhymes with npout0 .. 
Ih group 18. f':ind a word that rhymes with "pleasen. 
Iii group 19 .. find a word that rhymes with nboot". 
I:ii group 20. find a word that rhymes with nsuit". 
Now, you;may exchange your pa.per with your neighbor and 
''
136 ..~ 
· we :will correct the papers·. Do not mark the correct words, 
but place:a cross after the circled word if it is not 
correct .. " 
(Have the children::say, in turn, the word circled 
on the paper .. ) 
.. 
Unit II. Lesson 5. Check 
-
Name •• ........ ~ •· •••..•• · ...• · .............. 
1. suit 
b].ue 
sweet. 
drive 
broom 
5. yarn 
nor'thern 
remorse 
sour 
bleak 
9. boast 
screen 
thought 
thatch 
tq.ugh 
13. speech 
wretch 
slush 
sleek 
station 
17. fern 
yarn 
shout 
your 
horse 
. . 
. \_ .. 
·,._ :_ ·\,~ . 
' . 
; -":. 
2. drop 
loot 
chunk 
night 
sleep 
6. drink 
stalk 
alarm 
·glove 
roar 
10. sketch 
screech 
scorn 
spoil 
ground 
14_. steel 
six 
cob 
switch 
manage 
18. tease 
dead 
milk 
cross 
mass 
. :( . I .. ;· . ·. 
~~··~:~~'-~)J. ~~\~. < '- ,.·,t{':v·,'";: 0 • :~_ ,,-:-- ; •• • • '-
~.::·~·'.;._~.·-·.···:': __ f.~ .. ~,; .... ·~·~.\. i ', -~~~~_>._·:_~-..• ~_t_· ... ~:_:·:·;:.·~_.·_·,_·.-·:· •. _.i ,_: .. _"· __ , ~_· .. : .. __ :_~--·~-····:·.~:-_-.--.-~:: __ .·~.:-·:•_.·.--···1·····._ .. ·-.. ·.· ......... : ·-··_·.: -~ />·; ' ·. ~\ 2: -~·' :,.. --~ .. < • ·.· ·· ''·'· \\ 0~r : ;:··, ;;f,~;.x:~;S, 
Test # 2. 
School .. ............................ ·- . 
3. shore 
buy 
spent 
cross 
silk 
7. stick 
smile 
fold 
fraid 
flint 
11··· picture 
spoil 
rage 
steal 
shut 
15 .• patch 
ration 
sigh 
keen 
skunk 
19. snore 
sweep 
sight 
bunk 
root 
... 
\ 
I. 
'-
' I 
4. read 
cease 
cla.sa 
with 
sprout 
a. hood 
honk 
high 
hitch 
hush 
12. sound 
roast 
poach 
rough 
thorn 
16. wood 
glint 
speak 
your 
bright 
20. bloom 
dive 
:feet 
eue 
fruit 
. .. -
. .,.· ' ~-'-. 
..... 'I . 
~, ' J-
:! /~ ·.~ ' ( 
' ' 
•f 
'.· 
\; 
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Lesson·ll • 
UNIT IIJ::~ Teach Prefixes~ 
Lesson 1. 
11 Children, I want you to listen to the words that I am go-
ing to say. See if you can hear.a certain word part in 
each one. Listen, now, to the words: 
1 •. receive, recess, recite, recover, reduce, refuse, 
regard, region, regret, remainder. · 
What word part did you hear in all of the words 1•• ~e Call on:• 
a child to· answer .. Write the prefix nre" on board.) 
" This is a prefix ;, it is a word part that comes at the 
.beginning of a word. n 
nNow, listen to this group of words .. See if you can hear a·' 
prefix in each word. 
2. debate, deceive, December, decided, decrease, defean, 
delight, deliver, desert, design .. 
. JL38 
UWhat prefix did you hear this time?ll (Write "den on; board •. ) 
11 Listen to this group of words and see if you can tell 
what prefix I am using: 
3 .. began, befriend, behave,1behind, believe, belong, 
beside, between, beyond, beware •. 
11 What prefix did you hear? 11 (Write "be" on the board.) 
"Here is the next group: 
4 .. pretend, prepaid, preview, prevent, prescribe, 
prefix,. predict, prepare, precaution,. prefer. 
nWhat prefix was it this time?" (Write 11 pren on board.) 
nNow, listen to this group: 
5. enough, event, equip:;, equal, eleven, emotion, 
electric, election, elapse, Egvpt:, 
"What prefix did you hear?11 (Write ne\'t on board~) 
uNm-v, I am going around the class and say a word for each 
of you. I .want you to tell me what prefix I used in your 
word .. Ready for.the words: · 
enunciate 
belong 
beg;Lnning~ . 
design: 
denominator 
prevail 
delightful 
retired 
prevent 
electricity 
delicious 
pretend 
believe. 
eleven· 
behavior. 
repeat 
elast:Lc 
recover 
reappean 
preserve 
· JL39 
"Listen, now, to these words and see if you can·tell 
which prefix is used ih each word: · 
6. index, ·indent, l:ndiah, iil:field,. incline, i:i:Tjury, 
~ndeed, ihstead,. 
uWb-.at prefix was it?11 (Write nin'f on b'oard.,~:fter child 
ttHere i:S the next group:. 
answers.) 
7• imagine,. immense:-;, impOX't, improve, image;~ 
· iinpatient, iinpod.ite:," i:in:pressibn• 
''What pre :fix did you hear?-. (Write n i:in" on board. ) 
nListen to this group~ 
8. enact, ~nable, encircle, enemy, engage,, 
enjoy-~ enrich, enroll" 
"\fuat prefix was it this time?n (Write "en" on board after 
child answer.il.) 
"Here is the next group o:f words: 
9. embark) ember, embrace, embroider, empire,~ 
"What 
employ, emerald, eminent. · 
was the prefix in·each word? (Write "em" on·board 
· after child answer2·~ .) 
nThi:S is the last group o:f words, listen :for the prefix: 
.10 •. extra,. expand, expect_, expel, excite 
except~ exercise, exchange, 
"What prefix did you hear?" (Write "ex" on board after 
· child gives answer.) 
0 Nbw, I am going around the class, saying a word for each 
of you. You are to tell me what prefix you hea~ in the 
woTd .. Ready, now, here we go: 
execute.:: 
imitatiom 
enchantment 
embarrass 
inconvient 
i:h.dependence 
encyclopedia-
embezzles 
immediate 
excitement 
endurance· 
indefinite 
experience 
emigration 
iinmovable 
Emerson 
i:b.dus trial· 
improvement 
enthusi'asm 
experiment 11 
Lesson: 12 • 
UNIT IIT. 
Lesson-:2 ... 
Prefixes. 
I 
Teach "a~, naf~, "al", "alln, uam", uac .. , 
"adn, nabn,, "ag", ttapu~ 
. 1.40 
nChildren, I want you to listen to the groups of words that 
I am going to say so,that you may determine which prefix is 
used ih each group. Here iB the first group: 
l ... amaze, adopt, avoid, astir 1 abandon, 
abreast, abuse, astride, abound ... 
"What prefix did you hear?n (Write •au on board after child 
gives the ans1.Yer. ) 
"Now, listen to this group of words: 
2. abide, ablaze, acre, agree, about, 
agent, azure. 
"What prefix did you hear?" (Write nan on board after child 
answers •. ) 
uYou Will notice that it is the same prefix in both ~roups, 
but in the first group the •an is a shorth slurred a•, 
lvhile in the second group it .is a long "a a 
nNoi'l, listen to this group of words: 
3· affair, affect, affirm, affix, afflict, 
afford,. after~ Africa, afternoon, afterwards •. 
.. What prefix did you hear in each i'lord ?" (Write "af~ on board 
after child answers.) 
"Here is the next group of words: 
4. album, alcove, algebra~ alphabet, alpine, 
Alfred, Algiers, Alexander, alpaca. 
prefix did you hear? (Write •~alu on board after child 
· answers.) 
"What 
"Now, listen to this group ·of words: 
5,· allspice, ·almost, Albany, almighty, already, 
Alden, also, altar. 
0 What prefix was it this time?" (Write nal" on the board 
after child answers.) 
"Notice that these two prefixes are spelled the same but 
are pronounced differently. One has a short nan and the 
other has a long "au. In the word "allspice", we must 
spell it with two "l's" .• u(Write allspice on board.) 
"Here is the next group of words: 
6. amber, ambition, amb1ulance, ambush, 
ammonia, ammuni tion·•. 
nWhat prefix was it this time?" (Write ••am•• on board .. ) 
uReady, now, for the next group of words: 
7· action, actor, accident, active, accept, 
accent,,account, accurate. 
nWha t ·prefix did you hear ?" (Write n ac1! on board after 
child answers;.;) 
uListen to this group of words: 
8'-..add~tion, address, adjective:; admire, admit, 
advance, advice, adverb. 
nw'h.at prefix did you hear?" (Write nad" on board after 
child answers ... ) 
uHere is the next gr·oup of words: 
9 •. absent, abbreviate, abscess, aosorb,, 
abstain, absurd. 
"What prefix did you hear?n (Write ~\aib~ an:Lboard after 
chtld answers •. ) 
11Listen . t-o thi·s group of words: 
.JL41 
lO •. agony; agriculture; aggressive, aggregate, 
aggravate. 
"What prefix was it this time? (Write •:ag'l on board after 
child answe·rs .. ) 
"Here is the last group of words: 
ll •. appear, appeal, appoint, approve, 
appetite, apple. 
••What prefix did you hear?11 (Write ••ap._ on board after 
child answers.) 
"Now, I am goihg around the class, sayihg a word for each 
of you .. Listen to the word and tell me what prefix v.ras 
used in it. Ready, here we start: 
accident 
alphabet 
accomplish 
applause 
accompany· 
ambulance 
addition 
afternoon. 
admiral 
amm.uni:'tion' · 
appointment 
agg._ra va te 
agriculture 
alloxment 
ambJ.:tion 
appreciate 
abandon 
apparatus 
algebra 
aml::>uscade 
afford 
alpine 
abstract 
ablaze.! 
absent 
affair 
avoid 
absolute 
accept 
Alfred 
Lesson 13. 
illUT III,. Prefixes~ 
:Cesson 3 .. 
11 Children,. lis ten to the p;roups of words that I am p;oi~ 
to say. Them determine. which prefix I used in each group. 
Raise your hand when you'know .. Here i.s the first group::: 
JL42 
1~ disable, disadvantage, disappear, disap;~ee, 
disappoint. 
"What prefix was.used in each word?n (Write ndis11 on·board 
__ after::' child answers,. ) 
"Listen to this group of words: 
2 •. proceed, proclaim, produce_, profess, prolon& .. 
nWhat prefix did yout~hear?" (Write upro" on: board af'ter 
child answers"') 
· ttHere is the next p;roup of' words~ 
3 •. percent, perfect, perf'orm, perf'ume.,, person •. 
"\ilia t prefix did you hear .. in each word?" Ovri te ••per" on 
board .. ) 
"Listen_to this group of words-: 
4 ... surface, surgeon, surprise,, survey, surly· ... 
uWhat prefix did you hear?u (Write nsur." on board after 
child answers .. ) 
uHere is the next group of words: 
5 •. suspect, suspense, sustain, suspicion. 
uWha t prefix did you hear this time!!n (Write usus u on board .. 
after child ansi'rers.,:) 
n Now, I am going:_ around the class, ,. saying a word for each 
of you• Listen to the word and tell me what prefix was used 
in :it. Ready, here we p;o: 
discussion 
suspenders 
percentage 
professor 
surrender· 
prorvision 
discourage 
suspicious 
surpri·se 
performance 
surrounded 
pronounce 
disobedient 
Susquehanna 
surmount 
. 
suspicion 
propeller 
dishonest 
distribute 
permit 
"Listen, now,~ to these groups of words. When you hear one_· 
of the prefixes listed on the board used ih a word, stand 
up. Listen, carefUlly, to each word: •. Here i:S the first 
group: 
1 •. danger, suspect, und~rground, forgotten. 
uWhat prefix was used, and in what word?u (Call on a child 
to answer. After the prefix is properly identified, the 
children sit and listen to the next group of words. Follow 
this procedure for the exercises whieh follow~) 
"Here iS the next group of words: 
2 •. sweetly, occasion~,dismiss,:underline. 
"What :prefiX was used, and ih what word?u 
11 Listen to the next group of words : 
3: ... receiver~, ca:pi tal, conventibn1 , perfection. 
"What :prefix was used, and in what word?" 
"Listen to these words: 
4 •. absent;,almiW!ty, :produce,,:prevent. 
"Wb.a t :prefix was used, ·and in what word ?•~ 
11 Here is the next group of woros: 
5·;. beginning, electricity,, upright, surrounded·., 
11 What prefix was used, and in what word?0 
"Listen, now, to these words: 
6·. ancestor, ambulance,, agriculture,,permlllsion. 
"What prefix-was used, and in what word?" 
.1.43 
"Now, children;· listen to the groups of words that I am 
going to use .for the next six exercises. I want you·to 
listen to the words and find the word in.the group that 
does not use one of the prefixeslisted on the black~ 
board• Stand up when y9u know the worde Ready, now,, for 
the first group: 
l';.a.dmiral;; ambulance, surmount,_disadvantage. 
"What words in this group did not use one o:f the prefixes 
listed on·the blackboard?" 
nListen,~now, to the next group of words: 
. 2. proclaim~ suspicion;,accurate,,discourage~ 
"What was the word in that group? n ~ 
11 Here ··is the next group: 
3· •. almighty; percentage, surgeon,, amazement. 
nWhat were the words in that group that did not use one 
of the prefixes listed on the board?n 
nReady, now, for the next group of words: 
4·.: aggressive, . performance,.~ Susquehanna, affirmative-.. 
"What were the words in that group?"· 
11 Listen to this group of words; · , 
5~ surrounded,;- dishonest, proclaiining,,adjectivE?•· 
11What word was it ih that group?u ! 
"Here·is the last group: . 
6. pronouncing, disadvantage, suspecting, perso¢1 •. 
nWhat word did you find in that group?n 
' -~ 
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UNIT III .. · Prefixes.;. 
L"es.son· 4-.,. Teach. n conr•, "_con'r_,: "un~1 , . 11under",: "up11 •. 
. (Write all prefixes_:. for~-ihe firs :b. seven· exercises::: on:: the 
blackooar.d as soon· aB,> i-t ha-s· been" correctly,:: identi:f'i'ed 
bY.I a· pup:iil: f:ovm:: the ami.-1-tor;yy exercise· ... ) .· 
"Chi:Ulren, r. want yo.u to li:Bten: to the ~roup_s2. of wordss 
that I am, goihg to say;~ I want ypu·. to· fi:hd.~ out the pre--
fix used. ih the group~ •. When y,ou know.:t)J.e prefix,, raise 
~our hand •. Here is the first group: 
. i44 
1~- comBat, comet!! . combine,, coniiic~, comma1 compliment .. 
What was the prefix used ih each word?" 
"Listento the next group·o:f words: 
2v. compel, command, commence, committee, companllxr:n. 
What prefix did you:hear.::--ilr that group <Xf words?" 
nNotice that the prefix in both groups2,i'E spelled.the same ... 
The· 'first group {repeat group) has the accent on the firs.t 
syllable .. While inlthe second group~ (repeat group), the:· 
accent lll placed on the second syllable· .. " 
"Now, listen to the next group: 
3· •. consist, eonfess, confirm, consider~ continue .. 
. What :prefix did you.· hear.:·ih that grou:p?u 
"Here i:S the'next gr.oup of words: 
4. conquer~ Concorej Congo, consequence; conference 
What :prefix did you1:.hear in that group?n 
"Noti.ce that the prefix in these two groups is . .: spelled the 
same, but. in the first group (repeat group) the accent is: 
on the second syllable,- while in the second gr.oup (repeat 
group) the accent is on.the first syllable and.so it 
sounds somewhat different· .. ~ 
"Listen:o now1 to the next group of words: . 
s· ... unable, unarmed, unbroken;- uneven, unfair-.. 
What waB-the prefix used.ih that group of words?n 
"Her'e is the next group of i'lords: 
G. understand,.. undertake, undertone, Ul'lderweight,. 
What was ~he prefiX used for that group?'• 
... 
11 Listen to thHugroup of words: 
7 .. uphoCLd, upheaval, upstart, upside, upward •.. 
What was the prefix used for that group of words?n 
jL45 
uNow, r:; am going__ quickly around the class., saying a:~.wo.rd 
for each of you. These words will contain prefixes like 
the ones listed on the blackboard. I want you to listen 
to the word, and then tell me what prefix you heard in. 
that word. Ready, here we start; 
unhappy,;· 
undercurrent 
connection-, 
commendation 
commission· 
conscience 
uproar~· 
underground: 
conclude 
upheaval 
companion 
undetermined-~ 
. considerate 
underneath 
uproot 
compos:L~ion:: 
conquer 
unnlean~ 
continent 
underline 
upstairs 
commercial 
unbroken'] 
conventiom 
upholster· 
understood 
uncover 
uptowm 
underha:mL 
compromi.Se · 
"Listen to these 'words:; that I am going tor say .. When you 
know how you can make them grow· larger, you may· stand ..... 
(Write the root on the board; call on a child t·o te·l.l 
how it can become larger; then write the word parts:, 
beside the root,.. Children then sit and listen fo:D. 
the next root.) 
"Here is the first word: neath.. How can you make i't grow.: 
larger?n (underneath, beneath.) 
"This time it is nportu. How can you make it grow larger?" 
(supporting,. important, reported.,) 
n The word now is .. creas.e.... How can you make it grow larger?•• 
( increase, increased, decrease, decreasing, inc~easi~) 
u Tell me how you can:i make· "tract" grow ·in toe a larg-er word?" 
(attracting, subtrac±., subtraction,s extract,, extracted~) 
"TliiB time the word is ;nact". How can you make it grow· 
larger?" 
(enact, enacted, react, reacting, reacted, actor· ... ) 
Lesso::m 15. 
UNI!I' I J:r ... Prefixes::.. 
(Write all prefixes for the first six exercises,on the black-
bo_ard as soon as it has been correctly identifi:Bd by a:-:-. 
pupil from ji;he audi.-tory:; exercise~.) 
"Children,~ today we 1'lill do some more work on prefixes. I 
am going to say groups of words.for you. You.are to listen 
and hear what prefix is used for each group. RaiSe your~, 
ha~ when you can tell the prefix•- Here is the first group: 
1 .. forget, forbid), formation, forty, forgive .. 
What prefix did you hear in.that group of words?11 
.-Here is the next group of words: 
2-... forearms forecast, forefather, foremost, forenoon-•. 
What prefix did you hear in that group?u 
"Notice that both pref:ixes are pronounced the same but spell-
ed differently· •. In the first group (repeat group) the a'el-
cent comes on the second syllable and the prefix is spelled 
0 f-o-r". But in the second-group (repeat group) the a'Ccent 
is on the first syllable •. This prefix is spelled "f-o"-r-e~, 
and it means-"in the forward part" like .. forearm"--the 
part of the arm that comes first (demonstrate) and iiL "fore.-
noo~--the part of the day that comes before twelve o' clo'Ck 
noon:,." 
_n Listen, now,_ , to the next group of words: 
3·· . purchase, purple, purpose, pursue,. 
·What prefix did you hear in that group of words?" 
"Here is the next group of \'lords: 
4 •. subdue, subtract, submer~e,. su:pstance, subway:<._ 
What prefix was used that time? 
"Listen, now,, to' the next group of words: 
5· ... supply, supper, support, suppose.; 
What prefix did you hear in that group of words:?n 
uHere is ·the next grnup of words: 
6-•. transportation, transplant, transparent,, transmit._ 
What prefix was heard in eac;n of those words:?.. · 
"Now, see hOI'l quickly each one of you can identify the .pre-
fix used in each word~· as: I go ~uickly around the class~ 
saying a··,i-mrd for each of you. (Write· any:-1-words:.:. that are 
noct correctly identi:f'i-ed:_on:- the board; then underline'" · 
the prefix and have child tell the prefix· •. ) 
"Ready mow .here we start: 
' ' ~ 
supper 
pursue 
transact 
forearm 
purple 
forbidden 
SUbm:DTinal 
· transportation 
supplant 
torgery 
pursuit 
subdivide:, 
supply 
transplant 
forgetful 
substitute 
formation 
transmi-1t 
support 
purpose 
subtraction 
forefinger 
suppose 
purchase 
transgress 
fortifY.' 
suppress 
submarine 
purloin: 
fortunate 
"Now, we are going~_ to see how we can make small words:. 
grow. into larger ones:-. When you know .how the wo!l:'d can 
be made larger.; you.~may;stand •. Ready: for the first word:. 
1·~ .. How can _11 poTt11 be made :into a:'.larger word?0 
(Call onpupils to tell how to make it grow larger; then~ 
write the word on the board and add word parts to it 
after·the child has designated which word part to use .. 
Do<:'- this with the exercises that follow.;;) 
2-... "How .can the word nformn be made into a"larger word?0 
3. nHow can nplant11 be made into a larger ·v.;ord ? 11 
4 ... "how can 11 get" ·be made into a larp;er word?" 
(Try to have p~pils give as many answers as possible in 
maki':l:l:@[ the small words grow into larger words;, ) 
Lesson:: 16. 
UNIT III:~ ·.~ PrefiXes .. 
~sson.6. CHECK TEST # 3· 
Directions; . 
l .. :Pas.s, ou.t paper.~and have children: 
a:~. Write their name· and name oi' S:@hooCL on t'i:rs.:t.L 
line"~ 
b-•. Write title ncheck Test # 3· 11 on second li:t:re. 
c. Divide paper into two columns •. 
d. Number down ·paper from 1 tor·50 ih columnar'form. 
2v Th~n .say ·to children: -
i'Children, today you are goinet to: have a written .les sorr Olll.1 
the prefixes that we have been worki:i:J.g:_ with in the last 
five.=:lessons .. I want you to,~listem to the words that I am 
goi~g~ to· say:~. Each word .will have a prefiX. When you:hean .... 
the prefix in the word 1 write.that prefix on your paper_ 
after ·the correct, number for each word.. Li-'Sten. for the 
number and the prefix .. EV.erybodj~J• ready, here we:)start: 
1 •. ihfield 
2 ... impatient 
3.,. engage 
4. employ)' 
5. exercise~ 
6 ... receive 
7 .. deliver 
8 •. between 
9 •. prepare 
lO •. agree 
11. affect 
12 ... alphabet 
13... ambulance~ 
14· .. accident 
15,. already 
16 •. discussi'on 
17'~ ·l::>erformance 
18~ suspense 
19 •. addition 
20<>- agri:culture 
2l ... unhappy/ 
22· •. connection 
23.. combat 
24". purpose · 
25 •. transact 
26.. subtra.ction 
27~· support 
28 .. forea~m 
29· ... provide 
30 •. surrounded 
31·· surrender 
32 ... discourage 
33-... professor 
345. absurd 
35 •. appoint 
36 .. commission 
37 ... conscience~ 
3$ ... uproar· 
39 •.. empire 
40 •. underneath 
41 ... fortune 
42.. submari'ne 
43· •. suspec.ted 
44 •. perfection: 
45 .. electricit;w 
46 .. preventing_ 
47 •. transplanted 
48 •. defeated 
49... excepting-_ 
·. 5D •. increasihglyf 
uN~ow~ you may exchange?your paper with your neighbor and w·e 
will co.rrect the papers:-.;.. Do,· not m.ark the "Correct answers,, 
but make a cross after .. · an· answer that is not correct· ... Each 
child will read an answer.that is on the paper when it iB 
his turn;. :We.::will gj,ve the answers like·-thi·s: 
1 Numher 1 .. .,; im 11 i~:af .... ' Say; the prefix first,, then 
spell it ... Ready, now, for number.c'2 .. u (Go. around the clasa 
as sugg_e s ted .. ) . 
1 •. ih 
2· ... i:trr: 
3· en 
4.. ellli 
5., ex 
6 •. re 
7•· de. 
8 .... be 
9 •. pre 
KEY! for Check_Test # 3 .. 
10 •. a 19 •. ad_ 
11-:.. aiD: 20 ... a&; 
12 •. al 21 .. um 
13 ... am 22. con: 
14:-.ac; 23 .. conrr 
15. al 24•. putr' 
16 ... dii:H 25 ·,. . trans 
17 ... per 26 .. sub 
18';. sus 27 ~. su-p 
28· •. fore 
29 •. pro 
30 •. sur 
31· ... sur.c' 
32 •. dis 
33·. pro-:-
34 ... ab 
35 ... ap 
36 •. conr •. 
37r~. con 
38: •. ug;r; 
39 •. em 
40· •. under 
41-.. for~· 
42· •. sub 
43··· sus_. 
44 •. per.c· 
45-.. e 
46 •. pre;:: 
47-:,; transs 
48~ •. de:.) 
49~ ... ex 
so· ... im 
• 
UNIT IV .. Suffixes. 
Lesson~:l· •. Teach "tion", nure", 11 age", nless", "let". 
The suffixes found iir: the next five exercises should be 
wri tte1-r' on·,the blackboard afterr·each has been correctly:· 
identified from the auditory exercise. Then, the child-
ren are to look each ~u~fix up i:h their di:'ctionary:,·to 
find the meanings gi vem.. Have a ·.pupil read aloud to the 
classthe meanings listed i:h the dictionary .. 
.. Children, I 1"fant you to listen to the groups of ~>rords:~ that 
I am going to say for yom· today .. Each g~ou~r b..as the same: 
word part in eacb. !'ford~ See:·if you. can tell me what word 
part it is .that you hear.in the·words.o Here is the first 
g;roup: 
1 ... action; subscription, suggestion,. nation, ,dictation:. 
What word part did you hear in each vrord ?n ( ti on) 
.. Where did ntion~ come in the word?11 (at the end) • 
'~That word part that comes at the end. of ·a word is,oalled 
a suffix. \.Ye cannmake small words grow larger. bY: adding a-:.. 
"suffiJCiT •. Noio'T, look up "tionu i:h your Thorndike Dictionaryy 
and find out the meanings f oa? it· .. ~~ . 
.. What meanings did you find?" (Child reads them to class .. ) 
" 
"Now, ,listen to this group of words and see if you~.can tell 
. what suffix is used in .each word! · 
2. adventure,~seizure, enclosure;,figure, picture. 
What suffix did you hear?'' 
0 Now>: look up "ure•~ ih your dictionary .... 
nWhat meanings are.given for Eul;>e"?" 
nHere iS the next group of words: 
3~ rummage,_ baggage, marriage, cottage,, courage-. 
What su:ffix did you hear~:'ifl that group: of words?" 
• 
11 Look up nage" in your dictionary for meanings.~~ 
11 What meanings were listed for "age"? .. 
"Here iS~another group·of' words: 
L~ .. aimless, friendless, ,motionless, nameless, boundless. 
What suffix was used that time ?" 
nLook up 11 less.n in your dictionary .. 11 
"'fuat meanings were listed for .. lessn?" 
nNow, lis ten to this grou)I;Y:. of ivords: 
5 .. booklet, leaf.let, inle:t, outlet,. hamlet· ... 
What suffix was used in·· that group of' \vords ?n 
11 Look up "let" i:h your dictionary·,~' 
nwha:t meanings .~were listed for "let"711 
150 
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"No,r, I am going quickly around the class, saying a ward 
for each of you. I wan-t ypw:.to listen carefullyyto ea:eh 
word so that you may be able to tell me the su~fik that 
is used in _the )'ford .. These 1-rords will contain suffixes, 
that are listed on the blackboard." .(If a··,chi.ld cannot 
correctly identify the suffix in his ~word, write the 1-rord 
on the board ·.and underline the suffix-.. Then have the child 
say the suffix .. ) ·"' 
uReady, now, here i¥e start: 
doublet 
multiplibation 
connection · 
gauntlet 
cutlet 
priceless~ 
sunless 
fracture 
encourage· 
speechless: 
a~erage 
station 
frontage 
bandag~. 
amb:i:.'tion-
lecture:: 
ruthless 
measure 
revolution·· 
exposure 
"Listen to the next six groups of words. S~e if you can. 
tell the words in eaCh group that do not have one o~ the 
suffixe.s·.::that are listed on the blackboard .. When you lmow· 
the 1vord or words, sta._n.d up .. " (Call on a·child to give 
the ans1'fer. Children then sit and wait for the next group 
of 1vords· ... ) "Ready, here is the first group of 1mrds: . 
1. equator, movement,,expenditure, confection• 
What are the words that do not have one o\f the suffixes 
that are listed on the board?" · 
"Here is the next grou:p of words: 
2. irhi.:t.ation, beverage,. spotless, armful ... 
What w·ord did you find that time?" · 
u Listen-, to the next group of words: 
3:. av.erage, .. pamphlet, .begg~r,, glorify .. 
What vrords did not have one of the suffixes listed on..,the 
blaclrocard ?" 
"Here is the nBxt group of words: 
_4-. gilnlet., valueless, garbage, attentive .. 
What word did you hear this time?" 
n Lis ten to this g;roup of \'fOrds: 
5·. acc·.!:>mmodate, attraction, carriage, sightless .. 
vlliat word did you hear t~~t time)t~~t did not have one 
of .the suffixes that are lis.ted on the board.'2u 
nHere HI the ne-xt _group: 
6 .. doublet, legislature, operate, examinatiom;;, 
What 1-ras the word that you heard ih that group?0 
Lesson-18. 
UNIT IV .. Suffixes .. 
The suffixes found in .the next six exercises shou:IA be · 
written on the blackboard after.~each has been correctly-
identified from the auditory exercise. Then,. the child-
ren .are to look each suffix up i:h their dictionary tor 
find the meanings .given. Have a-.~ pupil read aloud to, the 
class"the meanings listed in the dictionary .. 
11 Children, today, we are. going to work again with suffixes:.. 
I want you to see if. you.;can tell \vhich suffix is used fu 
each group of \'fords .. Raise your hand when you know which 
suffix is used~ Here is the first group of words: 
1. accommodate, federate, deleg~te, cultivate~ 
What !=ni::Bfix did you thear .. used in ea·ch wom?u 
11 NOw-,:listen to this group of words: 
2 .. accurate, considerate,. affectionate, elaborate.;· 
Wb..a t suffix did you hear in that group of words?" 
"Notice that the suffix in this group and the suffix i:b::: 
tne first group are spelled the same. The first group 
(:repeat group) has a ·long~ na" ih'the suffix, while;the-~· 
second g;roup! (repeat g;rou:p;) haa a·:.very short "a"-.. Now:,, 
look up "ate" .in.·,your Thorndike Dictionary and find 
out the meaning o:IS' nate"." · 
11 Here iS the next group orf ·words: 
3 ... at.tentive, fugitive, ,-impressive, massive,: iocomo±.ive~ 
What suffix did you hear in each of those words?u 
"Now,, listen to-· thi:B group of words: 
4. capsize, dramatize, agonize, Americanize, organize;; 
What suffix did you hear -in.-. that ~oup of words?" 
"Look up:- 11 ize11 in y9ur dictionary,.' 
"What meanings did you fiird listed for "iz:e"? .. 
nHere::is the next group:of words: 
5 .. chillYi friendly, actually,; impatiently, immensely. 
What suffix wa:s used in.eaoh word?" 
"Look up_·nly" i:h you:)." dictionary and find the meaning for 
it•" 
nWhat meaniilgs did you find listed?" 
nListen toc:this group of words: 
6. beauteous, courteous, righteous, cqurageous. 
Wha. t ·suffix was used in each of thaxse 'vmn:;ds ? 11 
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nNm-r, listen carefully~ to the words that I am goiilg to 
say.-. The words will contain one of the suffixes that I~ 
have written upon the board. Each child will have a turrr: 
telling what suffix was heard ih the word. See hoi'l" many/ 
of the suffixes you can identify,. Ready, here we start: 
numerate 
j¢iiltly 
expensi:tre ... 
humanize 
gorgeous", 
friendly_ 
ha~monize 
hideous 
presently 
objective 
situate:;·. 
outrageous.: 
absolurtely~ 
emphasize 
explosive 
nego1:,iate 
actuallY.:' 
courageous 
vmrldly· 
effective: 
righteous 
g~neralize 
moderate: 
des:Dructive 
mon-thly:·· 
courteous 
attractive, 
specialize 
alphabetically 
impersonai.e 
nin·1the next six groups of words, I want you to listen 
and find the word or words that does not use one of the 
suffixes listed on:the blackb'oard. When you know the 
ans·vver ;- you may stand .. n (Call on a child to give the 
answer~ .If the suffix· ia.not correctly identif'ied,. write 
the \'l"Ord on the board, underline the suffix in it, then 
have the child compare it with the suffixes::.that were 
listed on the board.. Then i'l"ri te down the c·orrect word 
and underline the suffix in it~ Children sit and lis ten· 
to the next group of words.-.) 
ttReady,,here iS the first group of words: 
1. appreciate, lOYelyy action, active. 
What i'l"ord did you hear that did not have one of the 
suffixes that a~e listed onnthe board?" 
11 Here is the next gro~p of v-rords! 
2-.. edi torial 7 expensive, umilize, ,. considerate. 
What was. the woro:.that you heard in t:b..at group?n 
11 Listen to the next group of i'l"ords: 
3··. righteous, wisely, . exercise; encounter •. 
What ~>rords. did you hear that time?•• 
u Here is the next group of words : . 
4: ... situate, destructive, gQrgeous, gE?nerous·. 
What word did you hear. that time?" 
"Listen·to the next g:,r:oup·otf words: 
5. mysterious, advantageous,; absoluillely..1 decorative .. 
What -;;vord ihl that group did not have one of the sut'fixes 
listed on the board ?11 • 
"Her€1 is the last group: 
6. abbreviate, refusal, primitive, presently. 
What was the word in that group?" 
Lesson·· 19. 
UNITI' IV .. Suffixes • 
. ' 
Lesson 3· 
The suffixes-~ taught in the first five exercises .. should 
be written on the blackboard after each has been correct-
ly:identified from the auditory exercise·w Then,: the 
children are to·-look urr eaeh:·suffix ih;their dictionary 
to find the meanings given .. Have a pu.p~l read alond to 
the class the meanings listed in the dictionary·.. · 
11 Children; I want youuto listen to the group~ of' words 
~1.53 
. that I am going to~ say for srout~. Each group has a .cer.taih-: 
suffix in each word~ When-:you know what suffix was used 
in a group:, ;raise your hand .. Here iS the first group: 
1· •. danger,. frontier, number, remember, ;receiver~ 
What suffix did vou hear:c·in each of those i·wrds ?n 
"Noi.v1 , look up "err' in~ your. Thorndike Dictionary .. u 
nWhat meanings were listed for "er"?" · 
"Here is the second group-of words: 
2. aspirant,.,as.sailant, claitnan.t:t, contestant, defiant. 
What suffix did you hear:.:i:h that ~roup of 1vords ?n 
nLook up·"ant11 in your dictionary .. « 
~~~fua. t meanings did you find for it?" 
·n Lis ten :to this group of words: 
3. mission, permission, confession, decision, dimension •. 
What-suffix did you hear in each word?u 
11 Look up" us ion'~ in •your dictionary:, n 
"What meanings were listed for "sion"?" 
nHere is the next group··of vvords: 
4.. artistry:;. basketry; 1r1orry, rivalry. 
\fua t suffix did you hear .'in ·that g;r-oup of ivords ?" 
nLook up "ryu in y~mr dictionary. n 
"What meanings did you find?" 
) 
nNoi'T, , listen to this group of 1-.rords: 
5· •. champion, , opinion, domini:bn;: onion,, million~ 
What suffix 1ras used in that group of words ?n 
uLook UIFuionrr in your dictionary,.-'.' 
nWhat meanings .. were listed for "iexn"' ? .. 
nNow, look at the suf'fixes that I have listed on the black-
board.. I am going:~_· around the class, saying a '.word fo:r- each 
of you .. · Each \'rord 1-.rill contain one of the suffixes that, I 
have listed on~the board. You·-~are to listen carefully_ so 
that you may identify the suffix used in the word ... 
(If the child fails to identify the suffix correctly, 
ivri te the 1-.rord on the board and underline the suffix· ... 
Then have the c~ld say the suffix~J 
. - ·~~·· .......... ~ .... _. ----~- "'!l""'-
nReadys , now·, here vle g(): 
onion 
trave·ler 
contestant 
aggression 
savagery·· 
as.sailant 
champion· 
subscriber 
permi:S sion 
rosary 
mansion: 
mitnicey--
def'endant 
miilion 
September 
deluBion 
pleasantry 
dominant 
domin±on· 
diameter 
expe«<tant 
·fashion:: 
foreigner 
geometry:;." 
mission: 
receiver 
important 
communion· 
big()try. 
deriSion1 
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11 Now, listen to the words in the next sx:;i:3[_en" groups. I 
1-vant you to find the word in each group that does ... not 
contain one of' ·the suffixes tb~t I have liSted on the 
board .. When you kno·w the ·word you may stand .. n (Ca1.1 on. 
a child to answer. If the child does not give the cor--
rect word,. l"lri te that word on the board, underline .the 
suffix·in the word, then!ha:ve the child compare the 
suffix with those already listed on the board .. Call on-
another child to give the correct ansit.Ter. Ch±J..dren--then 
sit and listen to the next group of' words-•. ) 
"Ready., now, here is the first group of words: 
l• commun:l!Dn:;; rivalry, assailant, ruthless. 
What wor~ in that group did not use one of the s~fixes 
lis ted on the blackboard 1•• 
nHere is the next g~oup: 
2. important, exposure, diameter,..-champion-. 
vlha t was the word ih that group?n 
11 Listen:to this group of words': 
· 3· frontag~, derision; fore±gner,. mansion:<~ 
.. ,fua t was the word in that group? .. 
"Here is the next group of words! 
4. aggression, dominant, ~g~ometry~ ,gorgeous •. 
11What i'lord in that group~'did not use one of the suffixes 
listed on the blackboar.d?n 
n Lis ten to thiS group: 
5:. -av.erage, defendant, delusion, ~ pleasantry. 
nWha t word was it i:tr: tha:t group?'' 
"Here is the next group of' words: 
6. derision::; receiver, ha~monize, . mitninry .. 
What was the word ih :that group? .. 
"Lis ten, nmv, , to these words : 
7-• domiilibn,: contestant, .traveler, movement. 
"What word was it in that group?n 
Lesson;20. 
UNIT IV. Suffixes. ~55 
,. 
Lesson .4. Teach ualn, ttentn, naryu, nty", .. ory« .. 
. -
The P:I:'Ocedure us.ed in this.~.lesson will be the same as 
suggested in Lesson:3, Unit IV •. for the writing on the 
blackboard of suffixesc..and for uaing_the dictionary. 
"Today, 1-re are goihg to work on suffixes. I want you to 
listen to the groups of words tha~ I am goinG ~o say for 
you-,~ so that you may;'determine i'lhich s'tlt.ffix ±-.a~,used im 
each group:,.. When you :know what su!Efix -v.raS. used, raise 
your~ha:ntl:. Ready, now, for the first group of words: 
1·. ~national, tropical, comical, ·mechanical~ ,mag;tcal. 
\fua t suffix did ~ou hear ·in each word ?tt 
1
'Now, .look up nal' i:h your Thorndike :Di-ctionary,." 
"What meanings. ,.,ere listed for 11al "?". 
"Listen to this group of words and see·if you can hear 
the -~suffix used ih each word: 
2. indifferent,., apparent, confident,, current, different .. 
What was the suffix used _ i:b. that ~roup· of i'lords ? 11 
"Look up"ent11 in your dictionary .. 
n1fuat meanings were listed for it?t• 
«Here is the next group of words: 
3· .. adversary/ commenta~y, contrary, dictionary,, digni:i-
"What suffix was . .:>used. for that group of words? 
nNo1·r,, listen to the next grouprof words: 
4:. haughty;·, drafty,, liberty,, lofty, ; opportunity. 
What suffix was used that time?u 
nNo-v.r,, look up· 12 tyu i:h your.dicti-onarit. u 
11 \fuat meanings were listed for nty"? 1 . · 
. nHere is the next group of words: 
tary. 
5·.; memory, dormitory, advisory,, satisfactory, lavatory·. 
What suffix did you heari"in each of those '\'lords?n 
"Loolr up "ory" ih you:t2 dictionary •• n · 
"What meanings were given for "ory"?n 
"Now, ,look a% the suffixes ... that are listed .on the board •. 
I am going around the class.7 saying a word for each o:f 
you·.; I want you. to tell me what suffix was used in the 
word.. Each word will contain one of the suffixes:.'· that 
are listed on the D.oard. Rr~Yt now, he~e we gg:: 
hi:Story ·· 
impertinent 
·pillory 
incompetent 
memory 
magical 
evolurtionary_ 
authority;· 
indifferent 
liberty 
tropical 
visibility 
mechanical 
utility 
vocabulary 
satisfactory 
universal 
documentary.~· 
·uniformity.· 
president 
dictionary_ 
elementary 
opportunity_:· 
respiratory 
. continual 
excellent 
hospi tali ty:-1-
commentary 
correspondent 
national 
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ni:h.the next groups of \vords, I l'lant you to listen for. 
the \ford i:h the group that does not contain one of the . 
suffixes that are listed on the blackboard .. When you 
know the 'i'Tord, you may stand·." (Foil.lo\v procedure used~ 
for this type of exercise .in;Lesson 3, Unit IV .. ) 
"Ready, now, for th~ first group of words: 
1· .. brighten, indifferent, ;revolutionary, laboratory-. 
\fuat 1-rord did not use one of the "'suffixes listed on the 
blackbbar.d?11 
"Here iS the next group of words: 
2 .. uniformity, , continual, coiillnentary, abundance ... 
What word was it i:tl that group?11 
"Listen, .now, to. the next group of words: 
3·~ .authority, ,comical, ,gurgling,, satisfactory. 
'What was the word in-that group?" , 
"Here is the next group of words: 
4-.;. inoompetent,,aooessible, universal,.,dictionar.y .. 
·What word in·,that group did not use one of the suffixes .. 
listed on.the blackboard?u 
nReady,., nm.,, for the next group of words:" 
5-. adorable, mechairlcal, visibility, respiratory .. 
· What was the word in that group?u · 
u Lis ten to this group· of words: 
6·., evolutionary,, adversi:ty, ~impertinent, granuD:.ar. 
lfuat word did you hear that time?" . 
"Here is the next group of words: 
7•. pillory, delusion,, mechanllical, documentary .. 
What word did not use one of the suffixes listed.on 
the blackboard,?" 
uListen, now,,to this group of words: 
e~~ president, 'opportunity' important, national:. 
wna t word was it in tba t group7" 
Lesson· 21. ~ 
UHIT IV. 
Lesson 5. Tea.ch "in'!, , n orn, rr ful n, u ar",: "est''. 
-
The procedure ;used ih this lesson w·ill be the same as 
suggested in Lesson 3, Unit IV .. f'or the ·vrri ti:tlg of the 
suffixes on the blaclrbo&rd and for the usi:ttg of- the dic-
tionary.. · 
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11 Today, we are goi:hg to work again 1vi th suffixes.. I \van t 
_you to listen to the groups.~ of' words that I am going_ to·-
say for you,. so that you may determihe vrhich suff'ix is 
used in each word· of' the group. Vfuen you know vrhat suff'ix 
was used, raise your hand· •. Ready,, now, for the first group:: 
' 1 ... historic, Atlantic,, e;tectric, fantastic, pp.blic· •. 
·· What suffix did r.ou hear in wach word?" 
11 Now,, look up :Uic • in .your Thorndike di-ctionary .. " 
"iihat meanings. ·were listed for "icu?n · _ 
11 Li,eterr' to this group~ of \'rords and see if you can hear the 
.suffix used in each word: 
2., actor,. aggressor, agitator, aviator, behavior •. 
What suffix aid y.c;;u hear i::h each word?" 
.. Nm·r, look up "or" in your dictionary .. "·-
nwhat meanings were listed for "or"?" 
"Here is the next group of vmrds: 
3. armful,,bashful, careful, wonderf'ul,.cheerf'ul .. 
What suffix did you hear ih each of' those 1vords?u 
. "Loolr U!)i "ful n ih~~your dictionary .. n . 
"What meanings 1vere liSted for 11 f'ul"?" 
u:r.row, listen to this. group of' vrords! 
4-: beggar, cellar, altar:; solar, polar .. 
\fuat suffix did you .. hear in each of those 1·rords?" 
nHe~e:is the next group of words: 
5 .. fastest, soonest,. blackest, cleanest, coldest-•. 
What suffix did you hear i::h each of those words?" 
nLookup· nest11 i:b.'Y.9Ur dictionary.n 
uwhat meaning(:) were:listed for 11 est"?" 
_.Children, loolr at the suffixes that I have ivri tten on. 
the blacl::board.. I am going: around the class, , saying __ a c. 
\'lord for ea·ch of you. Each \'lOrd will contaih one of the 
suffixes that are listed on the board .. I want you to tell 
what suffix was· used in .the \'lOrd. Ready, no'Vi, here-:we go: 
(If the child has diff'icul ty in identif'yibg_ the. suffix,, 
write the word on the board; underline the suf'fix and 
have child tell the suffix .. ) 
nectar 
legislator 
arithmetic~ 
strongest 
lawful 
ihdi:ca tor~ 
granular 
spoonful 
softest 
music:: 
greatest 
mechani-c 
po1'Verf'ul 
:iinpo s te r. 
dollar 
magnetic:: 
mo-l are 
poorest 
governor:.· 
peaceful 
equator 
patrioti:b: 
ree,uJ:.ar. 
fevrest 
delightful 
elastin 
SUg(:tr 
endeavor 
1'Varmest 
grateful 
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nlifolv,,listen to these groups::of words and see if you•.·.can 
tell which -vrord in . the group, does not contain one of the 
suffixes that are listed on the board .. When·yQu knm'l the:; 
·vmrd, you may stand up·• Here is the first group! · 
1•. graceful, creditor,, autocratic, :attentive-. 
\Vhat word did you hear ih that group· that did not use 
one of the suffixes listed on the blackboard.?n 
(Follow procedure .·used for this type of exercise :in: 
Lesson 3, Unit Dr ... ) 
n Here is the next group:·· of words: 
• 2. generous, faithful, decorator,~ jocular. 
n Vfua t word was it i:b. that group ?u 
"Ready,,now, for the next groupof' words: 
3 ... irregular, benefactor,· flourish, barbaric-'> 
"What \lrord did you hear in that group: that did not use 
. one of the suffixes .. lis·ted on the blackboard?" 
11 Listen:to this group·of w6rds: 
4. dollar, conductor,,truthful, adorable• 
"What 1·mrd in that group· did not contain one of the 
suffixes listed on the blackboard?n 
"Here is the next group: of words: 
s .. mouthful, quenchless, demonstrator, domestic~. 
11 Vlha t '\vas the word i:h that group?" 
"Here is the next group of 1wrd.s: 
6. audacious., autocratic, divisor, freshest .. 
"What '\vas the word ih that group? 
nListen.to this group oi' words: 
7 .. impostor,~ arithmetic, spoonful, champion ... 
uWhat word did you hear in that group:that did not use 
one of the suffixes lis ted on the board ?•• 
Lesson: 22 • 
UIUT IV. Suffixes .. 
. . -
The procedure used in this lesson will be the same as 
suggested i::b:.c.Lesson 3, Uhi t IV. for the wri ti:bg: of the 
suffixes on the blackboard and fo:r the usin&.of the 
dictionary· •. 
. ;JLss·· 
"Children, today, we are going to do more work 1vith suf-
fixes... I want you to lis ten to the groups of 1-Tords that I 
am going to say for you, so that you may determine. ivhich. 
suffixcis used i:h each word of the group .. When you know 
what suffix was used, raise your hand .. Ready, nov-r., for 
the first group of words: 
l •. g<?nerous, nerv6us,_,numerous, perilous,,poisonous. 
vfuat suffix did you hear in each 1·rord?" 
••:Now, look up nous" ih your Thorndike ®i:ctionary:; 
"What meanings were listed for nous•t?n. · . 
"Listen to this _group of .words: 
2 •. blemish,, bookish, , boyish, brackish, childlilsh:.; . 
"What suffix did you hear ineach of those words?n 
"Look up "ishn in ,your dict~onary·." 
n\fuat meanings are listed for nishn?u 
"Here is the next group of words: 
3~ colonist, artist~ druggist, typist, tourist. 
n~fuat was the suffix for that group of w6rds'!u ; 
"Look up "ist" in your dictionary·.·~ 
nWhat meanings are listed for "ist"?n 
"Listen to this group of wo:r:'ds: 
4 .. fancy, ,policy, .piracy,, presidency, sufficiency. 
"\fuat suffix did you hear in each of those words?n 
nLook up ncy" i:h .your dictionary .... 
"What are the meanings listed for "cy"?" 
"Ready_·f.'or the next group of words: 
5 .. abundance, allowance, annoyance, appearancet 
"What \vas the suffix used in that group of ivords?" 
,.Look up 11 anee" in your dictionary .... 
"What are the meanings listed for "ance"?n 
(In the following exercise, follow the procedure used i:h 
Lesson 5, Unit IV .. f?r the same type of exercise .. ) 
"Children,, loo1r at the suffi~es that Ihave writ~en on the 
blackboard. I am going arou:n:d the class, sayinga word for 
each of you. Each·word will contain one of the suffixes 
that are listed on the board. I want you to tell what suf-
fix was used ih the word~ Ready, now, here 1-re go: · 
flouriSh 
abolitionist 
mountainous 
urgency_.-
abundance 
accompanist 
develish 
autocracy 
assistance 
murderous 
p'oliby 
marvelous 
freakish 
endurance 
agriculturist. 
fragrance 
mischievous 
. sufficiency 
dwarfish 
alienist 
ignorance 
emergency·· 
prosperous 
childish 
tremendous 
botanist 
thunderous 
insurance:· 
aristocracy 
specialist 
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tt~Now, I am god.hg_ to say small group~ of i-Tords. for you.,. 
_I want yout to listen carefully to these \'lords and see:: 
if you ... can tell whibh \vord ih each group did not con~ 
tai:h one of the suffixes that are listed on the black~ 
board .. When you kno-\,r the ivord, you may stand up:•.'' 
(Follow the procedure for the' following exercises as 
_was sugg~sted ih Lesson 3, Unit IV ... ) 
"Here is the first group of' words: 
h .. brutish,. agriculturist, agency 1 champion .... 
What ivord did you hear in tl).at group of words that did 
not use one of the suffixes listed on the biackboard?u 
uListen to the next group· of words: 
2· .. endurance, actuallY:r boisterous, ,botanif}t~ 
W'ha t 1·ras the ivord in that group?u 
nReady for the next grouw of words: 
3. freakish,, thunderous, capsize;· presidency .. 
~fua t vrord did you hear~ in ·that group?" 
n Here i:S . the next group of 'VTOrds : 
4. ann~y~nce,,alienist, doubling, childish. 
'What 1-rord in: that gro~: did not use one of the::suffixes:: 
listed on the board? 11 ·• 
nNmt, ~listen to this grouP" of WOirdS: 
5.· arithmetic, ~enormous 1 .insurance,, drugg;tst. 
\Yhat vras the word inc:that group?n 
n Here is the next group of i·rords : 
6 .. 'Spanish,, marvelous,, colonist, graceful •. 
What was the word in that group·of words?" 
"Listen to this group:of words: 
T·· aecompanist, p policy,, endeavor,, tremendo~s-... 
\ihat word did you choose from that group?" 
"Here is the next group of words: 
8 •. flourish,,fragrance,,alienist,,elastic. 
What was the \'ford in that group? 11 
Lesson 23 • 
.Jl6~ 
UNJJT Til.. Suffixes ... 
-
The procedure used i:h this lesson·will be the same as· 
sugg(3sted in Lesson~3, Unit IV ... for the writi:hg~ of the 
suffixes on :.the blackb'oard and for. the usi~ of the.:: 
dictionaryi · 
"Children, today, we are goiilg: to continue our work 1rlth 
. suffixes~ l:' want yout~ to lis ten-: tcx the groups of words..;; 
that I am going__ to say,·for you~-~- so that you may deter-
mine;whiuh suffix is used.in each word of the .group. 
ifuen you knmv what suffiX was used, raise cy_9Ur hand. 
Ready, now$,for the first group·of words: 
l ... leathery, stickyj,marshy, watery,.wealthy .. 
\'ilia t suffix did Y9U ·hear in each word?" 
"Nmv, look up nyu ih your Thorndike Dic-tionary. u 
~~What meanings were listed for 0y~?" _ 
"Liste·n .to thia group· of words: 
2 ... abandonment, achievement, adornment, advsncement •. 
~fuat suffix did yorr.•.hear in each of those \vords?•• 
"Loo:k up~ "mentu ih'J your. dictionary..: ... 
u'Vlhat meanings .. were listed for "ment"?11 
"Here •is the next group-- of words: 
3·-... ac.ces sible ,· credible, , divisible,,~ flexible, .· pos sinle .. · 
What \vas the suffix .for that group of words?" 
nLook up "ible" in: your dictionarY:•. · 
"What meanings are listed for "ible11 ?n 
ULi:Bten·l to thiS group· of words: 
4 ... amp:lify) beautify1 ;glorif'y,,classify,,ma'f:5nify. 
\•lhat suffix did youL~hear i:h that group: of words?" 
"Look up· "fy" i:h your dictionary-..u 
.. What meanings are listed for~nfy"?n 
"Ready for ·the next group:- ocf words: 
5. p~ai:tmess,, stillness,, dampness 1 ~ g::J.adness .... 
Vlhat was. the suffix used ih that group· of \vords?n 
11 Look up· "ness" ih: your dictio!l..ary. 
What meaning~? are listed for 11 ness"?'" 
(Jn' the foa.lowii:Lg_ exercise~ follow the procedure used fu-. 
Lesson 5~ Unit IV. for the same type oi' exercise ... ) 
••children1 _look at the suffixes. that I have written on theJ 
blackboard• •. I am going: around the class, sayitlg a··.~:vord for.:· 
each of you: ... Ea0h word will conta:tn~ one of the suffi;x:es 
that are listed on:: the board· ... 1:' want you•. to tell what suf .... -
fix was used in the word •. Ready$ now,.: here we g9: 
shortness 
SpeC :hlfy;,c 
:focr'cible 
as toni:Bhment 
entreaty 
b1.ackness 
verify.:,c 
amazement 
hardness 
:flexi:ble 
wealthy)' 
possible' 
a:ppoib:tment 
s igp:tfy . 
thrti'ty. 
iinpOf3Sible -' 
leng_thy\· 
petri:fyy 
amusement 
p].ainness 
iirdige s t i ble .-! 
engagement 
cO'lon~-
dis cern±ble _, 
sweetness 
department 
magp:i:fyi 
dampness 
contentment 
hearty 
"Listen,to these groups_, of words ... In: each o1: the .. ' groups 
_there iS a ·word tha-t does not contaitr one of the suf-
fixes that ar.e;listed on the blackboard. When you know.: 
whi'Ch word i:S it;t, yqu may·stand up.o~ (Follow:the p;r-o ... 
cedure:;for the following_ exercises: that i:S suggested 
ilr: Lesson--: 3,, Unit TV ... ) . 
"Rere iB the.cfirst group-;·of words: 
1· •. emp::t.oy,~ent:,, forciblei, histori:b•;, speci:lf'y •. 
What word did you hear_·ih thai. group of' w'ords::; thai. did 
n'IDt use one of the .:suffixes .listed on the blackboar.d?n 
11 Li::Sten: to the next group~ of' words·:: 
2 ... colony, ; w·eakness 1 settlement, tremendous~•. 
What was the ·word ih that group;?11 
"Readyfor the next group-of words:; 
3 •. sickness, affectiona-te~~ magllif'y,, noisy:... 
What was the word in·: that group that did not use one of' 
the suffixes. listed on the board?" 
n Here iS the next group: oi' words: 
4 ... defiant,, thi:ckness, enj,oyment,:beau-tify. 
Vfuat i'i'Ord. did yqm:.hear i:h that group?" 
"Nm.;, , lis ten to this;_, group~· of words: 
5· ... enlargement,, stillness,: formation,, sensi·ble:.i. 
What was the word 1:h that grou:J;c of words? 11 
"Ready, now, :for the next group of words:: 
6 ... verify, ; flexible,., weal th;m;; , sufficiency· .. 
What word did you hear. ih that group?" . 
.. Listen to the next group· of words:: 
T;·. a:r.istocraey, indi&_estible, contentment,, lengthy~. 
vlhat word did ypu ·choose iruthat groUJ:T of words?n 
"Here is the next group.o:f words: 
8-•. department, possible,:, prosperous, specify· •. 
What \'TOrd did you hear . in that group?" 
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UNI.T DT. Suffixes. 
-~-
Lesson.s;. Tea:eh 11 ibUs 11 , uiee~~,,:\able=•,, ttialn, nli~• •. 
The p:rocedure used ih ~this lesson!W~l be the same as·. 
suggested in· Lesson 3,, Uni:t I:V. for ~ 1vriting_ of the. 
s~i'fixes o:r:Lthe blaclcl:ioard and for the -~ing_ of the • 
d~ctionary:-y;. \, 
\\:\ 
.. Children; today, , we lvill continue our i'rork with suffixes ... 
. I want you ·to lis ten.-., to the groups::: of words._. that I am 
goitlg: to say .·for you:) so that you .. ID?·Y ·determihe. '\vb.ich•· 
suffix vlas. used ih: each \'ford of the .,group;.. "t-'lhen · Y.9VL'. 
kno\'1' what suffix was used, raise your_, .... hand. Ready,, no1·r, 
for the first ·group·· of i'Tords::, . . ·: · 
1· •. delirious, ,mysterious, ,conscd..ou~fprecious, g;ra'cious. 
\fuat suffix did you:_lhearr·in~:each ocf thos\words:1n 
"ND14', listen to the next group of \'fOrds: \, 
2 •. b:odice,, cm1ardice, ,prejp.dice,, jus tic~'~ 
What suffix did yom•.hear :'in· each of those 't'lor 
UNow, 'look up; 11 ice"- i:h your Thorndike Dictionary,. 
nw:b..at meanings are listed for tticen?u 
// 
;:::aere is the next group ocf 1·mrds :, 
/ .-v---- . 
3·. adorable,, agreeable,, changeable,, comfortable •. 
What suffix did youu.hear i:h each of those w·ords ? 11 
· ~ook up· .. ablen in: y:pur. die tiona,'ry_. n 
nWhat meanib.gs.are listed.for "ablen?n 
4· •. racial,, spedial, , editorial,, memorial, commercial·~ 
v1hat suffix did youc:hear:·'i:h each of those words?u 
nHere=:iB the next /&QOOV of 'vords: · 
. 5., seedli:b.g,_ ,dtrcklihg,, craekli:hg,, g;igg:J.ing •. 
What suffix did youL~hear.·i:i:l each of those words?0 
"No\lr, ;looit upr"linef-1 ih 1 y9ur .dictionary .. !1 
"tfua.t meanings are::t±.sted for,:·nlingn?u 
(I:fu" the followlllg e;~ercises, ; follow· the procedure used 
ih'Lesson-~5,, Unit I:V. for the same type of exercise .. ) 
11 dhildren, ,lool\: at the suffixes that !::have written·:o~ 
the blackbbard •. I~ goii'lg_ around the class,, say:;tng_ a.· 
i'TOrd for each of' yc:nt~. Each word Will contain one ofthe~ 
suffixes. that arec:listed on the board •. I vrant YOU:). to. 
tell. vThat suffix ;,-rae used ih the word. Ready,, no\·r,, · 
here we go! 
·~-~ 
\ ' 
gargli:hg 
accomplice 
editorial 
delicious. . 
prcxfi table 
rumbling_ 
chalice 
commercial 
infee:tioue:.> 
miserable 
celestia·l 
mya teri ou-a 
remarkable:-
mangl~ 
crevice· 
trivial 
laborious. .c 
fashionable 
middling: 
paul tice' 
dependable 
grappli:hg_ 
oi'fice 
palatial 
pretentious 
comfortable 
huatlibg_ 
precipice 
artificial 
luscious 
(FoB..lo..w the procedure suggested in Lesson 3, ~Unit I:V. 
for the.-followi:hg_exercises .. ) 
"Now;, listen to these groupa: of words •. I:i:Leach of the• · 
group~, .there iS a word that does not contain one of' 
the sUffixes that are lis ted on. 2 the blackboard. When: 
y:om:know· which word is it, ypu.. may· starrl up:.~ 
"Here :is the first group:· of' 1rords: 
1 •. peaceable,., deli'ghtfuil,. g;:~.rg_li:b:g,. pretentious •. 
~That word did ym:.:r·~hear in'J that group: of' words that did 
nolt use one of the suffixes listed Ol'L.the •blackboard?" 
nLiaten·to the next group~ of words! 
2 •. contestant,; delirious, ,special,_ duckling_. 
\fua t was the word in that group?11 
.. Ready:.· for the next group·,·of words: 
3 •. impartial, , sagacious, ~frontier,, considerable.,. 
What w·ID:rd ili t:b..at group·did not use one of the :·suffixes.:; 
listed cxn1 the board ?n 
11Here i:S the next group: of words: 
4· •. hustling., edi tor~~l,, desirable~, ce>lonist •. 
What word did you;~hea:e::·~n'J that group? 
"Now,, listen to thi.S group· of words! 
5 ... powardice, dangE:)rous,.: darlihg, .labox-i:Ou:s-.. 
What was. the word in: that group:· of words 'In 
"Ready_:; now, , for the next group·· o1' y.rords: 
6 •. politicial, 'kindling, 'noxice'' preferable~~. 
What word did youuhear in that group?u 
nListen;tq the next group~o:r words;, 
7·10 • remarkable;, prejudice;:, dribbling,~ historic:~. 
What word did you ·hear.· i:h:• that group that did no:±, use 
one of the suffixes lis ted ID:h: the blackboard?" 
e 
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UNIT IV. Suffixe:s ... 
l_;a_ss 
Le s s em::: 9: •. Check Test # 4. 
Direc:ti ons: 
1 ... Pass out ~per.:· and have.· chlldren.t 
a-.. Write ·.their name ~and name o:f school. an· first 1; :he::. 
fu, \'Trite :title:"Check Test# 4u an seccnrl line •. 
c•. Di:Vide <paper£' ihto~~ t1vcx columns •. 
d·~. Number do-vm paper from 1 to 50 fu columnar.cform •. 
2 •. Then-~ say·, to children: · 
"Children~, today·, ,you are go1.hg_ to have :a·.-vrri ttem lesson: 
op.--.: the suffixes that w-e have ooen w·orkillg_ '\vi:th i:J:L the . 
last eight lessons. I wanm you to listen to the vwrds 
that ram goi:bg to sayy Each w·ord l'lill have >a· suf'fix. 
When·: y9u ·hear_ the suffix. ih the word, , 1·1ri te that, suffix 
on.y:our paper after the correct number for each word. Lis-
ten for.··the number.'· and the suffix.. Everybody ready, ; here:: 
we start: 
1. pamphlet 
2 •. mo::tioTl~ess 
3. discourage:.· 
4.. legislature .· 
s •. transportation 
6 ·• . advantage oua ,~ 
7 •. impatiently 
8-•. Ameribanize,) 
9. -protective ~ 
10· ... entunerate ~= 
11•. m:i:lli:o:n:: 
12 •. pleasantry:.-
13 •. permi:S si on· 
14 •. descendant 
15 •. subscriber 
16 •. satisfactory_-
17 •. opportunity 
18:.. complimentary 
19: •. terminal 
2 o.. ihdiff..erent 
2l •. cleanest 
22. irregg:llar 
23· •. delightful 
24: •. demonstrator 
25_' •. fantastic·; 
26. assistance.::-
27~ emergency 
28 •. federalist 
29: •. dwarfish 
30 •. mii:!chievous 
31 •. thickness. 
32·~. glorll'yy 
33-. resl:;)onaible 
34 •. aaknowledgw,ent 
35 ~. jealousy~· 
36. delirious 
37.• cra:ckliila::; 
38. edi torHd. 
39 •. fashi:ixnB.ble .. ' 
40· •. apprentice : 
41 •. specifica±i~ 
42 •. appropriate:· 
43. embroidery · 
44 •. miheral 
45;; . pa tri otic0 
46· •. mountainous,. 
47 ~ entreaty 
48~. protective.•: 
49 •. arcnitecturee 
5o •.. complainant 
"Nmr,, you may exchang<? ypuF paper \'lith your neighb'or __ ·and we 
will correct the papers. Docno::t mark the cor;rect answers,·' 
bh.t malre a··.cr.oss after.::·an::answer: ·that iB not correct. Each 
child will1 read an answer~·that is on the paper~·vrhen:it ia: 
his turffi . W'e ~will give the answers . like thiS: 
1 Hurnl:fer:::.'l •. ,, letJ_ 11 1-e..:.t". ' Say:I the •suffiX f'irs:t,, then 
speil it-. Ready:;· Jnm~T:; ~ forr:rlUmher~ 2 .. " (Goo around the cl.aas 
as sugg~sted •. ) 
KEY~ for Check Test # 4. 
l.let 11· •. ion 21. est 31- ness 41. tion 
2.less. 12. ry 22·. ar~·· 32·,. fy 42. ate: 
3.age 13. siom 23. fufr. )3. ible·· 43· •. er::· 
4.ure 14· •. ant 24· •. or~- 34·~ ment 44. al 
5· tibn.'l 15 •. er.c 25:~. i:c::: 35~~ y: 45:- i'c8 
6.eous. 16 •. ory · 26. ance 36·. ious 46. OUS.· 
7·· ly~" 17~ ty 27 •. CY' 37·· ling_ 1+7. y· " 
~··. i·ze 18~'. aryy 28~ ist 38...-.ial 48· •. ive 
• i:Ve 19.- al 29. ish 39• able 49 •. ure 
10. ate 20. est 30 •. ous 40 .. ice 50· •. ant 
Lessarn 26 • 
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UNIT V. WORD ROOTS 
Lesson 1.. Teach -mov-, ~mot-, ,-act-,,,-part-, ,-cert-, 
-lect-, -sent-. 
n Children, today, we are going to work 1vi th a par.t of a 
word called a root. The most important part of a word, 
the part that·really gives the thought to the word, is. 
called the root. Listen to the groups of words that I 
am going to say, and when you know what root-is used in 
each of the 1v9rds; raise your hand.~· 
1. uHere is the first ~:roup·of words: 
remowe, unmoved, moving, movable, immovable. 
What root did you hear in each word ?n (\Yri te -mov- oa::r-1 
the blackboard.) 
"\fuere _.did you hear the. root in each· of those words? 
Was it at the beginning, at the end, or in the middle 
of the word? Lis ten again ;as. I say each of the 1-.rords. 
separately and determine where the root comes ineach 
w·ord. n (Re:pea t each word and call on a child to state ; 
where the root occurred each time.) 
nNo1v, children, you can see ~that the root may appear i:b.; 
on:e;of three positions-..,..at the beginning, at the end, 
or in ,the middle ~of a vrord .. 
In"~ this next exerc:ise,. I am goinK to say words in :1-.rhich 
the root -mov- was made.:;into bigger words. Listen to: 
each 1vord and when you can tell how the root w-as made ih.::-
to a bigger word, stand up •. Ready for the first word~ 
a •. immovable ... 'What made :-mov- grow into a bigger word ?n 
(As the child explainE, 1'rri te the root -mov-. on the board 
and add a suffix or prefix to it.when stated by the 
child •. Un:derline the root each time. Follow this proced-
ure.:for sifuilar exercises.) -
uHere are the other words: 
b •. removing. What made -mov- grow into this big,~ word?" 
c •. *'movable. What made -mov- grow· into this big:_ word?." 
d. uremover. Vfuat made -moW"- grow into this big word?" 
~. "Here is the next group of words: 
motor, motoeist, remote, promote, demote., 
1'fua t root did you hear in-~ each of those -::words ?11 
(Write -mot- on:board.) 
nNow, see if you can tell me how the root -mot- 1vas made 
to grow.:in:bo bigger words. Stand up_ as soon as you know. 
Here are the. words: . 
a •. promoted. 1ffuat made -mot- grow into a bigger ivord ?n 
b .... demoti:b.g! What made -mot- grow into that word?n 
c. uremotely. What made -mot- grow· into that 1-rord?" 
d ... umotivate. What made -mot- grow bigger?n 
e •. nmotorist. vfuat made -mot- grow bigger that time?" 
3 •. "Ready, now, for the next group of 1-Vords: 
acting, acted, actor, reacted, enacting. . 
1fuat root did you hear in each of those words?n 
. (Write -act- on the blackboard .. ) 
uNow, listen to each of the words that I am going to say .. 
i'1hen you know hm·r the. roolt ~act- \'l'as made into a bigger 
' 
. .f 
. ·I 
'· 
' I : 
,, '! ,· 
- / 
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word, Y9U· .nray s.ian,d·. up~· Ready f'or .the first· word1: 
a .. reaction. Wb.at,,made ..-act~ grow· diltoc that word ?lt 
b~· n enacted. _What mad_e •act- grow .into· that word?n _ 
c~, ur~actiona~y. What made ..:.iact ... ·grow in:bo(- that bi'g word?t' 
I . d. "'reactment,~-~Wb.at made -act,"...' grow into that •big vmrd?ll 
I '·. I 
4. nHere i~ anothex- group_rof words. :f.isten:1for the root ~. 
each· word: •. Wheru:Jyop. .kriow the root used in :each word, 
raise your hand. Here 'are the word13: , . _ 
depart~· partner, apart, apt:trtnient,. impart. ~ .' -
WlJ,a ttroot did you, hear each, tirtte?" (1vrit~- -part- on::board.) 
""Now; ,listen. to each of these words and see if you can t,ell 
.:P.ow the. root ~pa:t;>t- was made to grow into bigger ·words. . 
a •. department. What ljlade -part-J grow mto.that word?" 
h~. ttpartly. What made .. -part~ grow into that word.?n . 
·c. trililparteq .. What made -]?art- grow into th~t word..?n 
· d •. napartment. What made -part- grow into that word?" 
• . . I 
. ' 
s •. "Listen--;to this groupr·of words and when.;you krlow what· root 
i:S ~heard it.t eq;ch word, raise your hande · 
certain~-: concert, discomert, unce~tainil 
Vfuat root did you•Jhear?u (Write -eert- onnthe boa)0l·.') 
· nNow, ,listen:·:to each· of these words and tell me ho1-r -cert-
was made to grow into bigger words: , 
-- -~-. a •. cert.i:fy. ,What ·made ~cert- grow itl.t9cthat wo]0i?tt · 
b.· u concert •. vlhat made =Cert-. grow into; that ·word?" 
c •. ndisconcert •. WlJ.at made. ~eert- grow in toe that word ?lt 
·d.;.. nun~ertafu.-:. What made ...rcert..,. grow mto that word?" 
6. nWhat is the root used :tn eachof: these words: 
! collected, selecting,. electric,. electi<;:>:ri;~ recolle,cted. 
(Children rai::?e hands; call on a child t,o tell· root heard. •. 
Write -lect- on :board~~ · . ' · . 
11Listen to each of' th~se words and when ·:youu.know how ..... lect- . 
1vas made to grow into bigg~r words,. you may .stand up: 
a;·~ .lecture~. What made -lect- grow intoc·that word?n 
b~ .-"selected.: What made ,.,.-lect- grow .lll.to that 11ord:~ 11 
c• . n recollect. What made ...... 1e ct- grow . that time?tr . 
d •. ·nelection~ What made ~±ect:.... grow into that big word.?u. 
-7 •. nHe:r:e is the next group::,of, l'lOrcts: 
· present, ·.absent, dissent, resent, unsent.. . 
What root did you hear in ·;each word?" (Write· _;-sent- Q(m"J 
1 board. J 
t
1Ndw, listen .to· each of' these words. When· :you. know how. 
·-zen:h- was made to grow ·itJ.to'"a big word, you may stand u~~· 
a;o: presented •. What made- -sent~ grow: mto: that b:)..g word? 
-b •.. ndissenter. What made -sent- gro\'f into that big word?tt 
.c •. !I absently.· What made -sent-.. gr01v mtocthat big word?11· 
·d-.. ~resentful •.. What made .:..sen_n- grow ·in toe that big word ?n 
··u Inn the groups of words that we worked with today. what did we 
finCh that made roots grow iJitorbJ:gger words?n (Prefixes and 
' ' . suf'f ixes ... ) 
v .I 
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T.J11JIT V. 1VORD ROOTS 
Lesson 2.. Teach ~nat-, -solv-, -ceive-, -tend-, 
-jur-, -serve-, -train~~ 
(Folloiv the same procedure for the next eight exercises as 
was used in Exercise 1, Lesson 26.) 
nToday, l.ve are going to do more work with w·ord roots. ·You 
are to listen to each group of ivords and see if you can 
tell what root is used in each word of the group. Here;iS 
the first group: 
1. nature, prenatal, denatured 
What root did you hear in each word ?n (Vlri te -nat- om; 
blackboard .. ) 
2 •. nNmr, listen to this group of words: 
natural, signature, naturally, naturalist 
\fua t root did you hear in :each i·rord ?n (Write -nat- on-e 
blackboard.) 
n Children,, notice hoi·r these tvro roots are spelled the 
same but one is pronounced 1-ri th a long nan, while the 
other has a short nan. The roots are the same :and it 
comes from the word nature .. Now, listen to th~se wores 
and see if you can tell hOi<T the root n~t or nat grew 
into big i<Tords. You may stand up ivhen you know each 
answer: . 
a •. denature. Vfuat made -nat- grow into this word?" 
b. "prenatal. What made -:aat- grow into this word?" 
c •. uunnatural. What made it grow that time?" 
d. "signature. \fuat made -nat- gro1-r into that word?" 
3. «Here is the ne;x:t group of vrords: 
resolved, unsolved, dissolved, insolvant 
Vfuat root did you hear in each of these ~vrords?n 
(Write -solv- on the board.) 
nNow, listen to each of these words and i'lhen you know 
what made the root solv grow into· a big "!'rord, you may 
stand up ... 
a. dissolve. What made -solv- gro"l'r into that ~rord ?n 
b. nunsolved. What made -solv- grow that time?" · 
c .. "insolvant. What made -solv- grow into that word?tt 
d. nresolved. What made -solv- grm'f that time?1' 
4-.nListen for the root in this group of words: 
receive, deceive, ,perceive, receiver 
What root did you hear in each of those words?11 
(Write -eeive- on the blackboard.) 
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uNow, when :you lmow how the following words were made from 
the root ceive, you may stand up. 
a. receiver. What made -ceive- grow bigger that time?n 
b. udeceiving. What made -ceive- grow into that word?" 
c •. nperceived. What made -ceive- grow that time?11 
d. nreceiving •. \mat made it grow into that word?11 
s.ttHere;is the next group of words: 
inffiend, ,extend, pretend,,attended. 
What· root did you hear in·1each of those words? n 
(1'fri te -tend- on ·the blackboard. ) -
uListen to each of the w·ords that I am going to say and 
whem1you know h01v the root ~end was made to grow intoc 
a big word, you>.may stand up~•. · 
;i69 
a •. extended. What made -tend- gro1v into that ivord ?11 
b •. ftpretending. wbat made -tend- gro\v that time?n 
c •. nattendant ... 1fuat made -tend- grm.v into that 1-mrd ?u 
d •. u tenderly •. What made -tend- grow in to that 1vord ?" 
6 •. nListen to this group of 1<rords and see if you can tell 
1'lhat root is used in·:each \'lOrd of the group/. 
jury, jurist, injury, perjurer. 
What lias the root i:hreach of those words? n 
(~vrite -jur .... on·,the blackboard.) 
"Not-r, :listen to each of these~;words and 1vhen you know 
how the root -jur- was made to grow into big words, 
you may stand upa 
a •. jury ... \'fuat made -jur- grow in:,:that word ?n 
h•. "jurist. 1fuat made ~~ur- grow bigger ih that word?" 
c •. "injury. \fuat made -jur- grow· bigger that time?'t 
d •. nperjurer. Vfuat made -~ur- grow into:~·that word?u 
7'~ ~·Here is the next group: of ·words~ 
. reserve,,preserve, conserve, service. 
What root did you hear in each. of the words?11 
(\'fri te -serve.;; on the blackboard. ) 
n1To1v,-, listen to each of these words and see if you can~ 
tell how the root -serve- was made to grow into big words •. 
a •. observe •. \fuat made ~serve- grow into that word ?n 
b.o. npreserved.· What made -serve- grow that time?" 
c •. nservant. What made -serve- grow iiltorthat word?" 
d •. ''con.BervatioruoJ What made , .... serve- grow iiltorthat word?" 
8~t;Listen_~to this group· of words and see if you can tell w'hat 
room is used iir:,each '\'lord: 
con-tain; sustain,-, certain:,-,. retain. 
What root did you hear? 11 (Write -taifl.q on.;the board.) 
uNow, see if you oan tell how the root -tain- vras made to 
grow into each of these words: 
. a., certainlY'• .What made ... tairl~ grow into that word?n 
b.•~obtaiil:bng• \mat made ~tain ... gro1v that tfume?n 
c. "sustained. \fuat made -tain- grow into· that word?" 
d •. "retainer~ .\fuat made -tain..., grow into that word?n 
!•Nol'r, I am going around the class very quickly, _saying a 
1·rord for each child. Listen to the word and tell me what 
root is used in the word,..n 
l •. collected ~~. certify 
2 .~ unmoved :_7. enacted 
3· . promoted J.&~ ~collective · 
4., movement ::_Sj.. reaction : 
5• .abseni1ly 10 •. immovable 
::e1 •.. selection~ 
!2 ... department 
:L3· removable; 
I4 •. demotihg 
15 •. i:inparted 
._·; 
.170 
16. reactment 2l •. motivate 26. unnertafun 
17. removing 
18 • .alb.tomotive 
19 •. apartment 
2 o. :presented 
22. actor 
23. election-; 
24. certainly 
25. con:aerted 
27. selected 
28. :partner 
29. enacting 
30. motorist 
(If' a child-does nat know the correct root used inthe 
word, W".('ite ,the word on the board and underline the 
root. Then~have the child tell the root that is used.) 
Lesson 28. 
UNIT V. WORD ROOTS 
Lesson"'3• Teach -vent-, -:port-, -judg-, -fort-, 
-hab~, ~-ject-, -val-, -vert-. 
(Follow the same procedure for the next eight exercises as 
was used in Exercise 1, Lesson 26.) 
"Our work today will be oh1wo1~· roots~ We will do our ex-
ercises the way we did m·yesterday's lesson. First, we 
will find the root used in the different groups of words, 
then we will tell how the roots were made to grow into 
bigger words. Listen, now,_ to the first group of words 
and see what. root is used in each t'ford: 
1. invent, prevent,~vented,,inventor. 
What root did you hear?u (Write -vent- on board.} 
nNow, listen to each of these words. When·qou know 
how the root -vent- was made to grow into- a big 
word, stand u:p. 
a. ventilate. 'Wbat made -vent- grow that time?n 
b~ «invented. What made -vent- grow it.J.to that word?n 
c. «preventing •. Wb_at made -vent--grow that time?" 
d. uadventure •. What made -vent- grow itJ.tothat word?u 
2 •. n:FI:ere is the next group~··of words. Listen for the root: 
export, import, ,support, report. 
What root was used in each; 1.:ford ?l1 (Write -port- o:n-: 
the board._) . 
nNow, .list.en to these words. When:}you kno1-r how -port-
was made to grow in each 1.vord, stand up •. 
-a. important. What made -port- grow into that word?" 
b •. "reporter. What made -port- grow that time?" 
c. u supporting~, What 1vas it that made -port- grow?'~ 
d~. "exported. What made -port- grow into that word?tt 
3 •. «Listen for the roo?t in this group o:f words·: 
adjudg~~,judgment, prejudge, judger. 
What root ·did you hear in each word ?n (Write -jude;- on:: 
the board.) 
uNow,listen carefully to these words. When:.you know :how 
the root -judg- :~ra;s made to grow into a bigg~r word, 
you may stand up. -
a •. judgment. What made ~judg- grow in that word?n 
b~ • "prejudged. What made c:-~Udg- grOW ·into· that WO!'d ? 11 
c •. 
11 adjudg~d•- What made :-~udg':"-grow iniJ.o that word? 11 
d. n judging'! What made judgz- grow tit -that w·ord ?tt 
4•. nListen ·1for the ro9t ituthis group of words: 
comfort, effort, fortify, ,fortnight. 
What roo&. did you hear ili11each>word? 
(Write -fort-·onnthe blackboard.) 
11 Now, listen carefully,yto each:~.of these words, and ·whem: 
you·.know how the root -:f:ort- was made to grow into0a-c 
big,__word, stand up •. 
a.,_. eomfortly~ What made -:f:ort- grow into that 1-rord ?u 
b.·. tte:Bfortless. What made ·:-:f:ort- · grow that time?n . 
c~.'tunflo:rti:fied~ .. Wb.at made3-fort- grow in-that word?n 
d •. 11unfo:rtunate~ What made :-fort- grow i:tmthat word ?n 
5!>,nHere:)i.S the next group of words. LiSten for the roo±.: 
hab2t, habitat, ir'lhab~ted,,habitation •. 
What root did you hear ilii1each word?" 
(Write -B.ab- on·the blackboard.) 
"Now, listen to each of these words. When :you know how 
the root -hab--was made to grow into a big word,.you 
may stand up. · 
a.; .. ifl.b.abitant. What made -hab--grow into that word?n 
b';·. nhabitat. What made -hab~ grow into that word? 0 
c. nir'lhabited. What made -hab- grow in:nthat word?n 
d •. "habitation~. What made -hab- gro1t-r it:t:lthat word?n 
6 •. 11 Nm'l, listen·Jto this grqup of words and see what root 
is used for Bach:·-'-word:. 
subject, obj$ct, reject, deject. 
What root did you hear?11 (Write -ject- on:the board.) 
"Now,, listen:1to each -of these words and when you know 
how ..oject- was ni.ade ;·to grow. into· a big word, stand up+ 
a. progected.". What made -_ject- grow in·1that word?n 
b •• ndejectiori. What made -·-ject- grow in that word ?n 
c •. nobjective;: What made -~ect- grow into that word?u 
d •. nsubjecti:t:J.g~ What made -ject- grow i:h that word?n 
Ti.. uListen to thiS group·of words: value,. valid, valley, 
valor .. 
What rooct did you hear in:·2each word ?n (Write ·-val- on:::1 
the board. J . 
.. Now,· li:sten carefully to each "of these words. When;1you 
lo:10w how the root -val- was made to grow ifitoca big_ 
word, you may stand up. . 
a~ valueless. What made the root -val- grow innthat 
word?n ' 
b-.; ninvaluable. What made the root -val- grow in 
that word?n . 
c~. uvalentine. What made -val- grow ib.i1that word?" 
d •. 11 iD.Vialidate. What made -val- grow ifitocthat word?n 
s:.,. 11 Tl:lis is the last group·: o:5 words •. Listen for the root'. 
used iil :each word! vertical, in:vrerted,, conver-t, divert ... 
What root did-you.hear?n (Write -vert--on.the board.J 
uNow, listen to see how the root -vert- wa:s made to 
~row innocbigcwords •. Stand up \>Then you know~ 
a •. converted. What made -vert- grow intocthat word?" 
hi•'. ni:tr~ertitrge, What made -vert- gro~r that time?n 
c. "reverted. What made -ver.t- grow into:that word?11 
d. "vertilial •. Wha-t made--vert- grow irrithat woro?" 
"Now, I am going arounCh the class, saying_ a word :fov each-, 
child. Listen-to the woir'd and tell nre what. root was used. 
in~--: the WOll:?d : 
1 •. nature 
2 •. jurist 
3·. reserved 
4 •. dissolved. 
5 •. dece:kving 
6. certainly 
7. , observa t.ion:::'l 
8~ . una oa.. ved _ 
9 •. injury __ . 
lO •. weservihg 
11 •. oibtainingL, 
l2 •. perjuring 
13. denatured. 
14 •. extended 
15 •. sustained 
16. , re.s oii ved ~ 
17~- pretendin-g, 
18:~. per jury 
19.:..p;r-e:natal 
-20 •. oibserver 
21. perceived 
(If a ·.chi.ld does not know the co:rrect root, write the 
WOrd on·1the blackboard; then~mnderlinB the rOO!t. ) 
umt v .. 
Lesson·:4~, 
Lesson.'129. 
WORD ROOTS 
Teach -alter~, -duc-,,gen-, ;-graph-,, 
-labor-, -leg-, -legc~-mort-. 
(Follow the same procedure :for the next. seven~exercises 
as. was used itJ. Exercise 1,, Lesson::-;26.) .. 
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u Children, -today, we are goii.l.g. to do more work with roots •. 
Listen to this group;-·oiB woiVdS and tell me wha=h root yoU, 
hear inn each:· oif. the words: 
altered, alteration, unaltered, al terif:l.g •. 
What .was the roo.t ?." (Write -alter-...,_on;1the blackboard.) 
11 Now, listen:1to each o:f these .:'vTOrds and when you can:: tell 
b...:ow the root -alter- -was made . to grow intocbJ::g words, 
stand up;: 
a~ .alteration:;! What made -alter- grow ihto thai;:, word?u 
b'l;;.nunaltered. What made -alter- grow that time ?n 
c• nal teri:hg •. What made -alter- grow ii:nthat word ? 11 
d., "realtered. What made -alter- grow-:that tiine?u 
2. "Listen to this group~of words: ducat, induction~ 
deducted, producti:ire.. . 
What :nooct did you:.hear?n (Write -auc--on .. the board.) 
nNow, whenyou can tell how -due- was made to grow intoo 
each of) these big words, you may stand !lYPt~ 
a .. ·Rroduction • .-J What made -El.uc-. grow ifito:-thattword?u 
bi'. inductive. W!J..at made -auc--grow that time?•• 
c. uducat. What made -due- grow rnto0that 1-rcird?n 
d. ~'reduction•! What made -auc- grow in.nthat_word?" 
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3•:· uHere :is the next group of. words: generous, Genoa, 
ing?nuous, genuillbB. 
What root did you<.thear?n (Write -gen.JC:. ony:the board •. ) 
nListennto each of these :·words and when you know 
hbw the root -gen- was made ::into a···.big word, stand 
U];r: 
a;o: ~entlemen .. What.made -gen--grow.itlto'=that word?" 
b~:. 'un.g~ntle. What made -gen- -grow that tilhe?11 -
c. "generate •. What made -g§n- grow into· that -1.;ord?n 
d •. u general •. What made -gen-:-grow bigger that time?tt 
11-•• nNow, listen for the rooct iE. this groupr~ olD' \vords:-
- telegraph..;. photograp-]::1, phorrograph 1 digraph. 
What root did you hear?n (Write -graph- on: b·oard •. ) 
nListen·:;to each of the :>words that I am going'--to say 
and when~you know how the rooct -graph- w~a made)to 
gro~r into •a big word, stand up: 
a•. ~eography,;- What made -graph;. grmq in that word ? 11 
bl.·. t cardiograpl'J.. What made -graph- grow in. that. word? 11 
c•:. nmiiheograph~ What made -_,-graph..~- grow ·itm that vroTd ?" 
d .. uphbn:ograp];l.~ What made -gra:pJ;l--grow that time?n 
5. ~ uWhat root is used i:fl·,each of these words: laboring, 
laborer, laboratory, laborious. · -
(Write -labor- on the blackboard.) 
nNow.,, listen to each of these ?words. When you know· 
how---labor~ was made ~to grow· iiltoca big_ word, stand 
up•.Ready, for the words: · 
a;.' .. laborer. \fuat made.:-l.abor---grow in that word?u 
b~. "Laboring. ~!hat made -labor-- gro1v tnat tiine?u 
ce~-. "laboratory. What made ~-labor- grow b1gger?u 
d •. rtlaborious •. What made ;-labor- grow that time?n 
6 •. "Here)iS the next group::of words: legible, legislate; 
leg?nd, leg?ndary. 
What rood:. did you hear?n (Write -leg- on board.) 
nNCi1-r,. listen .to these ~words:. legac;y;, legg:~ngs, leggorn•l 
'ljllha;t root ':.did you hear?n (Write -leg:: on'.1board.) 
nc:Jiltldren~,notice that these two_roots are spelled 
a:b.ike c:buct ~-pron:ounced ~differently i T.ha t is be cause 
sometimes the u gr ii1:.1tht:: word may be soft, like inn 
legible, and omher times the 11 gtt is hard, like :dJ:rn 
legacy,. Hbwever, they are both>.the same root.n 
"Now, lis ten to each of these words and when:;you .:kmrxw -
hbw .·the root •leg- was made:-::to grow intoc.big words, 
stand up: 
a •. legacy~ What made -leg--. gro"t.; in that word ?n 
b:. 11 legislate. What made -leg:-: _grow.that time?" 
c., nillegible. What made -:leg- grow ih that word?.,. 
d •. nleghorn.;. What made)-leg- grow in:bocthat word?" 
7 •. nHere is the next group of words: mortify, mortal, 
immortal. . 
What roo~ did you hear?n (Write -mort- on board .. ) 
11 Now, listen~:to each of these words and when you 
know how -moDt- ·was -made to grow into big __ words,, 
stand up~ 
a;.:. mortar •. What made -mort--grow i:fu.~1that word ?u 
b~·. nmortally. What made )-mort-· grow that time?n 
c. n immortal. What made -m..ort- -grow that t itne ?n ... 
"Now, .. I am going around the class, saying a word for 
each child. Listen:·1to the word and tell me what root~ 
was used it:l.1the. word •. Ready .for the words: 
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1. invented L 
2 •. comforting 
3· invalid. 
11. supported 
12. iJhhabitant 
13 •. vertical 
14. adjudged 
.15 •. subjecting 
16 •. ventila-te 
17. fortn±ght 
18 •. valen:ti:tre : 
19 -~ . re-porter 
20 •. habitat 
21 •. pre judge 
22. dejected 
23 •. adventure::! 
4 •. tra_nsported 
5 •. iilhabit 
6~.rev.erting 
7• reverting 
8. rejected 
9" •. iD:wentov 
lO •. e:Bfortless 
24. fortify 
25. revalue 
26 •. ·important 
2T;.habit 
28 •. diverti:hg 
29; •.. judg;l.:hg 
30 •. objective 
(If a child does not know the correct root, write .the 
word on the blackboard; then -underliJJ::Le the roo:t. ) 
Lessm.t::~30. 
UNIT V. 
Less0nn5. 
WORD ROOTS 
Teach>-not-, -nor-, -pend-, 
-rect~,~-sci-, ~set-. 
,1_75 
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"We :are goi:hg_ to do more w:ork on-nroir>d --roots ,today. Li:Sten··1to 
thi:S group o1f words and see ,;if you- can tell the_ root~- that is 
used ifl:"Jeach ol.B the words: 
notice, notable, notify, notary. 
What root did you hear?n (Write -not~ on board-.) 
(In~1exercises -askiE.g how the root was made to grow into· a'' 
big \<Tord, follow the :procedure used it.l.~:1Exercise l, Lessonc: 
26.)-
nNow, _listen to each of these ,-vrords. When you caru"c tell how 
the root was made to grow bigger, you may stand up. Here. 
are the words: 
a.- notation. What made -not- gr0\'1 it.l.to· that word?n 
b•: .nunnoticed. What made -Rot- grow into that big word ?n 
c. -11notify. What made -Rot--grow bigger that-time?n 
d •. udenoted. What made -not- grow mto that word?n 
2 •. nListen for the root m··this group of words: depend, 
suspend, impend, expend •. 
1fuat root did you hear?n (Write -J?end- on:1the board.) 
nNdw,, listen carefully::-to each of these ;words and when: 
yQuJknow how the root -J>end-- was made to grow··:intor:a; 
big word, you may stand up: _ 
a •. dependent. What made -pend- grow into that word?" 
b~ .nsuspender. What made -}?end- g:row in-that word?n 
c. nexpend. What made -}?end- grow ·in:bocthat. word?u 
d. uiinpendi:flg. What made -}?end- grow in -,that word?n 
3 •. nHer.e ~is the next gr;>oup·--ol6 words~ ·direct, cox-rect, 
erect, rector •. 
What root did you hear?n (Write -Feet- on:the board.) 
ttListen :carefully_·to each of these words and when'IYOULl. 
kn:ow'·rhow the root -rect- was made to grow i:flto a big 
word, you may,Istand up: 
a. rectory. What made -rect- grow i:flto that word?n 
b'e. nerectiflg .. What made -Feet-,- grow ih -that word?u 
c. "incorrect. What madej-J?ect--grow in that word?" 
d •. udirected. What made -Feet- grow intocthai!, word ?n 
4 •. nListen-~to this grouproi5. words: science, sci€mtist, 
scientific. 
What root did you hear in each word ?11 - (Write -sci- on.'1 
the board •. ) 
11 Now, listen to these words: conscious, conscience, 
consciousness. What root did you hear in::each word?n 
(Write -sci- on board.) 
11 Nottice,: children, that barth roots are spelled the same 
but are pronounced differently •. Iru1the first group, 
(Repeat the group •. ) sci -is pronounced lilte ~· 
In ~the second group, (Repeat the group.-) scL! is p;ro.;o. 
nounced like sh. However, these two-are the same root, 
sci.; 
~ow, listen carefully to each of these words .and ~~hen : 
you know how the root -sci.:. was made to grow into~ a 
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big~:worr~, you may stand up: 
a•-conscience. What made -sci-. grow iiJ.to that word?n 
b. nscientist. What made -sci- grow: i:tLto that word?u 
c. nrmconscious. What made -sci- grow that tiine?n 
d. uunsciEmtific. What made -sci- grow that tline?n 
5. "Here is the next group· of words: nnrmal, ,Norman, 
enormous, enormity. 
What roo;Jr, did you hear?n (Write -nor- on ·the board.) 
nNow, · listen carefully to each of these i•rords and when:: 
you know how the root -nor- was made to grow into· a~ 
big word, you may stand up: 
a. enormous •. What made -B..or-... grmv into- that word ?n 
b• "n.\ilrmally. What made -Bar- grow mtocthat. word? 11 
c. uenorm.ity~ What made -Bor- grovr that tiine?" 
d$ "Norman. What made -n:or- grow into that word ·tt' 
6. nNow, listen to this group:of words: settlers, 
unsettled, upset, reset •. 
What root did you hear?u (Write -set- -on the board •. ) 
ttListen carefully to each of these words and when:you 
knmv how the root -set- was made to grow into a big 
word, you may stand up: ' 
a. resettled. What made -set- grow ii:l.tocthat word?" 
b--. 11upsetting! What made -set- grow into that word?11 
c_,. ninset. What made -set- grow into that word?u 
d. nsettlement. What made -set- grow ~ that word?n 
nAs I go around the class, saying a word for each child, 
I want you to tell me the root used in the word. Ready, 
for the first word: 
1 •. al teriilg 
2. phmtograph 
3 .. legendary 
4. productive 
5 •. laboring 
6. mortal 
7• ungentle 
8. legible 
9 •. unaltered 
lO •. mimeograph 
ll •. induction 
12. laborious 
13. mortar 
14. g~nerate 
15. legacy 
16. realtered 
17 •. telegraph 
18. legislature 
l9 •. reduction 
20. laborer 
2l •. general 
22. legend 
23. alteration 
24. geography:· 
25 •. leggings 
26. ducat 
27. laboratory 
28. mortti'y 
29. gentlemen 
30. leghorn 
(If a chi1d does not know the correct root, write the word 
on the blackboard1 then underline the root in the word~) 
Lesson.-1 31 • 
UNIT V. ~vORD ROOTS 
Teach -spect-,~sign-~ -stance-,, 
.-terr-, -tu~b-, .:--merge-, -viv-. 
uToday, we will continue our work on word :rioots. Listen:; 
for the root in this group of words: . _ 
respect, inspect, suspect, aspect. 
W'.aa t root did you hear?•• {\fri tE?. -spect- on the board. ) 
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(For the exercises in .which the r.oot is made to grow into 
a ='big 1-vord, foliow the procequre _suggested in Exercise 1, 
Less o:n>;26. ) · 
uNaw,· listen to ·each of these w.ords and wl::ien you know· how 
the root -spect- ·was made to grow into a big word, you 
may stand up: 
a. inspector. What made ~spect ..... grow into that 1'i'ord ?" 
b .. ~~ cj,rcumspect. What made ..aspect- grow in that word ?n 
c. 11 respectful.,What made -spect- grow·that- time?u 
d.nprOSpectiJig. Wha:t made ~spect- grOW into that WOrd?H 
2. "Listen for the roolt in this grouP. of words: 
resign, design~ consign, si~er.. . 
What rood:. did' you hear?" (Write -s_ign- om, the board •. ) 
nNow, liSten to thi's group o:r words! 
insignia, signal, si~et, signif'icant. 
What root did you hear?' (Write _.sign~ on :·the board.) 
nChi:ldren, you will notice that the two roots are spell-
ea·the same bum pronounned·differently. In the first 
group, (repeat the group) the words come to us from the 
Fren-ch language, but·· the Fren-ch had taken the ro o.t fromr 
the Latinnlanguage. In .'the Latinnlanguage, signu or 
~f. means a ·mark or token •. · The words iil.s"i p:;n:i'a and 
sign±fi:Cant came to us directly from:· the Latihnlanguage_, 
Socthese :two:·roocts are the same rocxt but have differen.t. 
pronunciations~" 
.uNow, listen carefully to eaeh of these words and 
when you know how the roo~ -sign- was made to grow into 
a· bigger word, you ma-y stand up: 
a. resigned. What·made -sign- grow into that word?" 
b~ uassigning. What made -sign~ grow that time?n 
c. ninsign!l.a. What made -sign- grow into that word?rt 
d. nsignmf'y. What made -sign~ grow into that word?" 
3 •. '!~re is the next group of: words; listen for the root:. 
iilstance, distance, substance,, Constance. · 
What roo<t did you hear?u (Write -stance- on the board.) 
nNow, listen to each of these words and when you know 
how -stance- was made to grow into a big word, you may 
stand up: 
a. substance. What made -stance- grow in that word?n 
b. ndistance~ What made -stance grow into that word?n 
c. nconstancy. What made -stance- grow that time?u 
d. nsubstantial. What made -stance- grow in that word?" 
-· 
4~. ''Listen f'or the room in this group of words: 
terrain, terrestial,,territory, terrace. 
What root did you hear?n (Write -terr- on 'the board •. ): 
tt This root terra comes f'-rom the Latin·1Ianguage and 
means earth. Now, listen to this group of words: 
terrible, terror, terrific, terrified. 
What room did you hear?n (Write terr on the board.) 
uThis root terre:ecomes :from the Latin language and 
means to f'rip;hten• -
Now, listen carefully to each of· these words and 
when you know how -terr- was made to grow into a big 
word you may stand up: 
a. territory. \1hat made -terr- grow into that word?n 
b. "terrace~ What made -terr- grow into that word?n 
c. 11 terri:fied. What made .... terr.;. grow in that word?n 
d. nterrif'ic·. What made -te:vr- grow that time?11 
5. 1~Here is :;the next group· of words; listen. f'or the root: 
disturb, turbid, perturb, turbulent~ 
llhat root did you hear?" (\'{rite ..;;turb- onr~the board;.) 
nNow, listen carefully to· each of· these words and when 
you know how the root -turb- was made to groltr into a' 
big word, you may stand up: 
a. turbid .. What made -turb- grow into that word?" 
b. ndisturbance~ What'made -turb- grow that time?u 
c. uturbulent •. What made -turb- grow into that word?u 
d. n:p?rturbed.' .. What made -turb- grow in that word?u 
6~ nListi:m for the root iil this group of· words: merger,, 
emerge, submerge, merging~ . 
What root did you hear?17 (Write -merge- on the board.) 
11Now, when you know how -merge- was made to grow into 
each of' these words, you may stand u:p: . . . 
a. emerges. What made ..-merge-' grow in that word?n 
b';;; u submerged~ What made ..-merg~-- grow intor- that word ?n 
c. nemergency~ What made -merge- grow itl. that word?n 
d. umerger_'• What made merge grow ·i:h::1tha t word ?u 
7~ nHere is the last group of words: vivid, vivauious, 
vi vif'y, vivacity. · · ·· . 
What root did you hear?n · (1V:rite -viv- on the board.) 
nNow, listen for tha..._root·m this group of' words: · 
· revive, survive, revivirig,. survived •. 
What room did 'you hear?0 (Write viv on:.the. board.) 
You will n::cD<bice that it is the same roo·t except that 
in:the first group, (repeat the 6rou:p.) we pronounce it 
viv; while in the second group, tre:peat the group) we 
pronounce it with the long n i u, Vi ve. The root -vi v-
or wvive- comes from the Latin language and means to 
live .. Nqw, ,listen to each of these .'t-rords and when 
you know how the root ..aviv- was made to grow into·· a 
big word, s ta.nd u:p; . . 
' a. vividly. What made -:viv- grow into that word?n 
b. 11 vivacious· •. What made -viv .... grovr iil that word?fl 
c. ureviviilg. What made -viv- grow that tiine?11 
d~ nsunvivor.: What made -viv- grow into that word?'1 
:-
• . 
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nN.ow, I am::.golE.g aroun<fh the class, sayihg~a-~wo:rd f'or 
each child •. · You are toolisten carefully to. the word 
and then tell me what rood!, was. heard. Ready, here is 
the f'irst word: 
1 ... unnoticed 11. settlement 21. !Jl0rmal 
2. resigned 12 .. suspecting 22. constancy 
3· terrified- .13 •. :p~rturbed 23. vivacious 4. survivor 14 •. submerged . 24. nmtif'y 
5· up~.etting ·-15· enormity 25 .. assig:n.-ed 
6. respected 16~ distance 26. territory 
7· disturbance 17· vividly 27. revivihg 
8. emerges 18. denoted - 28. resettled 
9. enormous 19~ . design:illlg 29. ins.pector 
10 •. substance 20 •. terri'ble 30. turbulent 
(If' a child f'ails to identif'y the co!r'rect root, . wtite the 
word on. the blackboard; then underline the root lit the 
word.) 
-Lessonr:32 •. 
UNIT V. \<lORD ROOTS 
Check Test# 5. 
·_i80 
Directions- Pass out paper to the chi.ldren. Tell them:;to: 
1. Write .. your name and the name of: your schooa. on:'~ 
the first line. 
2 •. Divide your paper 1i:b...rto· two:· even colUDLn::s. 
3· Nilmber down 'the columna from 1 to 5o. 
nNow, ~children, I want you to listen to the words that I am·. 
going to say• Each of the words will contain one of the 
roots that we have been studying. When you hear the root 
innthe word, write that root on your paper af.ter the cor-
rect number for each word. Listen for the number and the 
root of each word. Ready for the first word: 
1 .. removable 
2. department. 
3. absently 
4. perceived 
5. sustaining 
6. judgment 
7• dejected 
8 •. unaltered 
9. laboriJ:ig 
10. impending 
11. upsetting 
12. respectfully~: 
13. disturbance 
14. conscious. 
15. paragraph 
16 •. promoted 
1 T+ uncertainn 
18. unnatural 
19_ •. pre tending 
20. inv:en:bor 
21. comforting 
22. invaluable 
23. productionn 
24. legacy 
25. irilmortal 
26. directing 
27. enormous 
28. distance 
29 •. revived 
30~.resolvi:rig 
3l •. i:rn.active 
32 •. selected 
33 ... resolved 
34 •. certify 
35· injured 
36. resreved 
37· important 
38. inhabited 
39. verti:.cal 
40. general 
41 •. photograph£·; 
42. legislate 
4-3. unnoticed 
44. conscHmce 
45. resign:tng 
46. territoiry 
47 • emerges . 
48. adjudged 
49 .•. itLv:erted 
50. scientist 
.,Now, you ro..ay exchange your paper with your neighbor and 
1ve '\·rill corred'b the papers. Each child will read an answer 
that is on~1the paper when it is his turn.•: We will give the 
answers like this: 
rNUm:ber 1, ~' um..~o-vu • .Say the root first, then spell 
it. Ready, now, for Number 2.n (Go around the class as sug-
gested.) 
KEY~for Check Test # s ... 
1. mov 11. set 21. fort 31. act 41. gra;pl::t 
2. part 12. spect 22 •. val 32. lect 42. leg_ 
3· sent 13~, turb 23 ... due 33. solv 43 •. n.mt 
4. .ceive 14. scij 24 •. leg_ 34. cert 44. sed." 
5· tain.n 15. graph. 25. mort 35. jun:> 45. sign • 
6. judg 16. mom 26. rect 36. serve·:; 46. terr.-
7· ject 17· cert 27. ll.Da7 37· .povt 47 •. ¢merge 8. alter 18 •. nat 28fo; . stance 38. hab 48. judg: 
9. labor 19. tend 29. viv 39~.vert 49. vert 
10 •. pend 20.; ,vent 30 ... solv 4o •. gen so •. sci 
I 
• 
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UNI!r VI~ Check Test # VI. 
:Pass out paper tor chil.dren .. :and follow the directions givenn 
i:b. Check Test # 1, Unfut I~. 
:Part A. "Children;: write dm-n.T·;ifl the first eolumnn the first 
letter that you hear i:tLYJthe follovri:b.g words: 
1. just 4 .. have 7 ... one (a _,number) 10 .. enough 
2~ .yolirL 5 •. said 8~, vest 
3· west 6~ .quiek 9~-. could 
:Part 12· "Now, write domLlin the second column;>the last let-
-ter that you hear in 1the fmllowih~L 1-vord.s: 
1. box 4... about 7. han& 10: •. stiff' 
2. dampr· 8. address 
3 •. camel 6 .. lem:onn 9. stub 
4. breeze) 7 •. flower .10 •. twist 
2. pride> s .. glass 8 ~ . thitl.E! 
· 3. crawl 6. stamp' 9~-dritJ.k. 
Part _Q .. nNow, write down in the fourt;h colunm:nthe last two· 
letters that you hear in_ the following words: 
1. biro 4 ... with 7· that·• lO •. wa;lked 
2 .. better s. check 8. thank 
3. first 6. wash 9. away 
:Part E. nii1. :the last column,: write down the first three 
letters that you hear ifl·:the :following WQ....'Y'd.s: 
l. dentis-t 4. tenant 7· circle lO ... congress 
2. gentle s. disturb·~. 8. comma 
3· permanent 6. program 9. bunale 
Allow children to exchange )papers and correc-t the papers im-
mediately. Troublesome words may be written on the black-
bloard. to allow the children to see their mistakes~ 
tt 
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UNIT VI;. C]:l_Bck Test # VII 
Pas.s out the paper to the children and f'ollow the direct-
ions given ~inn Check Test # 1, , Un.rh t I for arrangement of 
papers .. 
Part A. n'Y'Tri te do\m.nii.Plthe first column :the first letter 
-- - that you hear itt. the followiflg "rords: 
l~ above 4 .. . jewel 7• .heat lO ... vam:p 
2. card 5· yarnn 8 ... save 
3· electric 6. warm. 9~. op:en: 
Part B. nNow,,write do\m. in the second column::;the las.t 
letter that you hear in·1the following words: 
l~ tax 
2. lamp 
3· steal 
4. start 
5 •. egg 
6. fern·1 
7• wood 10. lea:6. 
8 •. miss 
9. club'-
Par.t c. "Innthe third column; write down~the prefixes of' 
two( letters that you hear in ·the :following 1-.rords: 
1. indeed 4,. adverb' .. 7• entire 10 •. action::t 
2. u:nJJess 5 .. decide 8 •. remark 
3· obje.ct 6. expect 9 ... import 
Part D. nwri te ::down in the :fourth· columnnthe suf'fi:X:es of' 
-- - two letters that you hear in the f'ollowihg words: 
l~.cracker 4. glorify 7• privacy lO •. worry 
2. conductor 5'~ csaatal 8. historic 
3. drafty 6 .• a wi'ully · 9 •. regular 
Pa~t E. 11 In :the last column-;1 w:uite down the :pref'ixes of' 
three letters that you hear in -,the followiil.e; words! 
1. sublet 
2 •. natural 
3. command 
4. :promote 
5 .. actor 
6. settled 
7• prevent 
8. pe:I?haps 
9. concern ' 
10 •. dis charge 
Follow procedure for correcting papers as suggested :for 
Check Test # VI, iDDUnillL VI. 
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UNIT VI. Check Test # VIII 
Pass out the :paper to the children and follow the direct-
ions: given:ili Check Test# 1, Un±t I for arrangement of 
:papers. 
:.183 
Pant !• uGhildren,;1 write down ilinthe first column.'lthe first 
letter that. you hear iJi;the following words: 
1 •. candy 4. queen 7· wihd lO •. gamen 
2 •. j9yJ 5· Y!?llOW''' 8~. blid.e 3 
3· zes-t 6 .. back 9 ... vote 
Part 1h, nNow, , in -th'e second columnJ;J i'l.ni te dmm :the last 
letter that you hear. innthe following words: 
1 •. shop:;;-: 
2. far 
3·. twig 
4 •. head 
5. them:: 
6~. black 
7. want 
8 •. fluff 
9. girl 
10 •. pass•t 
Part .Q• nin.Jthe third colurmr write down the first two let-
ters that you hear in ,the following words! 
1 •. twang 4. trace 7 ... ilhag~ne 10 •. :placel~ 
2. escap~ 5 •. addition 8 .. -bThazed 
3· change 6~ break 9 •. crackling 
Part D. 11 NOi'l, write down in 1the fourth:::co&umnnthe suffixes 
-- - elf ti'lOc:letters that. you hear iii 1the fofulowi:b.g WOrdS; 
1. catcher 4. cablin1 
2. pocket 5. actor 
3. cellar 6 • . lonely 
7• panfuc 
8 •. safety 
9 •. frighten 
10. nationaln 
Part E. "In the last coCLUIIlll11 ~i'rrite down the pre:§ixes of three:· 
letters that you hear in·the following words: 
1 •. discower 
2. prevent 
3 •. fortune 
4-•. sup:plyJ 
5. procedure . 
6. subject 
7 •. contai:tm 10 •. compare" 
8. person·. 
9 •. surpri:Se) 
Follow procedure ~for correcting papers as suggested. m--, 
Check Test# VI, ,Uri±t VI. 
Lesson-~36 
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UNI:T VI .. Check Test # IX 
Pass out the paper to the children ';and f'ollow the direci>ions 
given ,in:nC1:1.J:l.ck Test # 1, L.T:rullt I~ f'or arrangement of' papers. 
Part ~· 11 Ghildren, wri:te down'·!in •the f'irst column:·:the last 
letter that you hear in the f'ollowing 1-vords: 
l. mighty--- 4. tangy 7~ shrub~::: 10 •. round1' 
2~. block s. premium 8. class 
3· scrap 6~ devil 9 •. mean 
Part_B. uNow, itl the second column, write down the f'irst two: 
letters that you hear in the following words: 
l. knock 4. knjjfe 7· announce 10. knee:ku 
2. p]J:od:.o 5. chitrmey, 8. Champlaif.rn 
3· Christmas 6. increase 9. phraae 
Part c. nin the third column~,write down the last two letters 
tb...at you hear in·,the follow·ing words~ 
1; sketch 
2. tough 
3· equator 
4. squash' 
5-. steady 
6. laugh 
T~.death lO •. thirstyn 
8 •. washed 
9 •. first 
Part D. ttNow,,write dowrnin.the fourth column'lthe f'irst three 
letters that you hear in::the followiil§LWords: 
1. pnrchase 
2 • suilDmari:fle 
3· surgeonn 
4. spray 7• dismiss 10 •. stritlg1' 
5. precaut.ionn 8. support 
6. protect 9. command 
Part E. uin;the last column, write down the suffixes of three 
----- letters that you hear in the following words: 
1 enumera t.e 4. poisonous 7 •. measure liD; .• revoibutionary11 
2 •. relative 5 ~:., claiin:an t 8. current 
3· ofifice 6. courage--~ 9. memoey 
Follow p::rocedure for correction of papers ;as suggested ih,~ 
Check Test # VI; Un±t VI. 
---- lfoiiow"'~the procedure for correction of- :Pa:Persas ___ suggested ih' ------
Check Test # VI, Un±t VI. 
Lesson:l37. 
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UNIT VI~ Check Test # X 
Pass out the paper to the chi1dren and follow the directions 
given:~in Cl:leck Test # 1,; Unfut I~ for the arrangement of::·papers. 
Part A• uChi.ldren, ·write do1m iil the first colunm ;the first 
letter that you hear. iil the following words: 
1~ .alone 
2' •• vivid 
3· taste 
4.. election 
5~ walk 
6. about ' ..... 
7 • Egypt; 
8 •. yard 
9 .•. z ip.rliia '-
10 •. kirh.du 
Part B. nNow,,m·the second column;J write down the last let-
ter that you hear in 1the following words: 
1. leafy 
2. nostril 
3· noisy 
4. thrifty 
5~ bUlb 
6. block 
7~ paint 
8 ... sharp 
9,.rean 
10 •. handu 
Part c. nin the third column,:~vrrite down .the prefixes of twoc-
.letters that you hear i:fl :the follmving~words: 
1.. ambulance 
2. ac.cept 
3• absolute 
4. embroider 7• beside lO •. admren 
5. agri:Culture 8. Alb8J:rW.'/ 
6• office 9 •. appear 
Part D. "Now, write down dilnthe fouv.th column-::the suffixes 
of two':letters ~.that you hear itv~the following words: 
1. terrify 4. arithnretic 7· treaty 10 •. policyn 
2 .. tarry 5~ monthly.> 8 •. sugar 
3· ·decorator 6 •. dii:J.ner 9 •. postal 
Part E .. "In··1the last column)l write do:vm·the suffixes of three~ 
----- letters that you hear llli1the following wo~ds: 
1. championn 
2 .. notice 
3· figure. 
4. necessary 
5~ racial 
6. bane:hage 
7~ excellent lO:;..contestant" 
8 •. boy;tsh 
9. adjecti'Ye 
Follow the procedure for correction of papers as suggested ih.' 
Check Test # VI, Un±t VI. 
LessonrJ38. 
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DNTT VI~ Check Test # XI 
Pass out the :paper to the children and follow the directions 
given d.t1·1Check Test # 1,. Unrit I, for arrangement olfi papers •. 
Part A· 11 Children, write down i:h the first column-the first 
two letters .tha·h you hear ito. .the fallowing words: 
l. always 4. empire 7· upset 10 •. admireu. 
2. o:Bf eritlg, 5~ affair 8. a:pp:roaeh 
3· agony 6. occupy 9 •. amb:.ttionn 
Part B. ttNow,, write down ·iil. the second! column:1the last two 
letters that you hear in~the followi:hg words: 
1 .. .peaches 4 .. emergency 7· pani:C lO •. g~neralu 
2 .. d.ismay 5· :planille& 8;~ . wi:Shed 
3· remember 6. po!harr- 9 •.. ca:p"J:.or 
Par.t c. "In:-~the third column$] write down the first three let-
ters that you hear in the following words: 
1. spri:rhltle 4. co:rrufJort 7• preside 10 •. disappoi:htu 
2. thrust 5. stretch 8-.;.. scream: 
3· connect 6. squeal 9 •. science~ 
Part D. nN:ow,. write down il~ the fourth col.Umn::1the s1itfi'fixes 
of three.letters that you hear in the followi:b.g words: 
1 •. blackest 
2. outlet 
3· nervous 
4. dentist 
5 .. writlll.g 
6 ~ wonderful 
7• organmze3 
8;i . itnmedia te 
9 •. foo&isn· 
Part E. nin::the last coli.lmn,~ write down the suffiXes ore four 
--- letters~:that you hear in.'1the follbwi.t.l.g words: 
l •. app~arance 
2. impossiole 
3· huatlii.l.g;_ 
4. distance 7 •. apartment 10. revolution.~ 
5. conv.ention:r1 8~. ggvernment 
6. wordless 9 •. favorable 
Follow the procedure for correction·of papers as. sugg~sted 
ili'10heck Test # VI, Uriillt VI. 
• 
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UNI:T VI. Check Te~t # XII 
~ass out the paper to the children and follow the directions 
given:.-:ili Check Test # L, Uruit I, for aJ?.rangement of papers. 
Par.t A. n Children, 1toJri te down :in the first column :the :first 
two letters that. you hear mnthe follow:itlg words: 
l'~. impressive 4. rebumld 7· reduce lO •. alreadyu 
2. ambush 5· angry 8~. appormt 
3· absoiLute 6. afterwand 9~. addition'1 
Part B. nNow, , write down in the second: column.Yl the las.t two,. 
letters that you hear in the following words: 
1. October 
2 .. mn:sie 
3· basketry 
4. creditor 
5~- federal 
6 ~ friend:ly~r 
7• pri:Vacy 
8~.dollar 
9 •. liberty 
Part c. uin the third column, write)down the prefixes of' 
---- - three letters that you hear in the following words: 
1.; . subway 4.; confess 7· disorder 10. substanne~ 
2. compass 5· p:rolong 8 •. predict 
3. perfect 6. surrender 9 ... sustam1 
Part D. nNow, in·,the :founth column;1 write do'm the suffixes 
of three;letters that you hear i~ the following words: 
ll wa tchf.ul 4~ wa tchlnan 7. Washington 10~ "ga:tlamt~ ·: 
2. readihg_ 5. booklet 8. dramatize; 
3. dictionaJry 6. surrender 9.;·. sustain 
Part E. uin the last column;1 write down:the suffixes olf four 
-- - letters that you hear in1the following words: 
1 •. endless~ 
2. treatment 
3. sensible 
4. subtraction 
5. mumbli~g 
6 •. lilteable 
7 ... speechless 10. movement'" 
9. allowance 
Foililow the procedure for correction of papers as suggested 
in 10heck Test # VI~ Urrit VI. 
. -
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UNIT VI. Check Test # XIII 
Pass out the paper to the children and fo110~7 the directions 
given iJh1Check Test# 1, Unit I, for arrangement of papers • 
Pat'.t A. n Cmldren;: l"lri te dov.m::::in the first columnnthe prefixes 
that you hear itr :the :following words: 
1. albUm: 4~ ambition·' 
2~ aggregate 5. anthracite 
3· a:ffirm · 6~ app~entiee: 
7. ad.mirat ion···· 
8 •. eclipse 
9~. accompli:'ce 
10. amazihg« 
Part B. 11 Now, write dow:n~·dnnthe second! column the suffixes 
that you hear in the following words: 
1. prohibitory 
2 ~ . grappling 
3· endurance 
4~ . communibn 
5' ~ irregular 
6. gauntlet 
7• provincial lO~ elementary" 
8~.courageous 
9. extensiorm 
Pant c.. "In the third column;:> write down the ·roots that you 
-- - hear in ·•the :f ollowiilg words: 
l •. immovable 4.; expovted 
2. promoting 5. inj\.tries 
3· unnatural 6. service 
7~ .enactment 
,r 8 •. uns oilived 
9~.photbograph 
10. collectedn 
Par.t D. nNow, \"Trite do1m ;it:!. ~the :fourth coiliumn·:1the roots that 
you:hear in the :following words: 
1. laborer 
2. concert 
3~ valentlite 
4. department 
5. comfortable 
6. ven:bilate 
7~ g~nerous 10·~ legislate« 
8. submerge 
9 •. legacy 
Part E. "In the last column~ wr.ite down:the roo?ts that you 
---- - hear in the following words: 
l. mortify 4~ suspenders 7. transcribe 10. territory" 
2~ notable 5~ conscious 8~.signal 
3· enormous 6. scientist 9. spectrum:::~ 
Follow the procedure for correction of papers as suggested 
in;Check Test VI, Unj}t VI. 
